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Abstract
My dissertation restores to the canon of women’s rhetorical history a voice who, in her
time of the early twentieth century, made a mark on the world of food writing. By identifying
Sheila Hibben’s rhetorical strategy of sass as a method of critiquing hierarchies and as a feminist
rhetorical practice, my work contributes to the field of rhetoric and composition.
This dissertation defines and deconstructs Sheila Hibben’s sass as a rhetorical strategy
during two essential periods of economic crises—the Great Depression and World War II—to
influence two audiences of white working- and upper-class housewives to eat well during times
of national financial hardship. With her published cookbooks on American regional cuisine and
thirty years of her food columns in The New Yorker magazine, Hibben persuaded housewives to
be proud of their American culinary identity, to embrace traditional regional cuisines, and to
reject fancier fare for the sake of fashion. She attempted to change consumer behavior by
developing a new rhetorical strategy for food writing and left behind a legacy in women’s
rhetorical history by acting as an early twentieth century American culinary biographer.
For Hibben, sass was not just a tone of sarcasm or bluntness, but a form of honesty.
Hibben’s sass defied the dominant material culture of a patriarchal capitalist system by
performing an unapologetic appetitive confidence and influencing a large demographic of
women to eat traditional regional dishes that spoke to a national identity. Sheila Hibben opened
conversations that impacted everyday household decisions made primarily by women as part of
their everyday unpaid labor. Today, we can utilize strategies like Hibben’s to influence eating
and consumer behavior by educating the larger public in order to provide access to people of all
income levels so that they might eat well on a budget and thrive.
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Chapter 1: Serving the Nation
In 1933, several months after FDR was inaugurated, First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt invited
culinary authority Sheila Hibben to the White House. Roosevelt saw in Hibben’s writing a sassy
rhetorical patriotism and decided to tap into it as a model for the nation’s menus. Hibben, who
had been recently widowed in late 1928, had been suddenly left to support herself and her
daughter by becoming a food writer. Her most well-known work, The National Cookbook
(1932), did much to establish her credibility in the eyes of the American culinary world. Her
efforts to bring together regional recipes from across the country accumulated in this volume and
eventually also continued to expand in her later cookbook American Regional Cookery (1946).
Eleanor Roosevelt enlisted Sheila Hibben to help mold the White House kitchen during
the time of the Great Depression. The material conditions and economic realities of the Great
Depression and World War II eras made a mark on the early twentieth-century housewife’s
culinary resourcefulness and Sheila Hibben was a contributing voice. I access that history and
rhetoric in my research, as it unveils some of the ways a woman can influence our nation’s
decisions about food. In the second paragraph of Laura Shapiro’s 2010 article “The First
Kitchen” from The New Yorker, a gem emerges; Shapiro writes:
The best-known expert in American culinary history at the time was the cookbook writer
and journalist Sheila Hibben (who not long afterward became The New Yorker’s first
food critic). She agreed to visit the White House kitchen and advise the staff on such
1

homey classes as stewed crabs, johnnycake, and chicory salad, as well as Presidential
recipes going back to Washington and Jefferson. Honest fare like this, Hibben believed,
could help people make their way through hard times. ‘Crisis or no crisis, the tension of
the country is better for preoccupation with the art of cooking,’ she counselled the First
Lady.
After reading Shapiro’s article, I was intrigued. I delved into The New Yorker archives and read
some of Sheila Hibben’s food columns. I liked her style. It was sassy. As I continued to read, I
realized Hibben was using her sass for the purposes of patriotism. It was a rhetorical strategy to
convince her readers that quality was prized above all else, that even in times of economic
distress we could thrive and resist bland austerity.
In their attempted collaboration, here was a chance for two extraordinary women, Eleanor
Roosevelt and Sheila Hibben, to come together and shape the nation’s conversation about food.
Both did so in effective ways, but not as a partnership. Their alliance was, for the most part,
unsuccessful. Nonetheless, it offers a chance to look more closely at rhetorical strategies that
helped define a nation’s culinary identity. It is also an opportunity to rediscover a woman who
has been lost in recent history. Sheila Hibben should still be a household name, a name that we
associate with sassy instructions about best kitchen practices. Instead, though she was well
known in her own time, few people today have ever heard of her. This dissertation seeks to
rectify that loss and places her back in the spotlight of influential food writers, restoring her to
the canon of the history of women’s rhetoric. Sheila Hibben invented a new rhetorical strategy
all her own: a practice of sass and brazenness for food writing. That strategy worked to influence
two audiences of working- and upper-classes to eat well on a budget and to thrive. The
inventiveness of her rhetorical strategy, particularly given her own situated limitations in a
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patriarchal capitalist system, and its implications for modern culinary discourse speaks to why
we should pay more attention to voices like Hibben’s.
Hibben’s sass is not just a tone—sarcasm, bluntness, cheek—but an honesty toward her
two major audiences. Sheila Hibben’s sass is a method of critiquing dominant material cultures
by performing unapologetic confidence in her own material culture. She opened up
conversations that impacted everyday household decisions made primarily by women as part of
their everyday unpaid labor. This is what grounds her sass in feminism—there is an aim to
inclusivity and access, and a rhetorical purpose to reach a variety of audiences. Her own
circumstances as a single mother, her financially declining lifestyle after her husband lost his job
at the Associated Press, the Great Depression, all gave her an edge and contributed to her tone
and her voice as part of her personality. Most importantly, however, it added the motivation to
use those circumstances in order to urge her audiences to own their American culinary identities.
The sass she employed is particularly American, stubbornly taking joy in common experiences
as an American approach to hard times, and works toward an American national identity—one
established through regional dishes that included native or indigenous ingredients or dishes that
were part of immigrant traditions making up the collective “mixing pot” of the country’s culinary
character.
Sheila Hibben urged a community of working-class American housewives to be proud of
their regional dishes and to do the best with what they had. Then with her predominantly white
middle- and upper-class New York audiences she used sass to subvert class culture and urged a
community of people to eat like the working classes, even though they could afford more
“elaborate” fare. Sass, or Hibben’s brand of it, makes no qualms of her appetitive nature and
pushes that value onto her readers. She touts an authority equivalent to a man and instructs her
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audiences in ways of culinary national character and believed women should eat like men. Her
attempts to influence the upper classes in particular were innovative, relying on their desires for
trend and appealing to their sense of culinary adventure.

Sheila Hibben would eventually go on in 1934 to become The New Yorker’s first regular
food critic, originating the column “Markets and Menus” for a span of nearly thirty years, while
also sometimes contributing to the “Tables for Two” restaurant review department, and to an
occasional housekeeping column titled “About the House.” The “Markets and Menus” columns
in particular contained advice for primarily white middle- and upper-class housewives on where
to find quality food items (most often in New York City, but occasionally also extending up and
down much of the eastern seaboard), education on ingredients and how to cook them, and a
general feisty judgement on many modern conveniences of packaged and frozen foods. Her
readers came to understand her voice as dependable – especially for her love of claret (red wines)
and her vehemence that they can, in fact, be had in hot weather, thank you very much. Later,
after having developed her rhetorical strategy of sass over several years at The New Yorker,
Hibben would go on in 1941 to publish what food journalist Anne Mendelson argues is the work
that fully encompasses her sassy style: A Kitchen Manual.
The work that Hibben did was such that we can call it feminism retrospectively, though
she pre-dates many of the discussions surrounding feminist issues today. For this, we can call
women like Hibben “proto-feminists,” in that they anticipated many of the more modern feminist
conversations we are having about equality, access, and justice. I claim that the rhetorical
analysis I provide in the following pages demonstrate why the collaboration between Roosevelt
and Hibben wasn’t more lasting and therefore Hibben’s legacy wasn’t as well-remembered as it
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could have and should have been. Therefore, this dissertation seeks to address the impact of her
legacy and prove why the field of composition and rhetoric must include Sheila Hibben as a
proto-feminist food writer whose rhetorical strategy of sass sought to influence a nation of
working- to upper-class eaters to eat well and thrive.
The field of rhetoric and composition is still adding to its canon. To be clear, the aim of
this dissertation is not a reclamation in the same way that Andrea Lunsford reclaims rhetorical
voices that were hidden from history. Instead, I claim to recover Hibben and offer that food
writing such as hers belongs in the canon of feminist rhetorical practices, just as Jacqueline Jones
Royster and Gesa Kirsch introduce genres and sites of rhetoric that we hadn’t considered before.
Sheila Hibben is worthy of a place in this canon since her rhetorical strategies were innovative
and merit study alongside other works of women’s available means that Joy Ritchie and Kate
Ronald successfully showcase in their collection. Like women such as Sappho, Aspasia, Virginia
Woolf, or Alice Walker, Sheila Hibben was not invisible during her time. She was not unknown
in the first half of the twentieth century but was in fact an established cookbook author and
regularly published food critic for The New Yorker for thirty years. Her rhetorical strategy of sass
is what got her voice heard. However, history seems to have allowed her to fade; she has been
overshadowed by authors and celebrities like MFK Fisher and Julia Child. I argue that Hibben’s
name should be placed alongside these other notable culinary influencers as we study innovative
rhetorical strategies across composition genres. This dissertation seeks to further expand the
canon of feminist rhetorical practices and move Hibben’s legacy into the twenty-first century.

5

Hibben’s Biography
To understand why her work was significant, it is important to know how Sheila Hibben
came to that work in the first place, and how her sass came to be. While she was well-known
during her time, particularly in culinary circles, her name has unfortunately been somewhat lost
in time. For this reason, I offer up a brief biography, cobbled together from several sources listed
in my works cited that include published works such as readings of her family’s texts, histories,
homage articles such as memorial piece from New Yorker, obituaries, etc.1
Hibben’s rhetorical strategies grew out of her own material reality in the years before her
earliest publications. Before she had settled in New York and eventually became the first regular
food critic of The New Yorker (1934-1964), Hibben grew up on Perry Street in Montgomery,
Alabama. In 1888, she was born Cecile Craik, known to her family and friends as Sheila.2 The
Craik family are, in a sense, American Revolutionary royalty, with ties back to George
Washington. Dr. James Craik, Sheila’s great-grandfather, was Washington’s personal physician
and would eventually marry Marianne Ewell, a cousin of Washington’s, thereby connecting the
two households. Washington, who had no children of his own, stood in as godfather and
surrogate father to their son, his namesake, George Washington Craik. Her family’s American
revolutionary ties set a unique and appropriate backdrop for a woman who would eventually go

1

For more complete biographical information on Sheila Hibben, please see the following texts, which are also listed
in my works cited at the end of this dissertation: George Hibben’s chapter on "Descendants of Paxton Pattison
Hibben and Cecile Craik" from his book “--60 Poles to a Sugar Tree and Thence to the Beginning;” Aristocrat and
Proletarian: The Extraordinary Life of Paxton Pattison Hibben by Stuart Hibben; Anne Mendelson’s article “Food
Writing Lives: Sheila Hibben;” Deep Family by Nicholas Cabell Read; “The First Kitchen” by Laura Shapiro along
with her book Perfection Salad; “-S.H.” from The New Yorker’s 1964 issue featuring a memorial for Hibben;
Ziegelman and Coe’s work A Square Meal: A Culinary History of the Great Depression; and the Find a Grave
memorial webpage for Cecile “Sheila” Craik Hibben, maintained by George Hibben.
2
According to Hibben’s nephew, Dallas Read in his book Deep Family, her father gave her the nickname when he
learned that Sheila was Celtic for Cecile. Hibben writes that she was also called “Baby,” and then “Bini.” Sheila was
also known as “Four Star” to a local washer-woman in Montgomery, because she was the baby of four girls and
always had four stars sewn onto her clothes.
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on to become the country’s culinary biographer. Sheila Hibben was already, in a sense, a product
or embodiment of Americana herself.
When Hibben was a teenager, the family moved from downtown Montgomery to just
outside of town on a more rural piece of land they called Hazel Hedge (named for all the
surrounding hazelnut bushes). The property was nearly self-sufficient, with fruits, vegetables,
chickens, and cows, eventually starting their own dairy operation. What Alice Waters would in
the 1970s later label the “farm-to-table” movement, was to Sheila Hibben just a way of life.
Growing up in an agrarian culture, Sheila’s meals mostly came from her own land.
Not only was Sheila raised early on with an attention to food, but also to literature. Her
father read aloud to her and her sisters at the dinner table when company such as Annie Oakley
wasn’t present. Of Sheila’s father, Sheila’s nephew Dallas Read, author of the 2005 book Deep
Family, wrote that
Will Craik was indeed Montgomery’s Renaissance man, who, long before “women’s
suffrage,” encouraged his four daughters to think for themselves. He gave them this
challenge: “Live your own lives, and while you should always be considerate of others,
do not allow yourself to become morbid about your duties, either great or small. Refined
and educated people living under stress of poverty need not lose self-respect nor become
embittered.” (Read 116)
In her twenties, Sheila spent many of her young adult years in Italy and France, an opportunity to
experience an education abroad and to “live her own life,” as her father had encouraged her.
Also during that time, while abroad at the Hague, she met Paxton Hibben, a wildly
successful diplomat, journalist, and Army captain who seemed to have a knack for always being
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where history was happening, and whose exploits are the subject of a book all their own.3 He
knew Teddy Roosevelt personally, and worked on his presidential campaign. He served
diplomatically in Russia during two political revolutions and was a friend of King Constantine of
Greece just when that monarch was overthrown in a bloody coup. He was instrumental in peace
negotiations at the end of World War I and was famous for saving millions of Russian children
from famine in the 1920s. As his wife, Sheila rubbed shoulders with some of the most influential
political and literary figures of the day, particularly in Europe.
They married in 1916. It’s easy to see how Sheila and Paxton would fall in love. The two
shared similar socialist values and activist temperaments. Sheila met Paxton just as he had left
his diplomatic career to become a foreign correspondent with the Associated Press and Sheila
herself had ambitions to be a journalist. Incidentally, she told her mother in a letter that she
initially joined the Red Cross in hopes that she could sell the experiences she wrote about (Read
155). In fact, the only instances we know of Sheila Hibben publishing anything before becoming
a food writer after her husband died is offered to us through family reporting. Paxton’s cousin
Stuart Galloway Hibben published a book about Paxton in 2006, Aristocrat and Proletarian: The
Extraordinary Life of Paxton Pattison Hibben. In it, he writes that while working for the Red
Cross in a Parisian hospital, “[Sheila] found time to free-lance dispatches of her observations for
the New York Sun, which was pleased to publish them and to pay her but refused to include her
byline” (38). Without being able to attribute these pieces to Hibben, we can still assume,
however, that none of her writing from these days were about food. Sheila was eventually

3

Aristocrat and Proletarian: The Extraordinary Life of Paxton Pattison Hibben by Stuart G. Hibben (Paxton’s
cousin). In addition to this biography by his cousin, Paxton himself wrote a total of four published books over the
course of his career: Constantine I and the Greek People (1920); Henry Ward Beecher: An American Portrait
(1927); Reconstruction in Russia (1925); and The Peerless Leader: William Jennings Bryan (1929). He also wrote
the Report on the Russian Famine, 1922.
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awarded a Croix de Guerre (a French medal given to military personnel who distinguish
themselves by heroic acts) for her efforts as a nurse with the Red Cross during World War I.
Afterward, she humbly dismissed her heroism as simply what anyone else would have done.
Both Sheila and Paxton showed concern and advocacy for the hungry, participating in
post-World War I food relief missions and organizations around the world, evidence that the
couple practiced food activism early on.4 Hibben only stopped her missionary work when she
became pregnant with their daughter, Jill.5 Upon returning back to the United States and taking
up residence in New York, Paxton continued to work on the food relief effort (particularly for
the cause of the Russian famine6), but his close ties with King Constantine of Greece raised
eyebrows with his employers at the Associated Press and it wasn’t long before he then had to
rely solely on freelance work to make a living.
Paxton’s job loss with the AP began a steady financial decline for the couple. “The
Hibbens lived close to the bone, subsisting on Paxton’s uncertain income as a free-lance
journalist and lecturer, together with a modest bequest from his late father. Occasionally, Sheila
got financial help from her sister Jean, who had married a wealthy Texan” (Stuart Hibben 123).
These circumstances explain the meager $500 estate that Sheila was left when Paxton died. It

4

Hibben bares a little of her politics in the first line of this issue’s column from 1940: “I am dead against letting the
philanthropic impulse affect one’s judgement in discussing matters pertaining to food and drink, so when I speak of
the fine collection of teas which the American Committee for Chinese War Orphans has for sale in its offices at 8
West 40th Street, it is just a coincidence that the cause happens to be as worthy as the tea” (“Odds and Ends” 77).
5

Born Jean Constantine on November 02, 1921, New York, NY; died April 7, 2002, Riverside, CT. She went by Jill
to avoid confusion, since there were other Jeans in the family. Later, she would also change her middle name to
Paxton, after her father whom she adored (Deep Family 172).
6

Paxton wrote in 1923 “My whole work with Russia has been to try to keep a few thousand starving children alive,
and my correspondence and negotiations with anybody in the Russian government have been for that sole purpose.
If that is a crime, I am glad to be that kind of criminal” (qtd. in Aristocrat and Proletarian). It was only due to the
technicality of his not being an official member of the Russian Communist Party that he was not buried in the
Kremlin. His tomb, however, is located in Moscow and he was given a decorated funeral and memorial by the
Russian people.
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also tells us that her decline from aristocratic living was a slightly more transitional one than the
abrupt shift the Great Depression had for so many other Americans.

Advising the White House Kitchen
Sheila Hibben’s circumstances are what led her to take up food writing as a profession
and claim her role as a public authority on American regional foods. Eleanor Roosevelt brought
Hibben to advise the White House kitchen during the middle of the Great Depression. The First
Lady was intent on setting an example for the rest of the country on how to eat economically in
hard times. But Hibben’s tenure as consultant didn’t last long. Though some of Hibben’s recipes
occasionally made their way into housekeeper Henrietta Nesbitt’s White House menus, the
women didn’t exactly see eye to eye on what it meant to cook on a budget. Where Hibben
believed one needn’t sacrifice quality, Eleanor felt that, politically, she needed to project as
austere an image as possible. Taste be damned.
As a symbol of American womanhood, when the First Lady of the United States chooses
to participate in this conversation about food, it has instant ramifications. It ripples down into the
rest of American society. The country recently saw this in action during the Obama
administration when First Lady Michelle decided to take on school lunches and also expand the
White House vegetable gardens in 2009 to be the largest in its history. Obama’s intentions with
the White House garden were to mainly promote and to help educate children about making
good choices in their diets. By contrast, nearly 100 years ago, Eleanor Roosevelt planted the
White House victory garden in an effort to alleviate financial strain and food shortages brought
on by World War II. In this dissertation, by focusing on Eleanor Roosevelt’s contemporaneous
food writer, Sheila Hibben, I highlight and address how rhetorical awareness can help expand
10

communication between those who have the power to create change and those who are less
empowered. Caroline Knapp stresses the same concerns in her 2011 book Appetites: “The ability
to make choices can feel unsettling and impermanent and thin if it’s not girded somehow with
the heft of real economic and political strength” (35). Those who are less empowered look to
those in charge for guidance. Tammie Kennedy emphasizes the same sentiment in her chapter on
“Boxed Wine Feminisms,” in the 2017 Goldthwaite collection Food, Feminisms, Rhetorics,
“freedom is not the same as power” (182). Eleanor Roosevelt used her position of power as a
means of shaping American culture, particularly the ways we view food, sometimes establishing
policies or traditions that cleared the way for other women writers to enter the conversation
about food. Sheila Hibben grew to be a dominant voice in her own right at the time and offered a
perspective more relatable to the average American citizen during times of economic crisis in our
nation’s history.
Eleanor Roosevelt took up the mantle of “First Housewife”7 and understood that her
position in the spotlight meant being a role model for the nation. Some would say she took it to
an extreme. In their 2016 book A Square Meal: A Culinary History of the Great Depression, Jane
Ziegelman and Andrew Coe write, “In home economics, Eleanor found a way of thinking about
food that was consistent with her values. Built on self-denial, scientific cookery not only
dismissed pleasure as nonessential but also treated it as an impediment to healthy eating” (203).
The field of Home Economics had only recently been established as a “legitimate” discipline and
accepted into academic curriculum. It was specifically the Cornell University program’s
department that caught Eleanor’s attention. Of the relationship between Home Economics and
the everyday household, Roosevelt wrote “The mother of the family should look upon her

7

This phrase was first used by a Washington Post piece on Eleanor Roosevelt.
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housekeeping and the planning of meals as a scientific occupation” (It’s Up to the Women 59). It
was science-forward, with not much emphasis on taste. Therefore, meals at the Roosevelt White
House were notoriously bland. Features often included only simple dishes such as potatoes and
hard-boiled eggs. But Eleanor was proud to demonstrate austerity during a time of economic
crisis and felt it was her patriotic duty as First Lady. Shapiro writes, “Eleanor wasn’t just
choosing a cuisine; she was defining her role in the White House, and the food had to deliver the
right message” (“First Kitchen”). But according to Sheila Hibben, Eleanor Roosevelt was only
getting that message half-right. Sure, citizens needed to be concerned with culinary efficiency,
but Hibben believed that in order to accomplish this, it didn’t mean we needed to sacrifice
quality or taste. Ignorance, Hibben argued, was not bliss.
That wasn’t political enough for Roosevelt, however. Laura Shapiro writes, “To Eleanor,
the disadvantages of [Hibben’s] approach were clear. Such a project didn’t carry any of the
larger messages about agriculture, the food industry, proper diet, and sensible parenting” (“First
Kitchen”).8 On the other hand, one could argue that, being ahead of her time, Hibben’s advocacy
for eating local ingredients was, actually, a message for supporting local farmers, that her disdain
for processed goods was an appeal for a whole-foods diet, that her response to mass-production
was, in fact, a way of promoting local businesses instead of larger corporations, and that as a
single mother raising a daughter in New York during an economic crisis, Hibben modeled for
mothers everywhere the strength and values of a parent who cares about their child’s food.
Nevertheless, these are values that, with twenty-first century hindsight, are much easier to
identify as common goals between the two women. Unfortunately, communication between the

8

Eleanor wrote in her 1933 book It’s Up to the Women that “It is commonly said that people dig their graves with
their teeth” (58). In other words, if you don’t establish good eating habits, it will reduce your life expectancy.
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two fell somewhat flat and after a brief time in which Eleanor attempted to take on Hibben’s
standards, both eventually failed to persuade the other.
So, the two parted ways. Eleanor’s friend, Henrietta Nesbitt, continued on as the White
House cook and housekeeper, once in a while incorporating a Hibben recipe here or there, but
overall taking control of her own menus. Nesbitt could not cook but would never admit it. Rumor
has it that Eleanor purposefully kept her husband’s meals bland to get back at him for having an
affair with Lucy Mercer. But that’s only speculation.
In the end, we are left with small snippets of Hibben’s impact, like the article from Laura
Shapiro.9 What I wish to provide is a larger examination of Hibben—who she was, why she
wrote the way she did, and what consequence her rhetorical strategies hold for us today.

Literature Review
Aristotle defined rhetoric as “the faculty of observing in any given case the available
means of persuasion.” Those “available means,” as we’ve seen throughout history, can take
many forms. Given the traditional patriarchal dominance of rhetoric, women tended to insert
their voices by countering the voice of authority with the voice of experience. For instance,
women could often speak credibly from her lived experience in the household, especially in the
kitchen. The result of this culinary ethos most often took the form of the cookbook—a
predominantly female text genre and a foundational means available to women in the past as a
point of access for both the author and the reader.
In approaching the forms and strategies of rhetoric that Sheila Hibben used to talk about
food, I employ an understanding of rhetoric as it now includes a more inclusive consideration of

9

Shapiro also delves further into Roosevelt’s mission to influence the White House kitchen in the “Roosevelt”
chapter of her 2017 book What She Ate: Six Remarkable Women and the Food that Tells Their Stories.
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women’s rhetoric. I am informed by scholars such as Gesa Kirsch and Jacqueline Jones Royster,
who argue that women as rhetorical subjects have their own Feminist Rhetorical Practices that
merit study and investigation:
Finding a window for understanding the concept of social circulation might well begin
with a disruption of the dichotomies associated with rhetoric being defined within what
has been considered historically to be the public domains of men (politics, law, religion,
philosophy, science, medicine, and the like), rather than within the private domains of
women (the home and family). Such binaries have been powerful in limiting the
frameworks within which women’s practices have been expected to occur historically
and even more powerful in creating the hierarchies of sociopolitical favor that have
functioned to devalue women’s accomplishments, whether women were actually
participating in public domains or private ones. (98-99)
Hibben’s proto-feminist rhetorical practices give us grounds for understanding how to persuade
early twentieth-century audiences across class status and therefore bring value in the service
Hibben provides in her food writing. As Elizabeth Fleitz writes in her recent 2021 article “‘An
American Orphan’: Amelia Simmons, Cookbook Authorship, and the Feminist Ethē,”
Ever since its origins as an oral culture, the act of recipe sharing has centered around
trust. Originally, recipes were asked for from women who were trusted to be good cooks,
who could be guaranteed to provide a quality recipe...This role of ethos is more important
now that recipes have moved from an exclusively oral, shared culture between friends
and family members, to a public forum where most recipes are written by people the
reader will never meet, in mass-produced cookbooks or online… As such, the cookbook
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is a useful text to analyze an author’s rhetorical moves regarding their credibility.
(Peitho)
The flexibility of rhetoric and its continuing expansion into new sites and genres means that we
can look retroactively into moments in history that we can now offer up as rhetorical innovation
acting in their contexts.
As the framework for the collection of essays in Reclaiming Rhetorica, Andrea Lunsford
and the contributors to that book argue that women’s voices throughout history have been either
unacknowledged, overlooked, or underappreciated and that in reclaiming those historical voices,
we gain a more inclusive definition of rhetoric and its executions. Lunsford states:
The essays in Reclaiming Rhetorica…do not attempt to redefine a ‘new’ rhetoric but
rather to interrupt the seamless narrative usually told about the rhetorical tradition and to
open up possibilities for multiple rhetorics, rhetorics that would not name and valorize
one traditional, competitive, agonistic, and linear mode of rhetorical discourse but would
rather incorporate other, often dangerous moves: breaking the silence; naming in personal
terms; employing dialogics; recognizing and using the power of conversation; moving
centripetally towards connections; and valuing—indeed insisting upon—collaboration.
(6)
Even these goals that Lunsford lists toward the end of this passage demonstrates feminist calls to
action, relying on expansion and inclusivity. In reading a text that impacts how the audience then
makes decisions (in Hibben’s case, decisions about how to buy and prepare food), the reader
then becomes a collaborative participant and, as Jennifer Cognard-Black writes in her chapter on
“Embodied Rhetoric of Recipes,” “the material world beyond the text is changed” (39).
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Just as rhetoric scholars like Andrea Lunsford, Patricia Bizzell, Anne Ruggles Gere, Kate
Ronald, and Joy Ritchie provide precedent for reclaiming women’s rhetoric and women’s
rhetorical histories, I seek to insert this project as part of the history of women’s rhetoric and
restore Sheila Hibben’s name. One such site for rhetoric that women have helped mold in
innovative ways is the accessibility of food and its language—that creating access to food means
also opening language in such a way that everyone has access to the conversations about food.
Women have leveraged traditional genres as means available to them in order to enact larger
change, asking audiences to look beyond the perimeters of their plates.
Those plates are sites of power. Power is intrinsically tied up with access to food and
writing about food is an attempt to change our experience about how we engage with that
material reality, thus affecting power dynamics. Because of this, food rhetoric is fundamentally
activist in nature. It makes a statement about what we should eat, why we should eat it, what
nourishes us and what doesn’t. As such, food rhetoric invokes a material culture and therefore
can be served by a look into materialist feminism and the notion that rhetoric and culture are
bound up in the identity of food’s role in our lives. Rosemary Hennessy and Chrys Ingraham
note in the introduction to their collection Materialist Feminism: A reader in class, difference,
and Women’s Lives, “If feminism is to maintain its viability as a political movement aimed at
redressing women’s oppression and exploitation worldwide, the theory that underlies feminist
practice cannot eclipse the material realities that bind race, gender, sexuality, and nationality to
labor” (2). Marxist, socialist, and materialist feminism all represent and signal feminist critical
engagement with historical materialism by praxis: explaining the world (theory) and changing it
(practice). Materialist feminism engages with real living individuals and what they need in order
to produce their means of subsistence. There are consequences for transforming inequities in
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women’s lives. Discourse exists in the abstract realm, but it is embedded in the material world
and engages with the material, is affected and affects the material world. So, while my
dissertation focuses on the rhetoric, that is not to say that this work merely inhabits the
theoretical realm. Instead, we gain an understanding that food is a public issue, always rooted in
reality and with material consequences. While my methods rely on language and rhetorical
analysis, the consequences of this work are ultimately material and have real world
consequences. Hibben’s rhetorical strategy of sass reached many housewives across class
divisions, working toward an act of persuasion that exhibited brazen honesty and attempted to
form a national culinary identity. The real-world consequences of Hibben’s strategy were in
consumer behavior at the markets.
Voices such as Rosemary Hennessey’s offer insight into how materialist feminism
incorporates language and culture into its ideology about women’s social positions. In cases such
as Sheila Hibben’s, for example, it is vital to pay attention to the material context that food
inhabits in her life—she writes about food during the Great Depression while also being a single
working mother and conscientious eater in a capitalist society. Times of financial strain make
material realities and conditions of labor and economic status more visible and fraught, as they
did with the Great Depression and World War II. One question Melissa Goldthwaite first asks of
her readers in her 2017 book Food, Feminisms, Rhetorics is “What material conditions shaped
your relationship to food?” (1). Material conditions impact available means. The parallel
between the available means and the material conditions that shaped Hibben’s circumstances at
the time of her writing helped define her sass.
Food is rooted in material reality and has a direct impact on and is directly impacted by
the material conditions of the workforce both in and out of the home. This calls attention to
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women’s household labor and specifically the work of food preparation. Therefore, I use the
theoretical lens of materialist feminism for the purposes of my studies in this dissertation. My
research spans the range of two eras: The Great Depression (from 1929-1939) and the era of
American involvement in World War II (from 1941-1945). The economic crises of those eras
changed how the nation navigated new material conditions and economic realities, and forced
citizens to adapt to changing circumstances. The material conditions of the Great Depression
were manifest in many aspects of everyday living. Food, of course, was one major aspect.10
Food is “intersectional” because it touches issues of power in almost every aspect of life,
especially labor, consumerism, and health. At work in the food system are cultural aspects of
cooking, socially constructed gender and racial stereotypes that have been at play for centuries,
along with economic and material realities and political forces that every generation seems to
face. The reason food is such a vital concern to so many fields is that it overlaps all aspects of
our lives. It is the ultimate intersectional facet of our world and therefore one of the most
feminist topics to tackle. It speaks to power and privilege; it concerns the public and private
sectors of our communities; it is an act of identity. Food is embedded in all things human, all
issues converging into one subject.
Food rhetoric can act as feminist examination—by its very nature, writing about food,
writing instructions on food, etc., invokes a material culture that manifests in our everyday
lives—something tangible that will never remain solely on the page because we use those words
to influence our actions, such as purchasing groceries and how we prepare the food we buy. As
such, food rhetoric is activist in nature, even if not intended to be so. It makes a statement about

10
During that era, more than twelve million Americans were unemployed. Food rations, soup kitchens, and
breadlines became a standard method of feeding many families. But there was actually not a shortage of food, only
lack of access. Farmers couldn’t afford to harvest their crops, so much of their efforts lay rotting in the fields,
undistributed to the masses.
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what we should eat, why we should eat it, whether we can afford it, what nourishes us and what
doesn’t. Writing about food is an attempt to create or engage in or alter the material reality of the
world. Attempting to change the material reality or change a reader's experience about how they
engage in that material reality is a sassy feminist act.
Our material conditions impact the way we view the world around us and those material
conditions are caught up in the economy and labor force. As Sherrie Innes points out in her book
Dinner Roles: American Women and Culinary Culture, “The well-stocked kitchen became a
signifier of the American dream” (144). That same signifier also indicated class status. They are
part of what make up our rhetorical situations, part of our available means. Food—how and what
we eat, in other words—is rhetorical.
It is difficult to delve into the new academic world of food studies and not get carried
away in the terminology, the science, the politics and policies, etc. The field casts a large net.
What I will focus on is the language Hibben helped mold, create, redefine, reshape, or
appropriate in multiple ways. There are an astounding number of women who have contributed
their voices to culinary rhetoric and therefore I focus on this one woman who demonstrated
American feminist values and who democratized food and its rhetoric by breaking through
economic, and gender barriers. In shaping conversations about food, writers create a new
rhetoric, forming new acts of speaking and writing about food that call attention to different
needs. At the heart of this rhetoric is a vocabulary and knowledge to understand one of our most
primal human needs. But, as with much of history, the public discussion surrounding food is
dominated by the male voice. It is now common understanding that our history of cooking
includes a male-dominated professional world, even though women for centuries have claimed
their culinary authority in the home. Therefore, in echoing feminist scholars as they continue to
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ask: where are the women’s voices? I answer back with one example in feminist food history:
Sheila Hibben and her sass.
In continuing to dismantle that public-private binary, women have made efforts to cross
that divide by first bringing their private domain of the kitchen into a public sphere of expertise:
the cookbook. They have since moved beyond the traditional cookbook and inserted their
culinary expertise in many more public settings and locations (speeches, published articles and
columns, television cooking programs, food memoirs, blogs, and more). Royster and Kirsch refer
to “social circulation” as what Patricia Bizzell explains in the Forward to Feminist Rhetorical
Practices as focusing on “where women’s writing and speaking take place, where the work goes
and what it does, who encounters it and how they respond, and more” (xi). It is, if you will, a
contextual, holistic approach. As Kirsch and Royster say, “knowledge is fluid” (138). And, if I
may indulge in one more passage from their work, Kirsch and Royster outline eloquently the
importance of identifying moments of women’s rhetorical history in general, they explain that in
their efforts to put this book together, “One basic goal of the analysis has been to document the
extent to which feminist rhetorical studies is demonstrating a capacity to enhance our
understanding of rhetoric as an embodied social experience in ways that facilitate rhetorical work
more generally” (131). My contributions continue to expand that history even further by
including Sheila Hibben’s food writing into rhetorical analysis. Food itself is an embedded social
experience—I would argue the social experience that connects us all in material reality,
conditions that influence our available means of persuasion and situate us in the hierarchies of
power, patriarchy, and capitalism. As such, a feminist knowledge of rhetorical practices will help
shape an analysis of Hibben’s work and how she encompasses materialist proto-feminist
discourse, and her methods of persuasion.
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In June of 2017, Melissa Goldthwaite released her collection of Food, Feminisms,
Rhetorics, which covers a wide range of issues and theoretical explorations about how we
analyze messages about food. Goldthwaite states that now cookbooks are beginning to make
their way into the corpus of materials “worthy” of study, that they “can have both historical and
rhetorical significance” (5). Similar to what Goldthwaite seeks to do in her book, I wish to “use
forms of feminist rhetorical theory to reflect on food-related texts, practices, and—in some
cases—the role of food and cooking…” (Food, Feminisms, Rhetorics 3) as written by Sheila
Hibben. Cheryl Glenn’s “Feminist Rhetorical Studies—Past, Present, Future” includes her
statement that “Feminist scholarship isn’t intended to be used only for the recovery and
recuperation of female rhetorical figures. We can use feminist questions to rethink traditional
topics (argument and ethos, for instance), people (private and public), and time periods (past and
present)” (qtd. In Goldthwaite 3). What I seek to do in this dissertation includes rethinking the
arguments and ethos of Sheila Hibben and consider how her rhetoric from the early twentieth
century impacts the rhetorics of today’s conversations about food. By bringing these elements
together we value rhetorical and theoretical methods of materialist feminism, as we point to
figures like Hibben in women’s histories that speak to subversive acts against oppressive
capitalist systems. Hibben’s rhetorical strategy of sass was her primary means of subversion in
times of economic crisis both for her and for the country.
Hibben made a point of publishing her sass. It does indeed hold a place in published
history, so my work isn’t necessarily about recovering a lost voice so much as it is examining
Hibben in such a way that can tell us something about what we are doing now—by learning from
history that has been undervalued. Carrie Helms Tippen claims that “Feminist historiography
emphasizes absences in narratives, recovering voices, facts, or events that had previously been
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unknown or unacknowledged and offering an alternative narrative” (“Writing Recipes, Telling
Histories” 16). In Hibben’s case, I shed light on her rhetoric which enacted many feminist
rhetorical aims and ideals and establishes her as an example of proto-feminism. Using her as an
example recovers her work and gives her due credit as a significant influencer in culinary
history.
Topics in the 2017 Goldthwaite collection cover cookbook historiography, definitions of
food writing, feminist rhetorical food practices, and food and the body. This book stretches the
possibilities of what we can write about when we write about food, feminisms, and rhetorics. By
combining all three, even then we see a vast array of issues and topics to dissect and claim as
scholarly study. The chapters in Food, Feminisms, Rhetorics that I rely heavily upon for my
dissertation includes works such as Carrie Helms Tippen’s “Writing Recipes, Telling Histories:
Cookbooks as Feminist Historiography,” who writes that “By arguing that cookbooks and
recipes are as rhetorically constructed for public audiences as political speeches, I am adding
women’s voices to that canon” (28). And in so much as Tippen argues for the cookbook, I, by
extension, invite scholars of the field to also consider and include the food critic’s column.
Hibben’s column opens up a medium for women to insert their opinions about what food is
worthy of note—an opportunity for a woman to be an expert and shape public opinion. I also rely
on Jennifer Cognard-Black’s “The Embodied Rhetoric of Recipes,”11 and Erin Branch’s chapter
on “The Meaning of a Meal: M.F.K. Fisher and Gastronomical Kairos.”
In addition, I expand on the concept of food autobiography based on Lynn Bloom’s
“Feminist Culinary Autobiographies: Batterie de Cuisine to Peaceable Kingdom” in order to

11
Goldthwaite and Black have previously worked on collections together, such as the 2014 text Books that Cook:
the making of a literary meal.
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claim Hibben as America’s culinary biographer. Where Bloom analyzes food writers such as
Barbara Kingsolver and MFK Fisher, each writing in a more traditional autobiographical genre, I
argue that Hibben’s work formulates into a category of biography, relating a history of the nation
through its dishes and personal traditions. By collecting recipes from personal correspondence
and lived or shared experience, Hibben acts as much more than an historian—one who keeps an
account of the time and place—but more specifically a biographer—one who writes of personal
experiences. Recipes are to be shared, to be cooked, to be eaten by people. They often
accompany anecdotes or narratives. It is that personal connection that brings food writing and
cookbooks into the realm of biography rather than mere historical record.
Perhaps most significantly, I build on Jennifer Courtney’s chapter “Understanding the
Significance of ‘Kitchen Thrift’ in Prescriptive Texts about Food” so as to establish how
Hibben’s values enabled her audiences to thrive, rather than to simply survive when buying food
and cooking on a budget.12 Courtney examines a 19th century manual, newsletter from the 90s,
tv show, and blog, all related to budgeting. “Though domestic writers here do not publicly
identify as feminist (though [Lydia Maria] Child aligned herself with early feminist causes), they
are powerful writers with texts designed to provide women the information and encouragement
to make food choices for themselves and their families; they deserve the attention as ‘everyday’
rhetors working in a range of discursive spaces” (Courtney 49). And finally, I also use Kristin
Winet’s chapter “From Street Food to Digital Kitchens: Toward a Feminist Rhetoric of Culinary
Tourism (or, How Not to Devour Paris and Eat Your Way through Asia)” in order to complicate
Hibben’s rhetorical strategy of persuading her middle- and upper-class audience to participate in
culinary tourism’s early twentieth-century counterpart known as “slumming.”

12

This helps make a clear distinction between Hibben and Eleanor Roosevelt’s values.
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Julie Guthman writes in Cultivating Food Justice that some language can perpetuate
stereotypes and some language prevents policy from moving forward with positive change. Food
is just as subject to marginalizing rhetoric as any other topic (for Hibben, the focus is on classbased language), which is one of the many reasons why food is a feminist issue. Hibben is not
exempt from being scrutinized. Historically speaking, many cookbooks are geared toward white
women—and often that of a particular social or economic status. They are imperfect, but they
have also done good work. Likewise, my work is just as imperfect—it focuses on one fairly
privileged white woman who catered to audiences consisting of white housewives.
Similarly, I acknowledge the problematic use of the term “exotic” as Hibben’s rhetorical
strategy of sass shifts to persuade white upper-class housewives that “exotic” food is trendy.
Hibben’s tools of persuasion were geared toward a term that today we understand as Othering.
As critical race feminist A. Breeze Harper explains in her chapter “Vegans of Color, Racialized
Embodiment, and Problematics of the ‘Exotic,’” the term is loaded with assumptions about
difference and associations with non-white identifiers. She writes, “the word exotic, when
assigned to foods from communities of color or the global south or both presumes a white
audience… Describing such foods as exotic signifies a ‘color-blind’ approach in which racial
consciousness is ignored, and is read… as presumed whiteness” (225-226). She points to a
similar issue with the term foreign. The assumption is that the food is foreign beyond the borders
of the United States, assuming a white American audience. That is how Hibben understands her
audience who reads her columns in The New Yorker in the early twentieth century—a readership
of white upper-class women, looking outside their race, class, and nationality. Harper notes critic
Heldke’s argument of “culture hopping” as a similar condition to cultural tourism (in Hibben’s
time, known as “slumming”) equivalent to what she terms
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cultural food colonialism because her attitude toward food bears an ‘uncomfortable
resemblance’ to the conquering attitudes of European explorers. The word exotic, for
people of color, can be associated with being objectified as a thing to be discovered and
manifested. This is at the root of why so many white Westerners… and the white middleclass demographic under scrutiny in Heldke’s book, are confused, surprised, or even
annoyed that people of color do not feel the same pleasure for the “exotic” as they do.
They are confused that people of color in white-dominated spaces generally do not find it
to be a compliment when referred to as exotic. (Harper 227)
And yet that is exactly what Hibben caters to. The difference, I would point out, is to change
behavior in order to valorize and popularize these cuisines because they are more “honest”
(Hibben’s word) than the frivolous dishes that were trending at the time.
That said, while some of Hibben’s specific terminology is now, in retrospect,
problematic, I believe that in showcasing Hibben’s work while acknowledging her positionality,
we might better understand how in the future to speak to more inclusive audiences and expand
our perspectives beyond our own limited demographics. In order to engage in transformative
politics, we must start from a standpoint by placing various sets of values on food, and many of
those values align with feminist goals. As Jennifer Courtney acknowledges in her own work,
Though domestic writers here do not publicly identify as feminist (though Child aligned
herself with early feminist causes), they are powerful writers with texts designed to
provide women the information and encouragement to make food choices for themselves
and their families; they deserve the attention as ‘everyday’ rhetors working in a range of
discursive spaces. (“Kitchen Thrift” 49)
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Hibben empowered her readers by offering them choices they didn’t know they had. As such, by
examining the ways she used her sass to empower those audiences, we can hope to translate
those techniques into a language and rhetoric for today’s culinary conversations.
Goldthwaite references Frye & Bruner’s collection The Rhetoric of Food: discourse,
materiality, and power in her own text and reminds us that rhetoric is “a means ‘to help explain
the dynamics and the consequences’ of food, material, and power. [Frye and Bruner] draw on
Kenneth Burke’s work to point to the persuasive power of rhetoric in forming attitudes and
inducing action, and they also argue for the importance of rhetoric to illuminate and critique
injustices” (4). In this light, we can see how Hibben informed her audience and induced action in
her own time and how her proto-feminist food rhetorics made a lasting impact on our nation. I
hope to define rhetoric as a shifting and recursive cultural understanding of communication as it
attempts to persuade its audience. I also hope that it will become clear that with our more modern
understanding of rhetoric and the methods we use to analyze rhetorical situations, we reclaim
feminist goals for this definition of rhetoric and onto our methods for analysis. We (rhetoricians,
scholars, or even simply general communicators) seek to uncover or parse out the most
democratic ways to communicate.

Research Methods
The root of my project is a rhetorical analysis of texts. Therefore, the project warranted a
corpus of texts to analyze. In the end, I separated the texts by genre. Sheila Hibben’s two primary
cookbooks—The National Cookbook: A Kitchen Americana from 1932 and American Regional
Cookery written in 1946) were their own separate artifacts to analyze, but similar in purpose and
therefore paired well together in Chapter Two of this dissertation. In contrast, Hibben’s 1941
work, A Kitchen Manual, exists as a stand-alone feature in Chapter Four, as it is not a cookbook
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but, as titled, a manual—an expository text of prose, sans recipes. The bulk of my corpus was
taken up, however, by Hibben’s columns from The New Yorker magazine. She wrote as a regular
food critic there for thirty years; I narrowed the scope of my project down to columns contained
within the Great Depression and World War II eras.
Using several mixed methods outlined by Jack Selzer and Philip Eubanks in respective
chapters of Charles Bazerman and Paul Prior’s 2003 book What Writing Does and How It Does
It in order to do a critical textual and contextual rhetorical analysis of these texts written by
Sheila Hibben. In practicing rhetorical analysis, I looked for patterns of persuasion and rhetorical
techniques that create a space for feminist goals in food rhetoric. I drew from seminal archival
researchers such as Cheryl Glenn’s essay on “Remapping Rhetorical Territory,” in which she
references other great feminist scholars working in historiography. In particular she mentions
Bisecker’s warning of “female tokenism,” which lingers in the back of my mind as I seek to add
Sheila Hibben to the texts of female rhetorical authors but do not wish to simply add her for the
sake of a “cameo appearance” (Glenn 68).
The acts of Sheila Hibben’s rhetoric that I examine all have particular traits that add up to
a construction of (proto-)feminist food activism. At first, I identified those traits as advocacy for
change and calls to action and as arguments grounded in lived experience, material conditions,
and narrative that applies rhetorical appeals. These specific traits together model the writers’
advocacy—they engage in praxis. A second (and subsequent) reading offered more opportunities
to discover patterns in Hibben’s work—themes I could tease out and identify as part of her
overall rhetorical strategies. Those themes eventually included the concept of thriving as pertains
to Jennifer Courtney’s concept of “kitchen thrift,” a genuine disdain for modern industrial food
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technologies and a reverence for tradition, the advocacy for “authentic” cuisine, and a national
culinary pride.
With all of these traits before me, I saw one connecting thread linking them all together:
audience. In her cookbooks, Hibben reached a wider audience that included the working classes.
For them, she offered them a sense of pride in their regional dishes and solidified their roles in
the national culinary identity. In her columns at The New Yorker, Hibben’s readership was made
up of white middle- and upper-class housewives who had become complacent with modern
convenience. With them, Hibben used her sass to reframe “authentic” regional dishes as
“exotic,” and persuaded her readers to engage in the early twentieth-century form of culinary
tourism (what was then known as “slumming”).
My research questions included:
● How do Sheila Hibben’s rhetorics align with feminist aims (what makes her a
proto-feminist?). In what way(s) does her sass empower?
● How do her rhetorical strategies shift along with the change in her audience’s
demographic? How does Hibben use sass to persuade her audiences and why is it
effective?
● How is Hibben’s language constructed to consider class and materialist feminism
and in what ways do her rhetorics consider the material conditions of her time?
How does that in turn help us to consider our own conditions today?

To do this work, I combed through two major archival collections. The New Yorker
archives thankfully house their entire collection of all past issues and publications digitally for
those with a subscription. I combed through this digital archive in order to read all of Sheila
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Hibben’s work at the magazine. In addition, I also sought out The New Yorker records—housed
at the New York Public Library. These records included many folders of correspondence
between Sheila Hibben and her editors at the magazine, pointing to developing relationships and
negotiating Hibben’s rhetorical style through the years.13
My experience with archival research was a mixed bag. The more I discovered, the more
I wanted to read and I, like many before me, understood how far down the rabbit hole one can
fall in this type of research (or, as Bob Connors put it, going on an August mushroom hunt).
In addition, I have been in contact with several relatives of Sheila Hibben. Several of her
family members have been willing to reach out with information about her life and her work.
Some have even sent me materials and offered permission to use photographs and family
documents. The Hibben family have been generous in helping shape a more complete picture of
Sheila’s life so that I might do her justice as I write about her. The implications of working with
a figure who has living descendants has not been lost on me. I feel a particular sense of
responsibility for how I present Sheila Hibben. As with archival research, you find yourself
having to live with missing pieces of the puzzle and accepting that you will never have a
complete history. Still, we do our best with what we have. I feel I have now become so
acquainted with Hibben’s work that I’ve started to hear her voice in my head. I find myself now
looking at a recipe or food opinion piece and thinking Hibben would have hated that.

Chapter Outlines
Chapter Two establishes Sheila Hibben’s ethos and rhetorical strategy of sass and
examines her cookbooks and early freelance articles (published shortly after the death of her

13
I originally planned to make a trip to visit this collection in person. However, my trip was cancelled in March
2020 because of the sudden outbreak of COVID-19. Thankfully, the archivists there were able to scan and send me
not all, but the essential materials I needed in order to get a better sense of Hibben’s relationship with her editors.
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husband in a frantic attempt to plunge her toes into the world of food writing) as they cater to
issues of American identity. I introduce the field to who Sheila Hibben was and define her sass.
Naturally there are First Ladies like Eleanor Roosevelt who have a platform big enough
to make an impact, but my wish is to showcase Hibben as another type of first lady—a pioneer
who also contributed an enormous effort to the cause of culinary progress and activism by
developing her voice as a rhetorical tool to push the country in a direction of positive attitudes
toward eating on a dime. Whereas Eleanor Roosevelt speaks more to the civic side of food
issues, Sheila Hibben leans into the household perspective and gives us that “do what you
please” attitude (so long as what you please falls in line with her philosophies). Hibben served as
a microcosm for the nation at the time of the Great Depression—a single mother struggling to
support herself and her daughter by writing and eating on a budget. In this sense, individuals who
read Hibben are advocates for their own progress through shared national identity. Chapter Two
lays out more thoroughly the connection between Hibben’s lived experience and her purpose in
establishing a national culinary identity.
The second chapter focuses on Hibben’s general readership that includes the working
class. I define sass and explain it as Hibben’s rhetorical strategy, while pointing to ways in which
it was an act of proto-feminism in early 20th century capitalist America. Using examples from
Hibben’s texts I demonstrate how Hibben establishes her values and convinces her readers that
they can take pride in their regional dishes. Indeed, by using Jennifer Courtney’s concept of
“Kitchen Thrift” as a lens for persuasion, I claim that Hibben convinces her cookbook audience
that to be thrifty is, actually, to thrive.
Later, in Chapter Three, I show how Hibben shifts her strategy of sass as she takes on her
tenure as a regular contributing staff writer and food critic for The New Yorker to rework kitchen
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thrift as a patriotic duty for the upper-class. Hibben sells this new audience on the idea of
culinary prudence under the guise of “authenticity,” which resonates to that demographic as
“exotic,” a form of culinary tourism. In that sense, authenticity is thereby linked to political
identity. For instance, in a 1952 issue, her explanation of the New York Exchange for Woman’s
Work and their fish chowder reads as passage that perfectly exemplifies Hibben’s style and sass:
The chowder is like none we have ever had before; it is, indeed, an idealized chowder,
with none of the faults that usually beset this pride and sustenance of the New England
seacoast. It hasn’t, for example, those unpleasant bits of imperfectly cooked onion that
most New England cooks think it no shame to leave floating about in the tureen, nor—
and this disposes of a fault that has, up to this time, kept fish chowder from taking a high
place in our affections—do the milk and the fish regard each other with baleful
unfriendliness, refusing to become one homogeneous mixture. (120)
A bit scornful of the New England chowders, she certainly makes her opinions clear. Her readers
know what to value—quality and high standards that, just like the “fine dining” they are
accustomed to, should occupy the same level of esteem. She uses dishes like the chowder—a
simple “peasant” food usually associated with working-class cuisine and regional fare, to
promote a sense of authentic national culinary pride. We should want to eat this type of food
because it’s traditional and honest. It’s simply a benefit that it also happens to be less expensive
than all those fancy dishes that are more popular. Instead, she argues, it should be the chowder
that is in fashion. A sassy act of subversive class persuasion, indeed.
I conclude my dissertation by arguing that Sheila Hibben was America’s culinary
biographer, showing us a national identity by way of regional dishes brought to us by a mix of
indigenous ingredients and immigrant culture. I return in the final chapter to the attempted
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collaboration between Sheila Hibben and Eleanor Roosevelt and determine why they may have
been at cross purposes. The rhetorical analysis of Hibben’s texts in the previous chapters prove
the different approaches these two women had to food and economy and why their collaboration
was less than successful. I then point to Hibben’s third major publication, A Kitchen Manual, as
the apotheosis of her rhetorical strategy of sass, a unification of her audiences as she transcends
class and provides an exposition of lifestyle choices for meal preparation. A Kitchen Manual was
not so much a cookbook as it was a declaration of her values in the kitchen. In that work, she
writes that “The good cook will, of course, be vain. But if she truly is a good cook, she will be no
snob. She will not run on about being unable to cook without a certain growth of Tellichery
pepper, but will make use of what materials (if they are honest ones) may come her way” (x).
Frequently throughout her writing, Hibben battles against pretension. “She will be no snob” is a
good indication of her sass, as it demonstrates a sensibility of practicality and steadfastness
needed for those times, and specifically addresses the working-class need to use whatever
available means their material conditions created for them without apology, but with honor.
Whatever they had, that was okay, as long as the food wasn’t trying to be something it wasn’t.
This was the sassy attitude that subverted class expectations and brought her two audiences
together.

The remaining part of the conclusion delves more deeply into how this exploration helps
us figure out food-related social justice rhetoric today when some of these conversations are
becoming mainstream. I address where analyzing Hibben’s rhetoric gets us, by asking what the
follow through or actions will be that then need to come of this language awareness. How does
this history from one hundred years ago inform our current understanding of communication
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around food justice? Roosevelt tried to shape American cuisine in her own image (frugal,
austere); Hibben, by contrast, celebrated what the national cuisine already was. Roosevelt, in
essence, exclaimed “let’s unite” (a melting-pot approach); Hibben proclaimed “we are already
united” (a mixed salad resolution).
I end my dissertation with a look at how we might better understand the implications of
food rhetoric, what we can do to change the way we speak, and how we read what others are
saying. Food studies is gaining traction in academia. But regardless of its status in scholarship,
food will always hold an essential place in our public discourse. “Messages surrounding food—
its availability, its preparation, its consumption, its role in the lives of individuals, families, and
cultures—are multiple and conflicting” (Goldthwaite 2). Consequently, food rhetoric should
empower and enable audiences toward inclusivity. Writers such as Audre Lorde and bell hooks
argue eloquently about “Women Redefining Difference” and concerns of intersectionality and
positionality. It’s important we mind the gaps in conversations and boundaries of these positions.
The cross-cultural communication in this instance needs to happen between the fields of rhetoric
and food studies. By doing so, we open language to those working for food justice and thereby
the needs of the many and not only the food insecure.
Hibben has in numerous ways, with or without intention, promoted a feminist agenda and
worked toward progressive goals that today we might define as “food justice”—a term used to
denote access to good quality food for all people, regardless of their race, gender, income, etc.
that affects people in all levels of the system (agriculture, farmers, producers, laborers and
distributors as well as consumers). Food justice has become synonymous with equality and the
ideology that food is a civil rights issue, a human rights issue, that everyone deserves to eat well
and therefore live well. These ideologies echo the same mindsets as feminism. In recent years,
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food has begun to finally infiltrate the field of rhetoric and I believe it is essential that we open
its purviews even further. Food is a social and feminist issue. By including this arena into our
field of studies, we examine large conversations that have been stewing for millennia. A vital
component to these studies should, naturally, be the contributions of women’s voices along the
way.
Hibben serves as a flawed example—a voice in the public sphere who democratized
American food values nearly a hundred years ago, whether by encouraging better access,
standing up for whole nutritional values, bringing the woman’s voice into a male-dominated
field, or making food a site of inspiration and positivity for the general public and working
across class status. By studying Hibben’s sass we can offer space for conversation between the
academic and public spheres, influencing both systemic institutional ideologies as well as
personal ones. In that space we can create new forms of dialogue and understanding about the
history and future of food rhetoric. Studying how Hibben influences culinary ideals also serves
as a model for how women navigate their social surroundings and points of power or oppression.
We can extrapolate her rhetorical strategies and principles and use them as tools for effective
feminist activism and social change in other contexts today.
It is always revolutionary to open new conversations—being first is a feminist act, an act
of resistance itself. Because of the groundbreaking work that Sheila Hibben did in our history,
we now have the means to discuss our food in more productive ways. Hibben broke the mold to
show us new ways of making food more accessible, more just, and just plain more in our
everyday lives. She wanted us to thrive, even on a budget. She offered perspectives in her
moment in time that has shifted our language concerning food. The benefit of Hibben’s moldable
rhetorical strategy was being able to use her sass to convince either audience of her ethos and
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thereby being able to change her readers’ behaviors, shifting the language they used in order to
elevate low-brow cuisine and market it as trendy. I argue that Sheila Hibben should be
recognized as a foremother of American food rhetoric due to her inventive rhetorical strategies of
sass, her materialist proto-feminism in a time of great economic struggle.
Now, let me show you some sass.
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Chapter 2: Defining Sass for the Working Class
Sheila Hibben had sass.
She had to in order to survive. On December 5 of 1928, not even a year before the
October crash that led to the Great Depression, Sheila Hibben was widowed and, according to a
contemporaneous 1929 classified in the New York Times which reported her husband’s death, left
with only a small estate of a mere $500—roughly equivalent to about $7,500 today. This amount
paled in comparison to the aristocratic lifestyle she was used to living in years prior with her
husband, journalist and diplomat Paxton Hibben. She immediately needed to find a way to
support herself and her seven-year-old daughter. Years later, in a 2001 interview with American
food journalist and culinary historian Anne Mendelson, Hibben’s daughter Jill Hellendale would
say that her mother took quick stock of her available means: “I can cook and I can write,”
Hibben declared. After having spent much time on the European continent in her twenties,
enjoying and soaking up French culinary traditions, even studying officially at le Cordon Bleu in
Paris, Hibben knew her way around fine foods and could rely on that culinary ethos. “She also
knew that Hibben was a name to conjure within journalistic circles,” according to Mendelson in
her 2013 article “Food Writing Lives: Sheila Hibben.” Because of her husband Paxton’s
profession as a journalist with the Associated Press, and with his connections within the political
arena as a diplomat,14 it wasn't long before Hibben could leverage some of those connections and

14
For instance, Paxton Hibben was a close ally of King Constantine of Greece and subsequently named their
daughter after him - Jean Constantine. As a journalist and diplomat, Captain Hibben held connections all across the
globe.
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make a name for herself. Hibben took opportunities where she could find them, freelancing for
the first few months after her husband’s death, publishing articles quickly to gain a little bit of
financial footing, and then working her way into a cookbook contract.
Sheila Hibben then took her place in a long line of women such as Aphra Behn,15 Mary
Wollstonecraft, and Virginia Woolf, to name a few, each supporting themselves as writers
throughout history, a profession that has generally not been lauded as women’s work. Indeed, as
Cinthia Gannett reminds us in her book Gender and the Journal, that, historically speaking,
“Discouraged or prevented from learning to write, women, for the most part, were in no position
to attempt writing as a career… Women writers were considered aberrations because their role
was to service the domestic sphere, not use it to their own advantage” (88).16 It seems one
exception throughout history, however, was to marry the two conflicting tasks of writing and
domestic work into one medium: the cookbook. Even then, up until as recently as the twentieth
century, many women chose to publish anonymously to keep their reputations intact.
Hibben is not the first woman to earn a living by writing. However, she is perhaps the
first woman to use sass as a rhetorical strategy in order to persuade a nation how to eat in times
of economic crisis. Hibben had connections, but she also had something to say, and a unique way
of saying it. Her sass set her apart and makes her worthy of study, nearly 100 years later. In this
chapter I will demonstrate how Hibben came out the other side of her own circumstances—
circumstances that stand in as a microcosm for the nation’s at the time—with a level of success,
stemming from her determination and pulling together her available means to create a livable
15

One of the first English women to earn her living by writing in the 1600s. Incidentally, however, her work was, as
Cinthia Gannett reports, “often made fun of and insulted, called a ‘lewd harlot’ for using the same language that in
male writers was considered fine wit, and then conveniently lost for almost two centuries” (“Gender” 91).
16
Gannett continues a few pages later: “Women who wrote novels were termed ‘dancing dogs’ by Dr. Samuel
Johnson, and damned as ‘scribbling women’ by Nathaniel Hawthorne” (“Gender” 91). Though Hawthorne was
writing in the mid-nineteenth century, the sentiment had a lasting impact, well into the twentieth century.
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lifestyle in New York during the Great Depression. We can gather, given the material conditions
of the time, that Hibben’s story is an American bootstraps saga. She established herself as
America’s culinary biographer, recording a history of food identities across the States in her
cookbooks, and used her sassy wit in various freelance articles (and eventually columns in The
New Yorker, as I will explain later on in Chapter Three) to persuade the nation during times of
economic crisis that modern fancies weren't always better; simple was superior.
When I refer to material conditions, I am relying on the Marxist approach that, as
Christina Haas expounds in her book Writing Technology: Studies on the Materiality of Literacy,
"the material world matters; that is, that the material-based conduct of human activities has
profound implications for the development of human culture and the shape of human
consciousness" (4). I also consider Jennifer Wicke’s definition of Materialist Feminism in
“Celebrity Material: Materialist Feminism and the Culture of Celebrity.” Wicke writes that
materialist feminism is “a feminism that insists on examining the material conditions under
which social arrangements ...develop … Materialist feminism argues that material conditions of
all sorts play a vital role in the social production of gender” (751). From the understanding of
both these notions, I use the phrase material conditions as a nod to women’s economic and social
realities in the early 20th century American patriarchal capitalist society, at a moment when the
deep flaws of that system were being exposed to a larger population. For Hibben, her material
conditions are her circumstances, and she uses a rhetorical strategy to help shape that “human
consciousness” under the constraints of those material conditions, a human consciousness about
food language that remains active even today, nearly 100 years later.
Hibben’s bootstraps saga, however, comes with a difference. Her upbringing and
previous lived experience with the aristocracy prior to her sudden decline into financial hardship
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gave her the edge of being able to speak to separate audiences. By straddling two different
worlds, Hibben was able to have the language to speak to the upper-crust, but to also play the
role of a working-class mother to another audience. Hibben’s audiences can be distinguished into
two categories based on the genres she writes in: a general, more national readership with her
cookbooks (which includes a working-class demographic), and the more specific and narrow
audience of The New Yorker magazine (generally, the white upper-class). These two markets
obliged Hibben to split her rhetorical strategy into two frameworks, which I explain in these next
two chapters.

The Origins of Sass
Allow me to indulge in a bit of etymology for a moment. Since I am laying claim to sass
as Hibben’s primary rhetorical strategy, I’d like to spend some time clarifying the word’s origins
and uses. “Sass” as defined by the Oxford English Dictionary dates back as early as 1775, a
revolutionary era slang and variant for sauce. Yes, even Hibben’s rhetorical strategy is rooted in
food terminology. Even more appropriate, in specifically American culinary terms. Sass was an
Americanism for sauciness. Sauce, however, can be traced back even as early as the sixteenth
century, used similarly in the colloquial manner to refer to someone reveling in a bit of snark or
impertinence. Christopher Marlowe, for instance, writes in 1633 in The Jew of Malta, “Go to,
sirra sauce, is this your question? get ye gon” (3.3). To be saucy was British; to be sassy was
American. But the meaning was essentially the same. To be sassy is to in fact be saucy: “c. 1500,
‘resembling sauce,’ later ‘impertinent, flippantly bold, cheeky’ (1520s), from sauce… and slang
phrase to have eaten sauce ‘be abusive’ (1520s). Also compare salty in same senses” (“Saucy
(adj.)”). Somewhere along the way, we went from a seemingly gender-neutral assumption of
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sauce and imposed a feminine (or effeminate) association with sass. Today we would never refer
to a man as sassy or even saucy, as the British did in the example above.
In translation, Hibben is flavorful. Sass is her rhetorical act of subversion and protofeminist activism—a defiant move. But Hibben also demonstrates how the act of eating can be
sassy, too, especially since, as a woman, being appetitive in any way is taboo. To compound the
social stigma, Hibben then leverages that appetitive nature for pay—an act that would
historically indicate she has fallen from her class position. Embedded in this act is an intrinsic
history of women’s unacceptable roles in the workforce, which, while not precisely pointing to
prostitution, at least evoked it in the minds of respectable early 20th century polite society. In
point of fact, as Hembold and Schofield account for in their article “Women’s Labor History,
1790-1945,”
Like service sector work, prostitution also bears the strong imprint of ideology.
Nineteenth and early twentieth-century attempts to redeem fallen women and end the
‘social evil’... Recent scholarship, however, has shifted focus to the prostitute herself to
find her neither victim nor harlot, but frequently a working-class woman negotiating her
way in a world of limited economic choices. (503)
As Hembold and Schofield suggest, it is only in the last half-century or more that we have begun
to decouple prostitution in women’s history of labor as a “social evil” and see it instead as an
economic necessity stemming from a woman’s material conditions. Therefore, we can in
retrospect understand that Hibben, while selling not her body but her appetites in written form,
was likely subject to some of the very same critiques and judgements by her contemporaries.
By using directness and sarcasm, Hibben proves that the American national culinary
identity is also sassy and brazen. She pushes her readers to find enjoyment even when
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economically downtrodden, insisting that it’s fine to eat low-brow cuisine, which then becomes a
type of social engineering project. It isn’t just fine to abandon fancier upper-class foods; she
urges that, actually, it’s preferable. In her 1932 article “Eating American,” she writes that, for
those living in New York at the time, “It is the Waldorf-Astoria which has set its sign and seal on
our local cooking. And although the result may be highly satisfactory to amateurs of traditional
American food, it is doubtless bound to bewilder those of us who have not heard of how smart it
is to be regional” (177). Here, Hibben is condescending to the upper-class trends of the
Waldorf.17 She essentially poses the question: what does the Waldorf know about good local
cooking? They are “amateurs” compared to the immigrants who bring their traditional dishes
with them to this country and pass down those culinary traditions to establish a regional identity
with food. Hibben argues that, if you’re smart, you’re paying attention to what the locals eat.
Hibben embraces that sense of American arrogance—that simply because we are
America, we do it best—and plays to that egoism and national pride. What was once considered
an uncivil form of female expression is now in Hibben’s practice a strategy for marshalling civic
working-class pride. Her 1932 National Cookbook is responding to the contraction in everyday
Americans’ culinary available means and material conditions during the Great Depression; she
thereby mobilizes the average American’s condescension toward wealthy cuisine and engages in
class inversion. She herself even calls it a “movement” in her earliest article “Food is To Eat.”
Even without her husband’s connections as a journalist, Hibben’s sassy style and voice
would still merit publication. Indeed, even sans sass, she claimed a culinary ethos that not many

17
Hibben criticizes the Waldorf menus here, but later as a regular contributor to The New Yorker magazine, she
reviews them frequently and suggests for her upper-class readers what to eat at that establishment--proof that her
rhetorical strategy shifts as her audience changes from working-class to upper-class readers.
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women had at the time.18 Hibben’s sass, her dominant rhetorical mode, encompasses a protofeminist attitude that rejects the opinions of others, rejects many rhetorical norms of the time,
and clearly exudes her own voice. We might think of using a rhetorical strategy in this way as a
sort of branding. Hibben’s brand of rhetoric was sass, which manifested as irreverent humor: she
approached the seriousness of war, economic turmoil, scarcity of food items, and strategies
involved in frugality, by confronting those hardships with directness and humor, all while
pushing against a male-dominated capitalist system. She gets away with playing judge—a female
judge at that—and being unapologetically opinionated by being sassy about it.
As food journalist Anne Mendelson writes, Hibben “liked to speak her mind with a
certain sting. From her affluent Alabama family, she had inherited unconventional political
opinions and an appreciation of true kitchen skills in either black or white hands” (“Food Writing
Lives”).19 Truly, her “sting” was present in so much of her writing. In “Eating American,” one of
her freelance pieces written in 1932, she heartily resents the radio food hours that she hears these
days, an example of which plays out a “skit” of a housekeeper complaining to her local grocer,
who offers no help other than to assure her that her male dinner guests will surely expect her to
provide a “nice [homemade] pie” for supper. The housekeeper is distressed because she doesn’t
have the skill. Another male customer puts in his two cents (unsolicited, of course) and Hibben is
horrified:

18

Hibben could claim the (at the time) rare experience of having attended le Cordon Bleu culinary training program
in Paris, France. It wasn’t until the 1940s and 1950s that women started more regularly attending le Cordon Bleu
school. Julia Child, for instance, enrolled via the GI Bill in 1950.
19
Later, in turning “rather abruptly from important Army needs to minor civilian ones” (54), Hibben recommends
“A very useful service calling itself Kitchen, Inc…. Two very competent Negro women are in charge of the
enterprise, which appears to be extremely popular with the small-apartment dwellers of the neighborhood. By no
stretch of the imagination could the dishes turned out here come under the head of la haute cuisine; it’s just that the
food is fresh and wholesome and adequately prepared” (54).
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And does he beg her to give up the pie and mayonnaise fixation and search her heart from
something on God’s earth that she does know how to make?... Not he! He suggests a PIE
MADE BY MAGIC! For he, too, assumes at once that the gentleman would expect a pie-only by this time there is no more talk on anybody’s part of its being a nice pie. And
then, believe it or not, that dreadful man goes on to tell the young housekeeper how to
make a pie that requires no cooking—just stirring together Screech Owl Condensed Milk
and lemon juice poured over a pie plate lined with graham crackers! ...if there was ever
anybody whom I would like to see confronted with an uncooked condensed-milk grahamcracker magic pie, it is that same advice-bestower! (“Eating American” 179, emphases
and capitalization in original)
The number of exclamation points and capitalization alone should indicate Hibben’s level of
indignation. Two cardinal sins have been committed here: what we would today call
“mansplaining,” and the non-cooking “atrocity.” How dare this man suggest to this housekeeper,
whose gender role is hers and not his to cook, that she throw something together so dishonestly
that has no basis in “back-to-the-country” food, as she calls it in this piece?
Hibben believed that, regardless of economic status, a housewife should keep cooking
simple and well-tasting. If she was unable to do so, it was, according to Hibben, usually due to a
modern influence of frivolity. In another of her earliest publications, an article titled “Food is To
Eat,” Hibben writes that “more and more is the hostess of small means complicating the service
of her dinners by ritual and decoration that add in no way to the excellence of food that is to eat.
No cook has too much time or too much brains to devote to the preparation of a meal” (476).
This article, published in March of 1929, six months even before the economic crash of the Great
Depression, tries to speak to those with already-limited means in the kitchen. She knew her
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general readership was most likely not as affluent as she was (or had been, before Paxton’s
death), who could not afford the frivolity of “ritual and decoration” in the first place. Hibben is
not only giving women of modest means permission to cut back, she is in fact celebrating them
for it. But her sympathies toward limitations did not deter her opinion that the consequential shift
to food as “esthetic” had, Hibben claimed, “brought us to this state of national shame… that
seems to me significant in the downward course of American culinary art” (464). The
marshmallow, in particular, was a point of contention for Hibben—a hideous blight of a trend in
dishes across the country. And, in Hibben’s not-so-modest opinion, housewives were too quick
to jump on that fluffy sugary bandwagon.20 Hibben’s sass is more than tone; it tells us that you
don't have to sacrifice taste for affordability. She challenges what she is able to do with what she
has—her sass helps tease readers toward her way of thinking.

Gendered Language
While undertaking a feminist rhetorical analysis of her work, I would be remiss if I did
not include a section here on Sheila Hibben’s gendered language. Hibben participated in a
struggle for power that most women were all too familiar with at the time: how to be heard, how
to have a voice and contribute as a woman in a man’s world. Historically, one outlet for
women’s voices and sources of power was the cookbook, as author Sarah Walden argues in her
2018 book Tasteful Domesticity: Women's Rhetoric and the American Cookbook, 1790-1940.
Walden notes that the cookbook is a rhetorical space for women to use taste as a rhetorical
strategy. As Elizabeth Fleitz states in her latest 2020 article from Peitho, “Authors have been

20
For instance, in The National Cookbook introduction, Hibben writes that “Some of the women’s magazines may
have given a press to dressed-up food as well as to dietetics--the marshmallow owes as much to them as does the
spinach--and have thus encouraged a lot of show-off, which has helped to obscure what they never really learned,
that honest, savory cooking is the basis of happy family life” (x-xi).
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writing their expertise into their recipes for centuries. Women authors, in particular, have found
creative ways to establish their trustworthiness and claim a voice in a public space that would
otherwise be unfriendly to their sex” (“‘An American Orphan’: Amelia Simmons, Cookbook
Authorship, and the Feminist Ethē”). Fleitz, who writes about Amelia Simmons (author of the
very first published American cookbook in 1796), relies on Kathleen Ryan, Nancy Myers, and
Rebecca Jones’ 2016 redefinition of ethos as Ethē in their text Rethinking Ethos: A Feminist
Ecological Approach to Rhetoric, where they explain that a woman, “by speaking from her
marginalized position, disrupts assumptions regarding who can be an expert… As they claim,
there is no singular women’s ethos; thus, they use the plural term ethē.” (Fleitz). In the early 20th
century, women's traditional role as housewife was being remade but still had many lingering
hold-overs from its repressed history. Laura Shapiro reports in Perfection Salad:
Beginning in the 1920s, a new image of the American housewife took shape, an image
suitable for a new age of material invention and consumption. The advertising industry,
the manufacturers of household goods, the food companies, the women’s magazines, and
the schools all shared in the task of creating a woman who could discriminate among
canned soups but who wouldn’t ask too many questions about the ingredients: neither
angel nor scientist, but homemaker. (p.209)
However, Hibben had already established her values as someone operating against this new
modernized approach to food, as I will illustrate further on. The culinary national identity that
Hibben wanted to capture was not of a new modern housewife, but of a home cook confident in
her regional and cultural traditions.
Yet, artifacts like cookbooks that contribute to Americana have a history of gender
correlations. Elizabeth Fleitz argues that:
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Cooking is and has historically been a gendered practice. From its origins as an
apprentice-based oral culture to the preponderance of food blogs and online recipe
sharing forums, the authors of and audience for cookery texts is primarily female…
allowing women to construct for themselves a vital, life-affirming community that
respects their authority and experience, something most women were unable to have in
the public sphere of society for many years...Since cooking is a gendered practice, taking
place within the domestic sphere and originally set aside as ‘women’s work,’ the
preparation of food has always been marked by gender. (Fleitz 2,6)
Likewise, if cooking itself is a gendered practice, then it stands to reason that cookbooks,
especially cookbooks written by women (most of them are), are a gendered genre, in which the
text will also assume a gendered language. Hibben’s rhetorical strategy of using her sass to
persuade readers that humble, traditional, regional cuisine is the mark of honest cooking is how
she, as Fleitz says, constructs life-affirming communities that revere experience. Fleitz’s remarks
on women constructing a community through cooking texts is an all-too-familiar concept for
Hibben’s work. Fleitz again reminds us that
Women’s texts are often flexible, utilizing a wide variety of modes as appropriate to the
context. Because women’s literacy was devalued, women had to develop a new, useful
literacy that would permit their communication practices to continue while fulfilling the
duties of their gender role. This type of literacy needed to be adaptable, with the ability to
create a sustain strong networks of women. (4)
Hibben uses the gendered genre of the cookbook, then eventually forays into more modern
media by writing food articles and then The New Yorker columns. Well aware of the history of
the genre she was working in, Hibben knew that the construction of her projects was part of a
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larger tradition of networking women as a community of housewives across centuries21 and that
the cookbook specifically held a significant place in the history of gender and language. Cinthia
Gannett, author of Gender and the Journal, explains in her chapter on “Gender, Language, and
Discourse: Critical Issues” that
In fact, new work on gender differences in style and strategy suggest women and men
may be working from different conceptions of discourse. Men may use discourse patterns
that secure boundaries and maintain ‘authority,’ while women are more likely to prefer
models of discourse based on cooperation and connection… (72)
These differences in style and strategy that Gannett lays out explain how Hibben can easily
“cooperate and connect” with other women and housewives across the country to, in a sense,
collaborate, on a collective cookbook that in turn shares a collective knowledge with its
predominantly female-gendered audience. The collaborative nature of a cookbook lends itself
automatically to a woman’s style and strategy than a man’s. Even if the cookbook is written by a
single author, rather than a collaboration (not a competition) in compiling, the readership
becomes collaborative in the shared experience of the cooking of those recipes. Each reader, by
cooking a recipe laid down in a cookbook, shares a lived experience of that recipe with every
other reader who has done so.

Hibben can sometimes use gendered language or rely on traditional conservative roles
that are “seemingly at odds with her more political message” as Winona Landis observes in her
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The first recipe dates back as far as 1700 BC on clay tablets from Mesopotamia. These tablets
included ingredients for stew and sweet cakes; historians believe they were meant for the upper classes.
However, the first recorded cookbook as we have come to understand the genre was written by Apicius,
the title of his collection roughly translated as “The Art of Cooking,” written around the fourth or fifth
century, was also written for the wealthy (Morfin).
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chapter “Feeling Good and Eating Well” in Food, Feminisms, Rhetorics (144), even if that
message doesn’t always appear to be overtly political to her contemporaneous readers. For
instance, in her article “The Future of the Banquet in the Balance'' from 1935, Hibben made
reference to turtle soup. Further, she included the following about said soup:
And yet, no further back than the Scott-Pierce Presidential campaign, soup was regarded
as such an effeminate affectation that a letter by General Windfield Scott, stating that he
was ‘just sitting down to a hasty plate of soup,’ covered him with ridicule from one end
of the country to the other, materially contributing to his defeat for President. (my
emphasis)
This not only demonstrates the importance of food contributing to a presidential image—that
food permeates its way into every aspect of our culture and can be just as political as anything—
but also reinforces the gendered associations. Here we can read how food can be gendered, or at
least, be placed into gendered categories: soup is for women. We think of the stereotype that men
only eat meat and potatoes. Instead of that image being either masculine or feminine, here
Hibben turns it into a neutral patriotism that can be taken up by any citizen, even though the
country wanted a meat-and-potatoes president.
Even earlier, in Hibben’s 1929 article “Food is To Eat,” she writes:
Mind you, I am not making any revolutionary assertions about woman’s place not being
in the kitchen; but once there, what she needs in directing, and some strong, good men to
lead her gently away from her eternal preoccupation with the decorative and esthetic
possibilities of food, and back to the fundamental idea that food is to eat. For once that
startling hypothesis is admitted, it will be seen clearly that if food is honestly prepared
out of the best possible materials, it needs no salted nuts, stuffed olives, bonbons and
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such like to recommend it. If, on the other hand, the soup comes out of a tin, all the
almonds and marrons glacés on earth will not make it taste a whit less like tinned soup…
Let the hostess of moderate means assure herself before she buys one peppermint that her
budget will secure the very best in all the materials she requires to prepare her dinner.
(465)
She specifically calls attention to the fact that she does not want to rock the boat—a rhetorical
move to cover up a sassy subversion of expectations that she should appeal to the more modern
sensibilities. On the surface she plays to the expectations of the male reader in this article—a
journal meant for a broader audience than women and housewives. However, her target audience
is the housewife. It may seem too condescending to us at first, but as the passage continues, she
offers permission and acceptance rather than judgement and scolding. She points to the
“moderate means” of the housewife and says those means are just fine. Of kitchen thrift, rhetoric
scholar Jennifer Courtney remarks in her chapter on “Understanding the Significance of ‘Kitchen
Thrift’” that “through the lens of thrift, [these texts] are rich contributions to an understudied but
ongoing cultural conversation about spending and saving, offering readers not only practical
information but powerful alternatives to mainstream discourses of gendered consumption” (4849). Hibben would argue that traditional honest cooking can be achieved with any budget.
If we turn to the 1932 Carol Bird article, “Let’s Go American,” in which the journalist
interviews Hibben in light of her publication of The National Cookbook, it would appear that
Hibben’s general attitude towards food is a stereotypically and traditionally gendered one. In this
interview, Hibben decries any type of frills or adornments in cookery and thinks that women
need to prepare meals that are more “hearty” and old fashioned. The frills emasculate the cuisine
and do not satisfy a man’s appetite. In other words, women are the frivolous ones and should
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instead be satisfying the man. More than that, she claims that women are not as practical as a
man when it comes to their judgement on new innovative food trends. Hibben believed she was
taking on a more masculine approach to food. The language that Hibben uses is gendered and
plays to traditional gender roles:
Now our women have simply got to go back to the kitchen and concoct some of our own
renowned national dishes, and stop playing around with fancy recipes… Catch a
Frenchman or any other European borrowing our culinary art just to be “different”! He
knows that he is more familiar with his own brand of dish than any other, and so he
wisely refrains from experimentation. (qtd. in Bird)
Notice that her criticism, while also commenting on the class implications of “fancy dishes,”
turns on the women—she is chastising her own sex—and her comparison to European cooks is
attributed to a French man, to “he.” The professional is a chef, a man, but the cook at home is
always a woman. The man knows better than to adopt some culinary flare just for the sake of
being trendy—only a woman would fall susceptible to such nonsense. Women should know
better, she suggests, than to experiment when perfectly good meals have been made and enjoyed
for hundreds of years.
Remember, too, that to look to the European way of life was to look upward in esteem
and admiration. The European sensibility was to return to a type of primitivism and value what
was simple and basic. We might today use the currently alluring word “rustic” to appeal to
modern audiences. But note that Hibben does not simply stop her speech at pointing to the
European way of life overseas. No, she says we should return to our own national dishes—the
American traditions that have been feeding men honestly since the New World was discovered.
To be American is to eat simply and with joy and pride of one’s heritage. As the primary
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occupants of America’s kitchens, it was the woman’s duty to provide that opportunity for the
men.

After reading much of her work, one would think Hibben was far from feminist. True,
she had conservative and traditional values regarding food and the role women play in those
affairs. She saw it as her role to lead the women of the nation away from decadence. When I
make the case for Hibben’s feminism, it relies heavily upon her search for affordable, equitable
access to food and acknowledgement of the available means with which women find themselves.
In her behavior and lifestyle, too, Hibben displays a great deal of female strength—the protofeminist actions of a woman who needed to support herself and her daughter by publishing her
strong opinions about how the country feeds itself. She does push back against some of the
stereotypes of woman-as-housewife: “Of course, there is the good old standard myth that all
women cook to please their husbands, whereas woman [sic] actually cook to please (or amaze)
the bridge club” (“Food is to Eat” 464). In other words, women try to impress other women, not
their men. Her argument is that, though it was traditionally the woman’s responsibility to feed
her family and stretch the budget, the projection or performance of it can be a vanity project,
which we can still take to be a sexist view (against the interests of her own sex), while still
pushing back against the traditional stereotype of the goodly housewife beholden to the man.
There are two audiences that the performance is directed at: the performance of housewife for
the husband so as not to alienate male readers,22 but also the performance of the talented
housewife directed at other women. So, we have this interesting dichotomy of Hibben’s
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A rhetorical technique used by women writers throughout literary history. Mary Wollstonecraft, for
instance.
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argument both undermining her own sex and also being an implicit call to action for women to
resist this performance.
I’ll end this chapter with a final word from Cindi Gannett: “Women have tended to write
texts close to life, to use those texts in immediate and practical ways in their lives, and to use
them, paradoxically, to challenge the dichotomy of the public sphere and private, the mutings
their discourse and ideas were subject to” (“Gender” 98). The way Hibben addresses women in
her American Regional Cookery book from 1946 is in the specific context of a post-war
housewife’s place in the kitchen and the way their lives were both public and private, and the
ways their discourse was “muted” or underappreciated over time. She writes:
There is much talk in these talky times about what the war has taught the housewives of
this country… before the fires at Pearl Harbor were much more than extinguished, it was
revealed to American womanhood that margarine tastes just as good as butter and that
soy beans and custard powders and meat substitutes can keep a family alive as long, if
not as cheerfully, as pot roast. But have the necessities of a world at war taught us to
coddle an egg to comforting perfection, or even to make corn meal mush without lumps?
Occasionally, it is true, serviceable women, forced to retreat into the kitchen while their
cooks operated a welding torch in airplane factories, have established lasting relations
with their kitchen stoves and learned how, in appeasing an honorable pleasure in eating,
life can be warmed and cheered. (viii-ix)
Hibben speaks to the labor shifts, the adjustment in home skills, but also to the values instilled in
taste and not just utility. But she does so knowing that the audience who is reading is the
housewife. She ends her introduction with the following: “Then hunger will truly be fed, and
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women—and maybe men, too—will know the satisfaction of nourishing with their own strength
and skill those whom they love” (x). Women’s rhetorics are alternative strategies of persuasion.

Using “Kitchen Thrift” during “Economic Readjustment”
Jennifer Courtney explains that “Understood historically, thrift is a mindful and
deliberate approach to daily living that considers the welfare of self and others” (51, my
emphasis). Courtney uses the term “kitchen thrift” to specify thrift focused around food
resources, something that Hibben spends her life and career devoted to writing about. I
emphasize mindful and deliberate here to reinforce my claim that Hibben works alongside this
definition of kitchen thrift to convince the nation that a “good” American housewife can create a
good meal with whatever means she has available to her, and that is not only beneficial to her
household, but beneficial to the nation and therefore a patriotic act.
In their 2016 James Beard Award winning book A Square Meal: A Culinary History of
the Great Depression, authors Jane Ziegelman and Andrew Coe write, “Hibben, like Depressionera nutritionists, saw economic disaster as an opportunity to mend our gastronomic ways. With
The National Cookbook in 1932, Hibben sought to uplift the status of “peasant food” across the
country and arouse in her general readers a sense of pride in their traditional dishes that might
normally have been considered unsophisticated, lowbrow, or uncultured.23 “By the time [The
National Cookbook] came out in 1932, people accustomed to nights out on the town were trading
in restaurant dinners for family meals and an evening gathered around the radio… some of the
gastronomic freedom they had always taken for granted inevitably was lost” (Ziegelman and
Coe, 270-271). Hibben called this period in her (and the nation’s) life a time of “economic
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Dishes such as pan dowdy (a type of apple cobbler from Pennsylvania Dutch tradition) or hoppin’ john (Southern
peas and rice).
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readjustment” in the second paragraph of the introduction to her seminal 1932 collection, The
National Cookbook: A Kitchen Americana. The Great Depression and its impacts on material
conditions offered the opportunity for “influencers” like Hibben to capture the moment. She
further explains:
The fundamental problem of the year 1932 is… in cooks’ terms, the problem of potatoes
for all. But, although this is fundamental, so also is a balance between what we have and
what we make of it. A well-boiled potato and a soggy one are as different as two entirely
dissimilar vegetables would be, and the whole business of well-baked potatoes, potatoes
mashed and fluffy, can as well be catalogued under the problems of Culture and
Civilization, as under the plainer C for Cooking. (ix)
Hibben’s sass tells her readers that each of these three things—Culture, Civilization, Cooking—
are the same, of equal value, all wrapping into each other. Material conditions were changing in
the 1930s, leaving many people—particularly those in the working class—feeling threatened and
anxious about how to put good food (not just cheap food) on the table or sometimes even
resorting to standing in bread lines. This was the balance Hibben spoke of and what essentially
would become the crux of her rhetorical strategy in her cookbooks—making the most of what
they had and not apologizing for it. However, Hibben also knew that making do wasn’t just
about nutrition and economics, but about values and identity. She calls out Culture and
Civilization—markers of much more than mere subsistence. They are, in fact, markers of national
identity.24
Hibben’s mission was to reframe thrift in the kitchen (a site of possible social and
economic anxiety for working-class Americans) into an act of regional and national pride, of
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I include a section on “A Culinary National Identity” at the end of this chapter.
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culinary patriotism—a challenge within an oppressive capitalist patriarchal system. Where there
is a negative association with the term thrift, we have always had positive connections with the
word thrive. Courtney builds on Hunter and Yates’ 2011 book Thrift and Thriving in America to
distinguish between surviving and thriving: “Historically, ‘thrift’ has meant, roughly, the act or
ways of acting that promote thriving. James Hunter and Joshua Yates point readers to the Oxford
English Dictionary, which defines thrift as ‘the fact or condition of thriving or prospering;
prosperity, success, good luck, in early use sometimes fortune, good or bad, etc.’ (qtd. In Hunter
and Yates 11). They argue that thrift, while allowing humans to flourish, also allows us to
‘sustain and extend a conversation about the inescapably normative dimensions of economic life’
(11). In other words, thrift enables us to talk about what resources make possible individuals’
well-being” (Courtney 50).
There are underlying assumptions about thrift, including the necessity for it, that
perpetuate a stigma that Hibben strove to push against. Given the economic and social realities of
the Great Depression and the desperation to take control of power wherever possible, especially
for a housewife managing her household in a male-dominated capitalist society, the idea of using
thrift as a badge of choice was Hibben’s rhetorical act of patriotism for the nation. However, to
problematize this a bit, “As Caroline Knapp chronicles in her book Appetites, freedom is not the
same as power: ‘The ability to make choices can feel unsettling and impermanent and thin if it’s
not girded somehow with the heft of real economic and political strength’ (35)” (qtd in Kennedy
182). If we assume that choice and freedom are equivalent here, and if freedom does not
necessarily confer power, then at first glance it doesn’t seem as though Hibben is doing enough
by simply reframing meal limitations as a choice. It isn’t enough to say that on the individual
level those means are good enough. True, adjusting the perspective on one’s helplessness in
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believing that there are no other options is a step in the right direction. But what Hibben then
needed to do beyond establishing the sense of choice was the work of linking that choice of thrift
to community-building, identity-forming, and offering it as a reclamation to the larger network
of home cooks and housewives. This second challenge was perhaps more intrinsic to Hibben’s
strategies—embedded in her call to take pride in their regional dishes and to thrive is the
underlying development of connecting those dishes by culture and community. In other words,
the mindframe was ideally to seek a sense of “we are all in this together,” that each home cook
was doing her best to thrive and be proud of the dishes she prepared. By reframing their limited
means as a conscious choice and as a badge of cultural and national identity, then it is easier to
overlook that at the core is still the material reality that they don’t have a lot to work with.
By connecting choice to identity, regional authenticity and cultural tradition becomes a
way of conferring political national identity. Hibben has constructed a sense of power for those
identities, as they are responsible for fashioning the country’s culinary uniqueness and character.
I don’t want to overstate what Hibben is doing. It is worth acknowledging that the choice here is
still an illusion of choice. What she is doing is crafting a rhetorical trick. But an effective one.
Sometimes perception can be more persuasive than reality and a significant attitudinal
transformation can create power as it becomes a movement. If one persuades enough people, she
creates a paradigm shift. On the individual level, Knapp’s statement is true; choice doesn’t
amount to power. However, the same choice made by thousands, or even millions of housewives
around the country is a kind of power, because it reshapes the material conditions and social selfperception of the nation and collapses some class differences along the way. The “economic
heft” and “political strength” that Knapp refers to is only possible on this larger scale.
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In contrast with the negative implications and stigmas are the positive moral associations
with thrift. Courtney goes on to use Lydia Maria Child’s 1829 collection of The American
Frugal Housewife (a well-known tome of a “domestic guide” in the world of household literacy)
as an example of how “kitchen thrift” promotes thriving. Courtney explains that Child “criticizes
reckless overspending, calling extravagance ‘the prevailing evil of the present day’ (89) and the
source of ‘much domestic happiness’ (89), Seeking to counteract the stigma about thrift…” (p.
52-53). This counteraction of the stigma surrounding thrift is something Hibben espouses, as she
uses her rhetorical sassiness to persuade her readers that thrift is trendy and simply the right thing
to do—to counteract a “prevailing evil” is therefore a virtuous act. “For Child,” Courtney
continues, “this stance transforms thrift from miserable penny-pinching to purposeful activity
that women can use to improve the lives of their families and the community” (53). We have no
way of knowing whether Hibben read this text from 1829, but regardless of her intention to use
Child as her inspiration, Hibben was using similar strategies as her predecessor over 100 years
prior.
Hibben’s advice echoes much of Child’s advice, which we also echo today—advice such
as making your own bread, buying in bulk, eating seasonally, learning to prepare or use
inexpensive cuts of meat, etc. In The National Cookbook, for instance, Hibben writes that “We
have been too spoiled by a craze for food out of season; for peaches from South Africa and
strawberries picked green and shipped too far” (xi). And again, in her American Regional
Cooking collection from 1946, she writes that “The grace of American cooking lies… in doing
well by whatever grows in our back yards, or is caught along our shores'' (ix-x). The fact is, it’s
more expensive to get food out of season, so Hibben relies on her sass to persuade readers to
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never mind that they can’t afford it because local is better anyway. First, the conditions dictate
the availability of items, then taste and values come into play.
In the latter half of Hibben’s 1932 interview with journalist Carol Bird, Hibben pays
attention to an emphasis on finding a cheap way to provide. She focuses on mussels as a source
of pleasure and protein, while also realigning them with American values and national identity:
’Mussels are cheap, too, and that’s something to consider. Americans have, in the past,
ignored mussels. They are imperialists in every other way, and yet they actually passed
up mussels! Mussels have probably been here before the Pilgrim Fathers, and still they
were not recognized as deliciously edible until the French and Italians coming to the
United States did something about it.’ (qtd. in Bird)
Here, Hibben remarks on a missed opportunity for American national cuisine – for a native dish
to be taken up by American cookery. Instead, Americans had to be gifted their own local source
by European culture. Here, Hibben is inviting Americans to look down their noses at things they
cannot afford anyway, and instead use whatever available means they had, and thrive by doing
so.

Establishing Values; Identifying Trends
We can acknowledge that records of Sheila Hibben’s life are incomplete, but we can also
make fairly good assumptions based on her circumstances and material conditions. It’s fair to say
that her early biography and situations led directly to her literary career, a career that was built
out of necessity. She never published a word of food writing before her husband Paxton’s death
in 1929. Then, in a flurry, she placed assorted articles with various periodicals in quick
succession over the next few years in a scramble to support herself and her daughter Jill. It was
an effort to try and establish herself as a culinary expert and build her ethos in order to gain
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standing in the food writing community. Those articles laid the foundations of a readership and
gave her leverage for a 1932 cookbook deal.
The reality of the time was a national economic crisis within a failing capitalist system,
dominated by men. Hibben worked to flex her ethos by demonstrating clear culinary values from
the beginning. Her first article, “Food is to Eat,” decries American economic materialism, stating
that, in 1929, we had gone a bit frou-frou with the aesthetic of food and not so much with
nutritional value anymore. Production was everything. And the woman’s role became even more
complicated. Mind you, this article was written in March of that year, just months before the
stock market crash. Even before an economic crisis, Hibben reveals her sensibility, valuing
simple, unadorned quality ingredients that satisfies the eater—a kind of primitivism, per se, an
aesthetic that conflicts with the American industrial takeover and flashy consumerism.25 One
might have assumed that, given her previous lifestyle, circulating in European aristocratic
circles, Hibben would be mostly exposed to and thereby inclined toward more elaborate and
indulgent cuisine. However, for someone who has been forced to leave that lifestyle behind and
is now fending for herself and her daughter, it is arguably more reasonable and understandable
for her to switch over to a simpler way of eating.
In fact, it was perhaps the influence of a European “preoccupation” with primitivism, as
Robin Hackett discusses in the introduction to her book Sapphic Primitivism: Productions of
Race, Class, and Sexuality in Key Works of Modern Fiction, that accounted for Hibben’s
aesthetics, particularly given all the time she spent abroad in her twenties. Hackett argues that
this “return” to a value in primitivism translates to the elite as “exotic,” a class trend that Hibben
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For further reading on primitivism, see Torgovnick, Marianna. Gone Primitive: Savage Intellects, Modern Lives.
University of Chicago Press, 1991. See in particular her section on “Defining the ‘Primitive’—or Trying To” in the
first chapter of this book.
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engages with in her New Yorker columns, which I will expand on in Chapter Three. Hackett
writes that “Barbarism and savagery were to provide antidotes to corrupting, over-civilized,
effete modern Euro-American societies… Poor and working-class Europeans, especially those
who organize to agitate for social reform, are among those who flesh out the imagined and
infinitely productive category ‘primitive’” (10). I argue that this same fetishization of the
primitive is present in food writing. If we read “traditional/authentic regional cuisine” into
“barbarism and savagery” from the perspective of the upper-class, then that type of “honest”
(poor and/or indigenous) food would take the “corrupt” elite back to basics.
In Hibben’s mind, décor didn’t belong in cuisine; Hibben believed it to be a frivolity. She
wrote that “the essential function of food was sacrificed to what a disordered imagination
regarded as esthetic” (“Food is to Eat” 464). This becomes clear when she writes on several
occasions about the marshmallow: “Let it be understood that the marshmallow is only a symbol
– something to paint rampant on a banner around which may gather those decadent sponsors
of… an emasculated cuisine” (464, my emphasis).26 Once again, her gendered language here is
foregrounding a case for what she considers a turn away from “manly” food—what we might
call a “hearty” meal—and a prediction that the future could hold dangerous values if women
don’t get back to traditional gastronomy.
Later on, in “Food is To Eat,” Hibben pivots from gendered language to language of
religious rhetoric. Indeed, to many, food is like a religion.27 And, historically speaking, religious
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She would continue to hold this belief all through her career. She returns to it frequently over the years. For
instance, in the March 7, 1959 issue of The New Yorker, he “Markets and Menus” column begins by commenting on
the speed of food trends - that no one sticks to staples anymore but would rather keep up with “gustatory fashion.”
In vogue that year was shrimp paste and appetizers.
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It is also literally ritualistic, too. For instance, there are Kosher food laws, Hallal food laws, traditional bakes for
specific holidays like a seder or Passover meal, or Christmas puddings, etc.
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rhetoric, in addition to cookbooks and domestic manuals, has been one of the only other vehicles
for women’s voices that were deemed acceptable. Hibben writes:
…no serious discussion of the decadence of American cooking is complete without
considering the sinister role Prohibition has played in the matter. Certain foods are
destined preeminently to be accompanied by certain wines, and when the wines are
lacking there is less enthusiasm on the part of the cook in the preparation of the dish, for
he knows that his chef d’oeuvre will never reach its fullest perfection or fulfill its highest
destiny on the palate of the pious diner. (“Food is to Eat” 464).
Here is a great example of Hibben’s brand of sass—that she would describe a diner as “pious” in
the time of Prohibition, specifically to define someone whose sensibilities align with her own
taste for “honest” (traditional) food. Her words “sinister” and “pious” are evocative of
temperance-minded language and an appeal to that audience to seem diplomatic. Even the
mention of destiny evokes a good-versus-evil mentality of what it meant to eat according to
social acceptability. I’ve mentioned the context of the Great Depression as how it pertains to the
material reality of much of Hibben’s rhetoric, but here is another historical event – Prohibition –
that defines the material conditions of what people were cooking and eating at the time.
Prohibition infected the country; women in particular rallied behind the Temperance movement
and much of what propelled the movement was a sense of religiosity. However, what Hibben
does here is invert the sense of the “sinister” and places that role onto Prohibition itself. Clearly,
she wasn’t a fan. As “traditional” as Hibben may be about food, she wasn’t a prude. She enjoyed
herself, especially with a glass of red wine.28 In fact, I would argue that through her New Yorker

28
Indeed, in her New Yorker work alone, I count at least eighteen instances of columns where she mentions or
recommends claret or wines (July 20, 1935; September 7, 1935; March 26, 1938; July 2, 1938; April 29, 1939; June
12, 1943; June 15, 1946; March 15, 1947; May 6, 1950; October 28, 1950; After Prohibition, Hibben wrote
extensively on wine. For just a taste of some issues that involve that topic, see May 26, 1951; June 28, 1952;
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columns she helped to “normalize” drinking for women in a post-temperance era. Tammie
Kennedy tells us in her chapter on “Boxed Wine Feminisms,” that
Just as the temperance movement promised women more agency by abstaining from
drinking, many twenty-first-century women seek empowerment and balance through their
wine-drinking practices. However, the history of women’s drinking habits has shown that
the freedom to choose and the power to transform oneself and others is modulated by
gendered ideologies often constrained by the emotion work assumed by many women.
(182)
Hibben’s point is that the wine improves the food. She is missing wine like so many others are
missing it during that period. However, as a woman, it was considered proper and “lady-like” to
be with the Temperance movement and for Prohibition, certainly not promoting alcohol. Women
were afraid to voice these opinions, but Hibben put it right on the page. Her act of sass here is
powerful, revolutionary, and rebellious.
The timing of Hibben’s article is important when considering how she laid out her values.
Written and published in 1929, just three months after her husband’s death, “Food is To Eat” is
the first of many publications written out of necessity to support herself and her daughter. So,
perhaps not foresight of the nation’s economic downturn, but more of a realization of her own
sudden reduction in means. Nevertheless, it establishes from the start where Hibben draws her
line in the sand. Hibben’s standards were transparent and, as Anne Mendelson tells us,

December 13, 1952; March 7, 1953; May 15, 1954, March 17, 1956; and May 30, 1959). In nearly half of these, the
subject of wine is actually at the forefront or the main topic of the column. Others simply include a recommendation
or comment. One issue (June 10, 1950), Hibben spends a good deal of time arguing for the case of beer over wine as
a cheaper alternative and acknowledges the class distinction when talking about access to affordable wine. In the
March 17 issue from 1956 she asks her readers to not be against the lowlier beverage (don’t be snobs). It is clear,
however, that she finds beer still inferior to her preference for claret. Clearly the woman enjoyed writing about
wines.
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represented yet another wing of thought about the identity of American food: birthright
good cooks fed up alike with epicurean poses, quasi-scientific cant, gussied-up visual
effect, Madison Avenue strategies, and general amnesia about culinary traditions older
than the middle of last week. She was, and remains today, one of the most original
observers of the American food scene since there has been a scene to observe… To her,
the real genius of American cooks was a generous instinct for letting such foods’ basic
qualities shine through. (“Food Writing Lives”)
Those values, as suggested in the Mendelson passage above, were shared by other cooks pushing
back against a modernization of the foodways in twentieth century America.
Mendelson calls Hibben “high-strung” and reports that Sheila “detested the very word
‘gourmet” (“Food Writing Lives”),29 imposing her standards on even the language used to
describe food or those who fetishize it. This principle, however, Hibben reluctantly set aside for
a “hefty fee” of $2,000 (roughly equivalent to $37,000 today)30 to work as culinary consultant to
author Rex Stout for his 1938 novel Too Many Cooks, the fifth book of the series featuring the
fictional detective Nero Wolfe (described as “gormandizing”).31 The plot of the book includes “a

29

In her second section of a column from 1955, Hibben states that, “It would be a great pity if customers for some
frozen sauces recently brought out by Maxim’s Restaurant of Paris were put off by all the fanciful ballyhoo, in
which words like “gourmet” and “epicurean” are tossed about with abandon. Actually, once the fog of this wayward
prose rolls away, the Maxim sauces will be found excellent, and may even prove to be the very mainstay of many an
ambitious but hurried cook--not that they are anything a good home cook couldn’t make by following a good recipe
and using good ingredients, but this would require the investment of more time and cash than the frozen products
do” (66). Hibben’s standards of quality seem snotty and highbrow, but she actually has little to no tolerance for the
rhetoric of highbrow cuisine. Don’t fancy it up, she argues. Just give me good ingredients and make it taste good.
30

At such a high price, her payment was likely a very large relief in 1938, when people were still struggling toward
the end of the Depression.
31

Author Rex Stout gives thanks to Hibben in 1973 (a compilation of recipes from all the dishes ever mentioned in
the Nero Wolfe books), nearly ten years after Hibben’s death, writing “All the dishes mentioned in Too Many Cooks
were cooked twice--some three times or more--by the late Sheila Hibben and me. For years she wrote regularly for
The New Yorker on food and cooking and restaurants, and she was my dear and valued friend. (A bit of her: One day
in January when I was driving her to my house from the station she said, ‘The country is so wonderful like this,
without all those goddam leaves obstructing the view’)” (The Nero Wolfe Cook Book).
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convention of European-trained maîtres cuisiniers brought round to acknowledging the glories of
American regional cuisine” (Mendelson). Enter Hibben’s expertise. The virtue of regional fare
made its way into Nero’s menus and sustained Hibben’s championing for traditional foods.32 She
accepts the term “gourmand” so long as she can redefine it (and be paid well for it).
Later, another bone of contention that Sheila Hibben would write about was the feud she
had with industrialized food and the mass production of canned goods and frozen meals, another
indication that her aesthetics turned against modernity instead of embracing it. Her standard was
for high quality fresh ingredients. The industrialization of food products did not sit well with her.
“She was a two-fisted denouncer of the age’s high-tech shortcuts for taking the cooking out of
cooking,” writes Mendelson. She hesitates to promote any kind of modern era food technology,
such as refrigeration or mass-produced canning. Hibben writes in her 1932 introduction to The
National Cookbook, “Refrigeration and good canning mean progress, but before now, in many
fields, progress has upset the apple-cart of permanent and enduring standards. It is in the
combination and balance of old and new, of restraint and opulence, that a healthy program
arises” (xi). At the time, industrialized processes and products were becoming more prevalent,
with the focus on convenience taking priority, often (according to Hibben) at the expense of
quality. But novelty is hard to resist, as Jennifer Cognard-Black reports in a footnote from her
chapter “The Embodied Rhetoric of Recipes.” Cognard-Black writes that “The advent of a
natural food market created by the inventions of the tin can in 1825 and the icebox railway car in
1842 paved the way for an American cuisine that emphasized industrially produced, pre-

32

For instance, dishes such as Creole Tripe, Boone Country Missouri Ham, Tennessee Opossum, Lobster
Newburgh, or Philadelphia Snapper Soup.
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packaged, and ever-consistent food” (46n8).33 Hibben would have very little part of that, even
nearly 100 years after these inventions. In her 1946 cookbook American Regional Cookery, she
states that “If only our tongues can again feel fresh and delighted over the taste of the best
buttered muffins, or the best rabbit stew, there will come to us a salutory impatience with the
graceless routine of eating out of packages and cans'' (x). Pre-made meals are “graceless,” she
says, and don’t lend to that sense of nostalgia. What Hibben values is freshness.
Hibben’s caveat, however, sometimes included frozen fresh vegetables—starting with
quality ingredients that have been unaltered in their freezing process and that keep their
integrity.34 The caveat is not a compromise, but is still consistent with her sass and resistance to
food technologies, since it is an adaptation of what should still be quality ingredients.
Meanwhile, she was cautious, as suggested in her introduction from the same 1946 collection
where she writes, “We shall have to look sharp, amid all the hullabaloo for the new—dehydrated
and frozen—that the comfort of the old does not altogether escape us” (ix). Her descriptors for
old and new are telling—that “hullabaloo” indicates a scattered sense of chaos and uncertainty
(not something generally wanted during times of economic crisis), and that “comfort” is what we
search for in troubled times, a soothing relief of the familiar.

33

The footnote continues: “For a broad summary of the history of food and foodways in nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century America, see Jennifer Cognard-Black, ‘Food and Drink,’ American Literature in Historical
Context (Gale, 2006).”
34

Hibben did not seem to mind freezing ingredients or meals if it was among the instructions in a recipe. For
instance, in her National Cookbook, you will find a recipe for “Frozen Tomato Salad,” where she suggests to “Let
stand in the icebox 40 minutes, and then strain, mashing the pulp of the tomatoes through the sieve. Pour into a
small mold and pack in 2 parts ice to 1 part salt. Let stand 3 to 4 hours and unmold on a bed of lettuce garnished
with green-pepper rings. Service with highly seasoned mayonnaise. This can also be made in an electric
refrigerator” (291-292). There are other instances later on in her New Yorker columns that proves this, as well. Doit-yourself frozen meals were one thing; buying pre-made was another.
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But at the time, convenience and modern sensibilities were sweeping the nation.35
Homemakers (those who could afford it) believed that technology would save them. Ziegelman
and Coe report on the future-facing trends of the times when they write that
Another kind of authority, magazine editors, rejected their mothers’ recipe boxes in favor
of camera-ready cooking, food that was ready for its close-up but, as Hibben would say,
missed the fundamental point that ‘food is to eat.’ Their sisters in the home economics
departments of appliance manufacturers and food conglomerates peered into their crystal
balls and liked what they saw: kitchens that were so efficient that food seemed to cook
itself. Science, efficiency, technology, consumerism—this was the future… Afraid that
our culinary heritage was in jeopardy, Hibben gave us The National Cookbook.
(Ziegelman and Coe, 278-279)
It was this chief worry that tradition would be lost in favor of modern flash and fashion, for
convenience while sacrificing quality that drove Hibben to her sassy rhetorical methods of
persuasion. As food writer Laura Shapiro writes in her 2008 book Perfection Salad: Women and
Cooking at the Turn of the Century:
This was the era that made American cooking American, transforming a nation of honest
appetites into an obedient market for instant mashed potatoes… These women lived at a
time when science and technology were gaining the aura of divinity: such forces could do
no wrong, and their very presence lent dignity to otherwise humble lives and
proceedings… What chiefly excited these women—an inquisitive circle of ambitious
cooks, teachers, writers, and housekeepers—was the link they perceived between science

35
Eleanor Roosevelt, for instance, was so taken with Cornell’s newly-formed Home Economics department that she
helped obtain additional funding for the school to sustain it. She visited the school annually and Cornell would
eventually put the First Lady on the Council of Presidents. Roosevelt’s and Hibben’s clashing values would be one
of the reasons the two never followed through on their collaboration. More on that in my conclusion chapter.
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and housework… If the home were made a more businesslike place, if husbands were fed
and children raised according to scientific principles, if purity and fresh air reached every
corner of the house—then, at last, the nation’s homes would be adequate to nurture its
greatness. (4, my emphases)
What the “circle of ambitious cooks, teachers, writers, and housekeepers” (all traditionally
women’s roles, incidentally) didn’t see, however, was the disconnect that Hibben believed
existed between the “honest appetites” and the science and technology that fed them. Instant
mashed potatoes are not “honest,” according to Sheila Hibben, and not worthy of dignity.
So far, I have pointed to Hibben’s use of the word “honest” food at least a dozen times, if
not more. Let’s unpack that word for a moment. Using language like local and honest invites
readers to evaluate what is “good” and what isn’t, to examine their values. In order to convince
readers of a certain class status, she would appropriate the terminology of fine dining (an act of
class subversion). This was particularly important in the Great Depression when class status was
perhaps more transparent than it had ever been. Language has always been a class signifier and
therefore the use of language of high cuisine reappropriated for patriotic purposes mobilized the
condescension that the working class had against the wealthy, making themselves appear more
economically viable during those hard times. Appearances can be everything, even if it’s just a
placebo.
Similar to her use of “honest,” terms such as “authentic” or “authenticity” are defined as
a Hibben culinary value. She uses this language to reframe and sell no-frills-food as American
values. In responding to the unique economic health and nutritional needs of the Great
Depression, Sheila Hibben was one of the primary voices responsible for framing a set of terms
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and values that are still central today.36 We’ll see more examples of this rhetorical strategy when
I unpack her columns from The New Yorker in Chapter Three, where the focus is on the upperclass audience. However, for this chapter, I want to stick to the more general readership that
includes the working class. From their perspective, Hibben’s message was to take pride in and
embrace their limited available means. Their material conditions kept them grounded in their
culinary traditions because those traditions were “honest” and not trying to rise to a status with
empty frivolous foods that did not satisfy.
The cookbook that Carrie Helms Tippen analyzes in her chapter from Food, Feminisms,
Rhetorics is one chock full of narrative interludes and illustrates a family’s migration from the
South (Mississippi) to the North (Michigan) in 1948. “In this case, it appears that ‘authentic’
Southern food does not necessarily mean old and familiar. A new recipe, if practiced and
approved by the Southern relatives, could work just as well in the performance of Southern
identity. By virtue of living in the South, the Southern relatives were authorized as authentic
sources of culinary capital” (“Writing Recipes, Telling Histories” 23). What Hibben believes to
be “authentic” cultural cuisine she celebrates in much the same way that Tippen argues for here
with her textual example: authenticity can be seen in much the same way as we feel an
adaptation of a text into another mode such as film can feel “in the spirit” of the original.
Honesty is reframed as patriotic, since one is being “true” to one’s regional, national, or cultural
identity.

Given Hibben’s knowledge and experience of global fare, her national team-spirit rings a
little louder when she asserts “the feeling with which I end my work is that of a special sort of

36

See my conclusion in Chapter 4 for modern-day implications.
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patriotism, a real enthusiasm for the riches and traditions of America, astonishment at the variety
of flavor of the victuals native to all our old communities, and delight at the ardor, and even
passion, with which armies of editorial writers can be raised to defend sectional recipes for
potlicker37 or pan dowdy.38” (National Cookbook x). This pride that she feels is her impetus for
savoring the meals she thinks are heading into the realm of the forgotten. She suggests a return to
roots, rather than an endorsement or embrace of current modern foodways39 (e.g., mass
production). Just as we today are trending toward a return to less processed eating habits and a
longing for generational memories of farm-to-table meals, this is likewise Hibben’s version of
early twentieth century food nostalgia.
That nostalgia finds its way into a good deal of Hibben’s writing. And yet, it specifically
isn’t the same aesthetic nostalgia that Americans were seeking at the time that Hibben is working
toward in the 1930s and 1940s. It is rather, she states, “a fresher understanding to the old ways,
so that what was good in them shall be preserved to become a leaven for the new” (American
Regional Cookery xii). She pushes back against the criticism of nostalgia a few paragraphs later:
“Maybe, after all the packets of patented foods which have been served to us in the war years, we
shall turn to our native dishes with a natural excitement that is no less real for being nostalgic”
(ix). I linger on her choice of words in this last sentence – the pairing of “native” with “natural,”

37

Typically a Southern American term referring to the leftover juices from boiling vegetables like collard greens, or
sometimes from the rendered fat juices of meats. Originally, the term was “pot liquor.”
38

Pan dowdy (a sort of pie where the crust is cut into pieces on top of the filling, typically apple; a rival dish to
cobbler) in particular seems to be stereotypically associated with American national cuisine at the time. In fact,
according to the Oxford English Dictionary, the phrase “American as apple pie” was used as early as 1924 to refer to
qualities of U.S. patriotism and then became more popular as an expression during World War II. Apple pie itself,
however, dates back as far as at least the 14th century in England. So it’s not all that American in its origins, really,
just in its appropriation.
39
Hibben’s hesitancy toward industrial food innovation is counter to Eleanor Roosevelt’s preference for political
and socioeconomic innovation like the new Home Economics approach to cooking, which I’ll come back to in the
concluding chapter when discussing the differences between Hibben’s and Roosevelt’s sensibilities.
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especially, and the frequency with which she brings up “patented foods.” Again and again, we
see Hibben’s aversion to industrialized food and back to the idea of “honest” cooking. For her,
that often meant something akin to a “locavore” approach to menu-making—a term we attribute
to a diet consisting of food items made, grown, or purchased locally.40 The nostalgia was for the
“honest” ways of meal preparation.
Hibben undertakes the issue of local ingredients in both the 1932 and the 1946
introductions to her respective cookbooks. Ziegelman and Coe remind us that, “To cook simply
and well, however, demanded certain adjustments in the ways people thought about food. Fifty
years before Alice Waters, just as the variety of canned and frozen foods was soaring, Hibben
was preaching the gospel of fresh and local ingredients. While magazine editors celebrated the
defeat of seasonality, Hibben insisted we respect it” (270-271). She takes pride in local American
ingredients, demonstrated throughout her texts, including The National Cookbook: “We have
better materials to work with than any other people in the world,” (xi) and then goes on to list ten
ingredients indigenous to our lands. She says, “If the American housekeeper would only pay
attention to how things taste, would study the materials of her own district, would become a
virago even about fresh materials, how much happier everybody in her family would be!” (xi).41
Hibben was, in a sense, the Alice Waters of her time; she would, if she could, have advocated for
farm-to-table menus in every restaurant in America, using the “materials of [their] own district.”
It’s more expensive to get food out of season. So Hibben relies again on sass as her rhetorical
strategy because the reality is that no one has the fancy food unless they are very well off. She is
40

Today, we would attribute the language of locavore as having feminist aims, since it promotes equity, labor and
sustainability and ecofeminist goals. For more on ecofeminism, see the works of authors such as Vadana Shiva.
41
Hibben is specifically addressing women here. Women are the ones who have to buy the groceries (often on a
limited budget. This is her deliberate strategy of sass – getting back to American cooking is her rhetorical strategy.
At the time a nod to decorum went a long way. Here, it isn’t completely genuine but masks the taboo of talking
about money. Hibben’s book wouldn’t sell if she “talked straight” about money because too many people would be
turned off by it.
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making frugality chic. Jello is frou-frou. And, as we’ve established earlier, Hibben believed that
frou-frou means the cook must be hiding something—in this case, most likely that the dish is
cheap. Therefore, Hibben is “hiding” the frugality of her language while also looking down on
the method of hiding the current trends that “modern” housewives are using. Hibben’s argument
is instead to make cheap eats shine as is, make them trendy as they are. That keeps them
“honest” and her act of subversion is what makes it sassy.
In the passage above, the “American housekeeper” is the woman, which means that
“locavore” meant a woman’s concern. Of course, in 1932, eating “local” was primarily a concern
for freshness. The food would have to travel too far to still be considered fresh when it reached
the diner’s plate. All the same, Hibben advocated for native ingredients wherever possible. Now,
however, when we campaign for local ingredients, it is largely also due to issues tied up in
sustainability and eco-political matters related to climate change (e.g., our carbon footprint),42 as
well as supporting local business and economy. But Hibben’s concerns weren’t far off from
those of todays: “I am inconsistent,” she admits:
My pen sets down words about ‘embattled’ housewives, when, on second thought, I wish
for un-embattled, contemplative attentive cooks and mistresses, frowning on frivolous
novelties, aware that infinite variety is one feature of American markets, but first
studying the tradition of excellent food, by standards which are to be found among
aristocrats and plain people who grow things.
“Plain people who grow things” amounts to what she’s been advocating all along—a workingclass status that holds an ownership of “authenticity” and “honest” cooking. But she’s lumping

42
By eating produce grown far beyond our regions, we must ask ourselves how far that produce has traveled. How
many tanks of gas it took, how much electricity for refrigeration it used, etc. These are the issues we are concerned
with today when we speak of food’s carbon footprint.
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them in with aristocrats here, suggesting that the two demographics, though separately distinct,
should have the same values and standards in mind when consuming food.
Nevertheless, Hibben often knew what was in vogue or what culinary paradigm shifts
were in process that separated the classes. In her 1935 New York Times article titled “The Future
of the Banquet in the Balance” she weighed in on the threat to “public dinners,”43 citing several
potential reasons: “Perhaps radio and the newsreel have had a hand in the general decline of
banqueting; certainly the type of speech has necessarily changed since the speaker has had to
remember that, although he rises to look at shirtfronts and cigars, he is being listened to in
Syracuse by an elderly lady with her knitting.” Hibben makes a point of emphasizing audience—
something that, as a writer, she is all too sophic. For a statesman delivering a formal banquet
speech, traditionally the audience was confined to those men in shirtfronts sitting before him;
now, he must consider the more mixed audience of both men and women listening at home on
the radio, especially women because they would normally keep the radio on while doing
housework and other domestic tasks.
The banqueting scene became limited to a more and more narrow audience, and keeping
her finger on the culinary pulse of the nation, Hibben’s also speaks to trends among this
particular demographic setting. Having a penchant for food fashion, she points out other national
novelties in her National Cookbook introduction that “Soup, for example, is coming into its own
again” (x). Terrapin (turtle) soup, a native dish of Maryland, made frequent appearances in
Hibben’s recommendations: “For forty years banqueting Americans sat down to green turtle
soup… it was unthinkable that banquets ever had been or ever would be begun without turtle
soup” (“Future of the Banquet”). The trend for fine banqueting, according to Hibben, was to

43

We still have these today, where public figures, often elected officials, will host a dinner and give speeches to
constituents.
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always include terrapin soup on the menu. Coincidentally, this is one dish that actually upgrades
its status during Hibben’s lifetime. Originally, turtle soup was inexpensive and fairly accessible.
As reported on “The Salt” by NPR contributor Shoshi Parks:
Terrapin, a name derived from a hodgepodge of the Algonquin, Abenaki and Delaware
words for ‘edible’ or ‘good-tasting turtle,’ had been part of the Native American diet for
centuries. Cheap and plentiful, the Diamondback was also important to the diet of
enslaved African Americans forced to live along the southern coast. Even as late as the
Civil War, Confederate soldiers were supplementing their meager rations with the
abundant terrapin.
It became so popular at the turn of the twentieth century that its costs skyrocketed and it became
affordable only to the well-off, which is, in fact, why it became so popular in fine dining and
banquets, as Hibben references earlier. Incidentally, it’s also reported that the Temperance
movement may have saved the species, since stock for the soup required a good deal of sherry.
Nevertheless, Hibben was usually relying on the turtle’s origins in modest traditional regional
cooking. In her article “Food is To Eat,” she gauges that she is addressing a more general
readership that includes those with modest means and provides a menu that includes “Mock
turtle soup” that doesn’t require the more expensive real thing. Adaptations and substitutions are
what are sometimes necessary in order to thrive, which is what makes it a sassy enterprise. In
reference to banqueting and fine dining, however, her rhetorical focus was on its trend in current
food fashion.
Hibben had an eye on trends, but with an economic critical lens, paying attention to class
differences. She resists the notion that the case of her adaptation is class or material conditions—
her strategy is based on saving face. This brand of sass is uniquely female, seeming to play
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within the rules, but flouting those rules at the same time, playing with expectations of behavior.
She writes in “The Future of the Banquet” that
It is the fashion just now to drag in the class struggle to bear the responsibility for every
change that our national life has undergone; but in the matter of our public and festive
eating it is difficult to say whether what the American people have eaten at different
periods of their history has been affected by the social conditions under which they ate it
or whether the historical moment has been shaped by what our banqueters sat down to.
The fruit cup was certainly unthinkable in 1835, but so also was the perturbed and futile
liberal of 1935 vintage, and which was responsible for which is a debatable matter.
Hibben is here using her sass to ask her readers if they are good citizens, if they are making food
choices that raise them beyond their social conditions, or if they are being influenced by their
social conditions to eat a certain way. Eating is a political act. She is speaking, of course, to class
and power and responsibility, probing the citizens of the nation to get at the heart of influence
and power. Naturally, the underlying understanding is that those with more economic means
have a greater influence. However, what Hibben is suggesting is that sometimes it is what you
eat that drives the politics, rather than vice versa.

A Culinary National Identity
Frequently I return to the fact that sass is an American affectation, and that Hibben used it
as an American feminist rhetorical strategy for the sake of her country’s culinary identity. But
what did it mean, specifically to Hibben, to have a national culinary identity? Strung through all
of Sheila Hibben’s writing runs the continuing focus on local and regional cuisine. Her
cookbooks establish her values early on, while also broadcasting a national cultural identity, self-
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evident in her first cookbook’s title The National Cookbook: A Kitchen Americana—itself a
contribution to Americana.
The larger structure of The National Cookbook is not arranged by region or state, but by
dish (soups, breads, salads, vegetables, breakfasts, desserts, etc. – over twenty categories),
suggesting that the identity of American cooking is not isolated state-by-state, but themed out in
the way we approach courses in a menu (more like a traditional cookbook). Anne Mendelson
offers a bit of content-context of the text, telling us that The National Cookbook “was the biggest
and most influential proclamation of Hibben’s culinary credo. It contained 850 recipes,
supposedly from almost every state of the Union. (Hibben’s daughter Jill, who was of an age to
help shuffle index cards into piles in their Greenwich Village apartment, recalled some
gerrymandering meant to level out the contributions of over- and under-represented states)”
(“Writing Food Lives”). This is to say that each course can come from a spectrum of regions, or
that a single state can contribute to multiple menu options. For instance, there are three recipes in
a row for “Hopping John” (a dish traditionally of peas and rice), one from South Carolina,
Alabama, and Atlanta, respectively. Each of the three recipes has its own variation, slightly
different ingredients and methods of preparation. The Alabama variation actually includes
commentary from Hibben about its own distinction:
This is not the original South Carolina Hopping John, but there is always the
granddaughter of Tradition as well as the grandmother, and enough generations of
Alabamians have eaten this variation (and I think improvement) to entitle it to an
honorable place on any luncheon table. The addition of the tomato salad very pleasantly
takes off the curse of over-starchiness, which native South Carolinians do not seem to
mind. (253)
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It’s plain to see that Hibben’s bias for Southern cooking, being born in Montgomery, Alabama,
comes through a bit here. Her own distinct regional preferences often stand out in her work. We
can even catch a bit of a dig toward the South Carolinian blasé attitude toward starchiness, an
implied tone of judgement punching through her rhetoric. It’s telling that she capitalizes the “T”
in “Tradition.” There’s both honesty and sass caught up in that capitalization, and that it is linked
to the gender-specific tradition of a grandmother’s role and duty to pass on this knowledge to the
granddaughter. These are female traditions.
Some states are heavy hitters in the collection (Alabama, New York, Maryland,
Massachusetts), where others are just barely mentioned (Utah, Wyoming, many of the western or
Pacific states like Oregon). This evidence speaks to what her daughter Jill called a
gerrymandering of the recipes for better representation. All 50 states are represented, however,
even if by only a couple of recipes, as with Arkansas, North Dakota, and Nevada.
Though she spent most of her culinary training and gained much of her influential
experience on the European continent, Sheila Hibben also felt that American cuisine had a place
on the world’s table, as well. Ziegelman and Coe write that, “For too long Americans had looked
to Europe as the bastion of civilized eating. Hibben, who had spent years living in France, was
well acquainted with the renowned foods of la cuisine regionale and felt the same honors should
be paid to American regional fare” (A Square Meal 270). Hibben was indeed very patriotic about
her nation’s culinary traditions. She even relished in a sense of history and regional origin
stories. For example, in her early article “Eating American,” she writes that
True, New England mutton dumpling at first thought moves me to action no more than
Rocky Mountain grizzlies, but to know something about making it is on a par with
discovering how the Declaration of Independence starts off. For this country was largely
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settled on dumplings—Puritan housewives of New England bringing the dumpling
tradition across the Atlantic, and nearly a century later, the pioneers taking it with them in
the covered wagons. There is even a legend that once when an extra-big train of wagons
was crossing the plains back in the thirties, it was found expedient to separate it into two
sections, which, for lack of any better basis of division, was done by counting off those
who liked boiled dumplings into one group, and those who preferred a crusty ash cake
into the other. (178-179).
Here we get to see an instance of Hibben’s hyperbolic parallelism between learning about the
origins of regionalized dumpling preferences and knowledge about the nation’s founding
document and continued history (westward expansion). She does something similar in the
introduction to The National Cookbook when she talks about Dutch and German immigrant
influences on New York and Pennsylvania, respectively, which I’ll return to in the next section
of this chapter. Clearly, to Hibben, the two are inseparable—the nation and its food.44
During the Great Depression, Hibben worried that the country would dissolve this
connection by fully fixating on modern practices. Then, as Ziegelman and Coe state, “Afraid that
our culinary heritage was in jeopardy, Hibben gave us The National Cookbook” (278). Her
charge was to collect the country’s traditions and put them together as the “melting-pot” in
written form.45 As specified earlier, Hibben took advantage of the moment and seized the chance
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Also worth mentioning is the assumption that “immigrant” does not always assume non-white in today’s
understanding of the term. However, in Hibben’s time, many cultures that did not originate from Anglo-Saxon or
other identified white European Western nations were seen as exotic. For instance, in the early twentieth century,
Italians were still in the process of “becoming white” and their cuisine was often marked as exotic.
45

The melting pot metaphor was reportedly first used as far back as 1782 by a French immigrant farmer. Personally,
I prefer the metaphor of a mixed salad, since a melting pot assumes assimilation and blending together into one
consistent substance. This doesn’t accurately describe our mixed, multicultural heritage in the United States,
whereas a nice tossed salad suggests many different ingredients that can keep their individual integrity but
collectively combine into one dish.
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to persuade folks that now was the time to shift their culinary values back to traditional
standards. In her article “Food Conscious Women Needed to Aid Depression” from 1932,
Hibben writes that “This depression, taking people back into the home, may have its silver
lining. Home-makers may begin to appreciate the simple, pleasurable dishes of their own country
and serve them to their families. If this really happens, then this depression has not been in vain.”
Her purpose, as she explicitly states in the 1932 National Cookbook, is “aimed to call people
home, not only to take stock of the vast variety of our native materials, but to learn from the
experience of our fathers the best and simplest way of eating” (x). Her drive is in efforts to bring
old ways of thinking about the “honesty” of food, as she so often refers to it, into the age of the
twentieth century. In several publications, across her freelance articles and her cookbooks,
Hibben repeats her mantra of drawing people “home.” This place of tradition is where we live
and where we belong, she says.
People believed her. Perhaps because they wanted to. Ziegelman and Coe share some
impressions of how The National Cookbook was received:46
With food anxieties rising, there was something fundamentally reassuring in Hibben’s
message. Food was to be enjoyed, and good food was within our reach... The National
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Recipes we might today find strange from The National Cookbook include jellied eggs; royal toast from Ohio that
includes ingredients like smoked tongue and chicken livers; stewed cucumbers; and shrimp in meat jelly or rice
croquettes with jelly. “Eighty years later the dishes she collected stand as evidence of how much has disappeared,”
states food historian Anne Mendelson. Some of these strange recipes read outdated to us now, nearly one hundred
years later. The average reader today might be surprised by the differences in how we cook now versus then. For
instance, in a 2018 post, blogger Nicole read Laura Shapiro’s What She Ate and then followed up the reference to
The National Cookbook by checking a copy out of the library. She exclaims, “Sheila Hibben and I would be
FRIENDS! She published The National Cookbook to preserve the regional idiosyncrasies in American
cooking...There are so many things in this book. A "good" oven instead of a specific temperature. Bringing
something up to "blood" temperature - I thought that was a little gross, but Brian guessed that it meant you wouldn't
feel hot or cold if you touched it, same temperature as your blood” (“Quarterly Book Report,” capitalization in
original). Nicole also remarks that the products we use today are not the same as in the 20s - a conclusion she
reaches after reading that a bunch of pasta needed to be boiled for a lengthy twenty minutes. Suffice it to say,
reception for The National Cookbook even with today’s modern readership would most likely have been positive.
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Cookbook made a splash not only in New York, where some of the city’s most august
dining establishments, including the Waldorf Astoria, began serving regional menus, but
around the country as well. It’s not often that a cookbook becomes fodder for reporters,
but publication of The National Cookbook became a national news story… articles on
Hibben and the glories of native cooking appeared in newspapers from Hartford,
Connecticut, to Butte, Montana. (271-272)
Hibben provided a source of optimism, a reason for finding comfort and joy in the simple recipes
that had proudly and honorably sustained families for generations. And the nation was listening
to her.
Hibben’s reputation for this American culinary pride was reported in newspapers around
the nation. In June of 1932, after The National Cookbook was released, journalist Carol Bird of
the Sunday Journal and Star wrote a feature piece on Hibben’s initial work, titled “Let’s Go
‘American’ On Cooking.” A description of the images used for the article include American
revolutionary imagery and rhetoric to invoke a sense of patriotism for US consumers and eaters,
still relying on men as subjects for food consumption, but knowing that it’s up to the women (as
Eleanor Roosevelt would say) to prepare and serve the meals. One such description of the images
reads, “Sketch of a pilgrim, a colonial, and a southern KFC colonel lookalike, all men, all with a
plate of food in front of him.” The tagline underneath explains, “’Back to the Dishes of Our
Fathers’ Should Be the Slogan of Housewives, Says Mrs. Sheila Hibben, Who Sees in This a
Return of Better times, for a Good Dinner Promotes Optimism.” Under a photo of Sheila Hibben
displays the following description of her: “cooking expert, who fosters American dishes for the
American household.” Lastly, there is a sketch of a (presumably) 20th century husband with a
pipe at dinner. The caption reads, “Today men are going in for cooking and are becoming better
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informed on food subjects, says Mrs. Hibben, making it important for women to be more
painstaking in what they serve in the future.” Visually, the article does enough on its own to
foreground the patriotic propaganda that Hibben is projecting through Bird.
In the text of the article itself, though, Bird explains to readers that Hibben is bringing
back “wholesomeness of old-fashioned cooking” to housewives across the country, not only for
its virtue, but also “because of the economy entailed in their preparation.” Further in the piece,
Carol Bird calls Hibben an “agitator for all-American dishes” (my emphasis) and describes her
as “a slender brunette with a pungent vocabulary and a fine sense of humor.” Bird acts as
promoter of Hibben’s work, uses activist language to describe her and her work, and quotes
Hibben from an interview, who says that, “good American cooking will do more to combat the
Depression than any other factor. I have kept house in France, Russia and Greece, when my
husband was stationed in those places, and American dishes are better, to my way of thinking,
than any other.” At this point, the country is in its third year of the Great Depression. Hers is not
optimism without lived experience. She knows the realities of the country and of one’s particular
circumstances. They have seen three years of economic degradation and decay. But Hibben has
also experienced world cuisine. Hibben had spent the first twenty years of her life living an
affluent existence, only to be shifted into the working-class when her husband lost his job as a
correspondent with the Associated Press, and then further solidifying her class status after he
died at the cusp of the Great Depression. She knew how to address both classes of readers.
“‘American cuisine,’” she states in the interview, “‘particularly the regional specialties, may
even solve the prohibition question. Good food provides a mighty lot more cheer than bootleg
gin, and it gives one a far more mellow feeling.” Here, Hibben is trying to persuade her readers
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that they do not need to turn to alcohol to relax (it’s too expensive anyway, so why bother?).
Considering how much Hibben enjoyed her wine, this is indeed a strategic rhetorical move.

Her advocacy and championing for American food was the reason why she was brought
to the Roosevelt White House in 1933. The National Cookbook shone a spotlight on Hibben,
gaining her notoriety in ways few cookbook authors had before. Roosevelt needed people of all
economic backgrounds to contribute to this “economic readjustment,” as Hibben called it.
Reframing austerity and plain local food as aesthetic enjoyment dripping with American history
was therefore as patriotic as you could get. That appealed to Eleanor Roosevelt. And, after all, if
the First Lady supported the cause, the nation listened. Eleanor had particular sway over the
American people and so Hibben, enthused by the chance to take her vocation to the office (or
kitchen) of the First Lady, accepted. Ziegelman and Coe document the invitation in their book:
In the months leading up to the 1933 inaugural, Eleanor had been reminded of an attempt
by Martha Washington, another first lady who had lived in tumultuous times, to steer the
country back to the simple, honest cooking befitting a republic. Eleanor wanted to follow
her example. A woman whose relationship with food had always been more cerebral than
visceral, Eleanor saw in Hibben a timely lesson about finding comfort in simple
satisfactions. She welcomed, too, the opportunity to engage in some culinary boosterism,
proudly showcasing historic American dishes made from American products to a
beleaguered nation. (272)
But Roosevelt never quite followed through on her enthusiasm. Before the inauguration, Sheila
sent Eleanor a selection of recipes and meals that she thought “suitable for the presidential
table.” The fourteen recipes she sent included a variety of regional dishes representing a large
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scope of the country’s culinary identity—dishes such as calf’s head soup, planked shad roe and
bacon, etc. Unfortunately, Eleanor opted for simple tea sandwiches and jellied bouillon for the
inaugural lunch. Hibben felt dejected.
Nevertheless, Hibben was then still invited to the White House later that year to extend
her expertise to Mrs. Nesbitt, the White House housekeeper and long-time friend to Eleanor.
“Over the next several days, Hibben demonstrated for Nesbitt how to prepare simple regional
dishes such as hoppin’ John, Martha Washington’s crab soup, and gumbo z’herbes, dishes that
represented the American genius for honest cooking” (Ziegelman and Coe 272). Finally, it
seemed as if Hibben’s influence was taking hold. Roosevelt understood the connection between
Hibben’s recipes and their ties to national identity:
Some weeks later, Eleanor finally revealed to the public that she was embarking on a
Hibben-inspired culinary revival. ‘The American menus of Mrs. Sheila Hibben,’ she told
reporters, ‘I hope will interest people not only in good early American food but in the
history that lies back of the recipes.’ By this time, however, she had already introduced
the country to the Cornell emergency diet prepared by home economists, which
represented a different strain of American cooking. Caught between the two food
initiatives, in the end Eleanor went with her progressive instincts and chose science over
tradition. Nonetheless, several Hibben dishes… were adopted by the White House and
served to guests. Years later, moreover, when it was time for Mrs. Nesbitt to compile her
own cookbook, recipes for both of these Hibben dishes, along with several more, were
mixed in among the creamed casseroles and gelatin salads. No attribution was given.
(Ziegelman and Coe 273).
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So, while the intent was originally to fold Hibben’s menus into the White House meal plans, only
a few were saved. The rest were lost in the watered-down turtle soup.47 The quote above reveals
the most fundamental point of divergence—that Roosevelt chose science over tradition. Opposite
of Hibben’s feelings toward modern foodways, Eleanor fully embraced it. “In home economics,’
Ziegelman and Coe write, “Eleanor found a way of thinking about food that was consistent with
her values… Placing too much stock in the way food tasted would steer us to the wrong kinds of
foods'' (203). And here is where it becomes absolutely clear that the two were completely at
odds. Hibben believed whole-heartedly that food should, beyond anything, taste good.
Unfortunately, that meant the White House would suffer infamously dreary food under
Henrietta Nesbitt. Culinary historian Anne Mendelson found that Hibben’s menus were
“sacrificed to Mrs. Roosevelt’s astonishing penchant for matching the larger U.S. Depression
with the most grim and joyless fare ever to blight the White House table” (“Food Writing
Lives”). Indeed, the White House gained quite the reputation for serving bland and uninteresting
food: “Dinner guests, appalled by the consistently miserable cooking they encountered at the
White House table, recorded their gastronomic misadventures… Experienced invitees came
prepared and made sure to eat before leaving the house” (Ziegelman and Coe 201). The
reputation never seemed to bother Eleanor.

Sheila Hibben, on the other hand, was rooted in traditional food values and wished to
celebrate what America already had going for it. In the introduction of her second published
cookbook, American Regional Cookery from 1946, Hibben claims that “good behavior is closely
bound to good eating.” In the context of this recipe collection, intent on exclaiming yet again
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It is reported that FDR complained about Mrs. Nesbitt’s terrapin soup (a favorite dish of his), because it was too
watered down.
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what amounts to a national culinary identity, Hibben ties eating into a patriotic duty, an act of
citizenry. The difference, however, from her first collection in 1932, being one of emphasis on
indigenous ingredients. That is not to say, though, that The National Cookbook did not include
native items, just that the intention for them was not foregrounded and their inclusion was more
of a byproduct. In contrast, the 1946 regional cookbook’s cover boasts “dishes which belong to
the very soil of America, which have grown out of its fields and plains, its rivers and forests and
sea lanes.” Some of these indigenous ingredients include cherries from Michigan, avocado
spread from California, clam cakes from Provincetown, shrimp from South Carolina, blueberry
pie from Maine, oranges from Florida, or a recipe of “cowpuncher beans” from Arizona, in
which Hibben writes “In Arizona cowpuncher beans always accompany venison. However,
venison does not always accompany cowpuncher beans, and on the days when nobody has killed
a deer, a green salad does wonders for this starchy dish” (187). It isn’t always clear, however,
what ingredients make the dish native to the land. Many recipes do not contain any narrative or
commentary on the regional associations. However, each individual formula is attributed to a
place (state, city, or general area, such as the “New England Coast,” “Upstate New York,” or
“Mohawk Valley”), in contrast to her National Cookbook, where some recipes are not even
associated with a particular location, leaving readers to do a bit of guess-work.
Hibben’s regionally-based cookbooks were not altogether a novel idea, though, even
specifically for a “national” cookbook. Indeed, there were titles that came before her in
publishing history. A number of cookbooks in the late 19th and early 20th centuries even bear the
title of The National Cookbook (but without the post-colon titular description of A Kitchen
Americana). The previous publications of these recipe collections serve as precedent for Hibben,
and also shed light on what she did differently to contribute to the progression of access to
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regional recipes. Sheila was piggy-backing off what was famously America’s very first
published cookbook in 1796, American Cookery by Amelia Simmons.48 Simmons recounted
many British recipes, but the novelty of the text was due to the fact that she also relied on
ingredients native to the Americas to translate many British formulas.49 However, as Fleitz
reveals in her 2020 article on Amelia Simmons’ work:
While this practice of copying recipes was common, every copied British recipe
Simmons uses undercuts her claim to be an “American” cook. In fact, a close look at the
recipes of American Cookery shows that for the most part, English methods and trends
are used to such an extent that it is still more English than it is really American (Hess xv).
For instance, her patriotic “Election Cake” and “Independence Cake” in the second
edition is a play on British baking trends, re-named for an American audience (Hess xiv).
For all its claim to originality, American Cookery is still English at its heart, with only a
veneer of American. This use of English foodways traditions still helps Simmons claim
her expertise, though, as readers can more readily identify with those familiar recipes and
have a touch of nationalistic pride for the American spin she puts on them. (“An
American Orphan” n1)
Hibben, however, would lean much more heavily into the American identity. With the distinction
of a special emphasis on indigenous ingredients being one of the only differences between
Hibben’s 1946 American Regional Cookery collection and her 1932 National Cookbook, the
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Its full title is actually American Cookery, or the art of dressing viands, fish, poultry, and vegetables, and the best
modes of making pastes, puffs, pies, tarts, puddings, custards, and preserves, and all kinds of cakes, from the
imperial plum to plain cake: Adapted to this country, and all grades of life. But that’s a bit of a mouthful.
49

One example that Fleitz gives of these substitutions is that of Indian cornmeal for English oatmeal to make
English “johnnycakes.”
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similarities become a little more obvious. The dust jacket description of the 1946 book
continues:
It is also a book of the recipes preferred in each section of America: the way in which
native dishes are cooked in Maine or Michigan or California, Boston, New York, or New
Orleans. In addition, there are recipes from Europe and the Orient which have become, in
time, a part of American culture, just as foreigners themselves became a part of our great
nation… much of the material in this book has been drawn [from The National
Cookbook]. (original emphasis)
But American Regional Cookery wasn’t as well received as Hibben would have hoped. We can
speculate that one reason might be that there was so much crossover from her first cookbook that
this second collection wasn’t needed. It also appears as if the country just wasn’t keen on
returning to their culinary roots at the time, especially if it meant rejecting the modernist
approach to production and consumption, modes even more influential during a post-war era in
1946. Anne Mendelson points out that, “This attitude was unfashionable even in her own
lifetime. It harks back to early American domestic authorities like Catherine Beecher and Sarah
Tyson Rorer—culinary patriots who unabashedly linked well-cooked food with private and
public virtue” (“Food Writing Lives”). At the time, the country was interested in a progressive,
scientific approach to everyday life. They wanted convenience. Therefore, it would have
appeared from most perspectives that Hibben seemed intent on holding fast to outdated
tradition—an image that many of her contemporaries would have labeled old fashioned and not
necessarily in line with the interests of the rest of the country. Still, Hibben sought to underscore
the country’s abundant wealth of regional fare in a more nuanced approach than her original
publishing debut, offering it up as an embarrassment of national riches.
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Hibben begins The National Cookbook with an introduction that first raises some
audience awareness and addresses her purpose in pulling these recipes together in one place. As
Anne Mendelson points out, “Hibben’s introduction sounded a ringing challenge to do our
heartfelt best by the regional blessings showered on this nation” (“Writing Food Lives”).
Hibben’s goal was to showcase what America already had to offer, to demonstrate the nation’s
identity. Her introduction in that 1932 collection begins:
There are those who think a cookbook is just a book for cooks; and if that were so, there
would, perhaps, be no need for an introduction to a manual on what the bright young men
call the technology of the kitchen. But, as the months of compiling this volume have gone
by, and I have sent and received hampers of correspondence with people interested in
food all over the United States, I have let my spirits rise. I have felt as if I were writing
not only a geography of this country, but a social study of its inhabitants, for I have been
in communication with people who really believe that how we do things, as much as what
we do, is significant – people who still hold that a thing, even an apple pie, must have
style to be important. (ix, original emphasis)
There’s a lot to unpack in this first paragraph. Immediately, she lets us know that she’s writing
for a much more general audience than the assumed would-be cook. She seeks to educate those
who do not have this knowledge already in their back pocket, thereby empowering her readers
who, in their roles as housewives, may be exercising the only power they have—the menus for
their household. In doing so, she references a modern sensibility with language such as
“technology of the kitchen,” which evokes a cold and distant relationship to the task of cooking
an American meal, but also plays on the gendered assumptions of that new modern world when
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she says it is the “bright young men” who call it that. These bright young men would also refer to
it as a “manual,” a technical piece of writing based on that reductive definition of cookbook I
mentioned earlier, legitimized by the technology it engages in. But, unlike Eleanor Roosevelt
who had bought into modern Home Economics as a scientific approach to housekeeping, Hibben
isn’t interested in the modern technology of the kitchen; she’s interested in the culture, the
people, and the identity that the everyday American creates with their home recipes. She argues
that, to these home cooks, it isn’t just about utility or function, but about “style”—or, in other
words, taste.
This conviction is Hibben’s just as much as it is the conviction of the owners of these
recipes. They are representative of the nation, a popular opinion that adds up collectively to a
nation’s identity. Later in the same introduction, she writes:
Writing this cookbook has been like writing a history of the country, for the recipes I
have set down are not without historical interest. A good eating map of the United States
would show how the Huguenots carried to South Carolina that touch of the French with
an herb and with butter, and the flavor of wine, which has brought as many people to
Charleston as have the azaleas and the Colonial architecture. That New York was New
Amsterdam before it was New York may not be visible on road maps, but those who
remember the Van Tassel tea in Irving’s Legend of Sleepy Hollow will see that the Dutch
recipes have never been wholly eradicated. (xii)
Hibben understood that America is a country of immigrants. Therefore, it’s reasonable to assume
that recipes in an American national cookbook would be from sources of various global
heritages.
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In fact, Hibben’s wasn’t the only project of these aims at the time. Originally, FDR’s
Works Progress Administration included a food-based book project called America Eats! in
1939, spearheaded by one Katherine Kellock. Ziegelman and Coe detail the project in
comparison to what Hibben originally set out in her National Cookbook (and, in retrospect, what
she would eventually do in 1946 with her American Regional Cookery cookbook). America Eats!
was to be a
region-by-region portrait of American cookery conceived in the same celebratory mood
as The National Cookbook. In a departure from Hibben, however, Kellock’s book would
concern itself solely with the group feasts, church picnics, and grange suppers that were
so characteristically American and that she believed were more resistant than everyday
cooking to modern culinary influences. (A Square Meal 274)
The Kellock book focused on menus for larger gatherings, rather than everyday household
meals. But America Eats! never actually made it to print. It was due to be sent to the editor when
Pearl Harbor was attacked. Naturally, the country’s focus then shifted to the war and the project
was derailed.50 In the meantime, Hibben’s philosophies behind compiling a national collection
were more blatantly inclusive than Kellock’s, as Zeigelman and Coe confirm:
Sheila Hibben’s definition of American food was expansive enough to encompass dishes
that were Dutch, German, French, Spanish, Scandinavian, Italian, Jewish, and Chinese.
America Eats! took a narrower approach…what constituted American food was both
highly selective and arbitrary… After all, the purpose of the book was “to increase
appreciation of American traditions, and traditions brought to this country and welded
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People also questioned its narrative format, rather than a traditional recipe collection.
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into the national life” The cuisines that qualified were German, Mexican, and northern
European. (275)
Despite the differences in the two projects (America Eats! and Hibben’s cookbooks), there were
more similarities in their purposes than not. In essence, the American table is an immigrant table.
But Hibben wanted to be comprehensive and not as limiting in her selection of regions and
heritages. I would also argue that since there are many indigenous or Native American dishes
that influence the recipes in Hibben’s books—something that was never included in plans for the
America Eats! project—hers is the work that actually makes the “American” definition of
cookery much more authentic and inclusive of its original landowners and essentially linked to
the land itself with indigenous ingredients.
Hibben’s 1946 American Regional Cookery, especially, was focused on including native
ingredients, as I mentioned earlier. Such ingredients were included in recipes like “Plymouth
Succotash” from Massachusetts, which includes corned beef brisket, one fowl, salt pork, pea
beans, and big hominy. The ingredient of note is the pea bean (also known as the Boston bean or
Yankee bean), native to the New World, and is the official state bean of Massachusetts.51 Hibben
remarks on the unique quality of this particular version of the dish by writing that “This variety
of succotash seems to be unknown outside of Plymouth, where it is reverently eaten on
Forefathers’ Day—December 21. Irreverent outsiders may be forgiven for suspecting that
Plymouth Succotash is more a patriotic gesture than a taste” (213). Some recipes assume that the
reader is growing their own vegetables, as is the case with “Leeks in Butter” from Oregon. For
this entry, Hibben instructs her audience on how to cut down the vegetable out of the garden
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On an amusing side note, there is no other state in the country that actually has a state bean. So read into that what
you will.
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before cleaning it and using it as an ingredient in the dish. Likewise, in her cheeky memo for
“Corn on the Cob” she proselytizes:
If the corn to be served comes from your own garden, do not gather it until the water in
which it is to be cooked is actually on the boil. Otherwise, choose ears that have been as
recently picked as possible. New York City corn is rarely worth the trouble of cooking
it… The true roasting ear connoisseur scorns pepper, but an occasional pepper cruet
should, nevertheless, be provided. (209)
And finally, the recipe that perhaps most represents Hibben’s motives, however, is her entry for
“Country Soup” from Michigan. In it she states that “The essential ingredients for this soup, as
for many such, are what you have at hand. A slice of pumpkin can be substituted for the squash
in winter, and any other beans you may have will do as well as the navy beans. The result must
be a thick, comforting soup that will be a meal in itself” (38, original emphasis). I hardly need to
redirect readers to the phrase she has emphasized here. She understood that different households
had different available means and material conditions. Hibben is holding a mirror up to the
country. This is who we are, she is saying. This is our home; revere it.

Within just the first three sentences of The National Cookbook in 1932, Hibben strikes a
confident tone that she later echoes in a similar introduction to her 1946 cookbook, Regional
American Cookery. She begins that collection with the following:
I say to people that I am writing a cook book and they ask if it will tell how to make a
cake with the new better-than-butter shortening and how to use all the latest dehydrated
wonders and if there will be a set of rules for balanced meals and charts showing the
vitamin superiority of parsnips over nectarines.
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And when I say “No, I shall write of none of these things,” they are a little
shocked and wonder whether the book will sell.
To this, too, the answer may well be no. But, at least, I shall have laid my cards
on the table. And when I am asked further if I think this is the right time to bring out a
work unconcerned with the marvels which science has placed with such a flourish on our
postwar plastic kitchen tables, I can speak up with a bold and certain yes. (vii)
At this point it should be clear how Hibben feels about the modern kitchen. She’s not a fan.
Which is to say that her pointed remarks about the latest culinary trends and technologies in
cooking directly contradict Eleanor Roosevelt’s enthusiasm for the new Home Economics. It’s
noteworthy, too, that this introduction came over a decade after Hibben and Roosevelt’s attempts
to collaborate on an economic national menu for the White House.
In comparing the two introductions of The National Cookbook from 1932 and American
Regional Cookery from 1946, written nearly fifteen years apart, during two respective eras of
economic crisis (the Great Depression and then World War II), Hibben delivers the same
metacommentary about to whom she is writing and why. In addition, she also comments on the
marketability of such a collection in 1946. The fact is, her editors understood that what would
make the book sell was her sass, because it was new and fresh. It wasn’t “ladylike” for the time
and that is what they gambled on. Her sass made up for the fact that she was not catering to an
audience intent on wanting the new “better than butter shortening.” Hibben’s rejection of modern
conveniences was sassy; it was bold.
Her introduction to the 1946 Regional American Cookery then continues to reflect on her
work from The National Cookbook and its original intentions fourteen years earlier. In
remembering her process of compiling that 1932 collection, she states that “getting formulas for
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these and a hundred other dishes required crafty persuasion” (American Regional Cookery vii).
One can only imagine the deliberative rhetoric in her solicitation letters for those formulas and
recipes. She then remarks on the changing times and what is now different in 1946 since she
published The National Cookbook in 1932:
In ten years much innocence has fled from our kitchens and, in gathering material for the
present volume, I have found no need for persuasion. Formulas for pan dowdy and
chicken pie and corn dodgers, furbished with fancy touches culled from the radio, not
only rush to the lips of rural housewives interrogated on these subjects, but are reinforced
by recipes for other culinary heirlooms clipped from the woman’s page of city
newspapers. Only too often an ancient “rule” for an apple pie has been modernized to
include a topping of marshmallow, and here and there impious hand has even added
raisins to the proud austerity of hasty pudding. Indeed, this is the very nick of time for
recording honestly the dishes to which Americans once sat themselves down in happy
anticipation rather than in the performance of a thrice-daily necessity. (American
Regional Cookery viii).
Hibben isn’t happy that recipes have lost their traditional simplicity, that women have fancied
them up with unnecessary adornments. It’s also notable that Hibben places quotes around the
word “rule” when referring to that apple pie in the quote above. It isn’t that recipes cannot be
tweaked or modified according to taste or experimentation; the alterations, though, cannot then
be considered scripture. Her language asks for a “piety” toward the food’s original presentation,
an “honesty.” Instead, modern food is making a “performance.” Hibben, in essence, feels as
though modern American cooking is lying to her and wants to return to authentic and “honest”
cooking. After all, why try to add so many frills if you aren’t trying to hide something? Hibben
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believed that the food should speak for itself. Honest or authentic cooking was like her strategy
of sass—truthful in spite of current social norms and trends. Indeed, Hibben had, fourteen years
earlier, called out cooks’ tendencies to “show-off, which has helped to obscure what they never
really learned, that honest, savory cooking is the basis of happy family life” (National Cookbook
x-xi).
So, of course Sheila Hibben had sass.
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Chapter 3: Cultivating Sass with the Upper Class
Sheila Hibben’s sass grounded her ethos in cookbook culture and established her
rhetorical strategy as one advocating for a national culinary identity, one in which traditional
“honest” meals were something to be proud of. Hibben became the country’s national culinary
biographer and spent time developing a relationship with that general audience—a readership
that included working-class housewives who cooked on a budget and didn’t feel as if their
simple, plain ways of traditional regional cooking were flashy enough until Hibben told them
otherwise.
In 1934, however, Hibben’s readership changed. Accordingly, her rhetorical strategy
needed to shift along with it. Her audience went from a national following to a narrower market
that included mostly upper-middle- to upper-class white women from New York. This was the
year Sheila Hibben was hired as a regular food critic, contributor, and originator of the first
“Markets and Menus” column for The New Yorker magazine. Her strategy was no longer to build
self-confidence for regional home cooks; it was now to convince the upper-class that the real
way to eat was to follow what those regional cooks were up to. The trends that the upper crust
had been keen on for recent years—decorative dishes that looked pretty but had no real
substance—were to be abandoned, according to Hibben’s message. She wanted the economically
well-off to pay attention to regional dishes because those meals not only tasted better than more
modern trends in cuisine, but they also instilled a sense of patriotic identity and contributed to a
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national economic duty during two particular times of crises—the Great Depression and World
War II.
Perhaps most importantly, in terms of pure social engineering, Hibben’s goal when
speaking to the working class was not to change their behavior but to convince them to view
their behavior in a more positive light. The objective was to reframe ways of thinking and selfperception. In contrast, her ambition in the rhetorical shift to the upper class was to change
behavior—a call for concrete action. Of these two strategies that Hibben created using her sass,
this second was the more difficult and potentially the more consequential, something that could
leave an indelible mark on how Americans ate and talked about food. As such, I argue that
Hibben’s ability to mold and shape her sass and rhetorical strategies to fit her disparate audiences
justifies securing her place in feminist rhetorical history.
In this chapter, I will lay out how Sheila Hibben adapted her rhetorical strategy from one
of addressing a general audience that included working-class housewives to a strategy that
addressed the circulation of The New Yorker magazine from 1934-1946 (the eras of the Great
Depression and World War II). I will explain how she modified her use of what Jennifer
Courtney calls “Kitchen Thrift” in her 2017 chapter from Food, Feminisms, Rhetorics to speak to
an audience that had much less motivation for being as thrifty as the working class, particularly
during the Great Depression when a household’s budget was more dependent upon individual
material conditions rather than during the larger nationwide campaigns of the collective war
effort in the early 1940s that affected nearly every American citizen.
First, I shall place The New Yorker in demographic, circulatory, and historical context,
addressing the magazine’s mission as it both worked within genre conventions and undertook
new methods of moving away from genre conventions in the early twentieth-century. I’ll also
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illustrate how Hibben secured her role in that magazine. Second, I’ll explain how my research
into the archives of The New Yorker records from the New York Public Library included
examining correspondence between Hibben and her editors at the magazine, and how these
behind-the-scenes notes shed light on her rhetorical strategies and personal development as a
female writer in a man’s professional world. Next, I will lay out how Hibben engages with the
classical rhetorical strategy of dubitatio in order to play with her ethos and speak to her audience
in The New Yorker magazine. Afterward, the remainder and majority of this chapter is devoted to
a rhetorical analysis of Hibben’s style of sass as she wrote for The New Yorker. In reading
through all of Hibben’s contributions from her thirty years of employment at the magazine (1934
to her death in 1964), I focus on the two most obvious eras of economic crisis in America: The
Great Depression (1929-1939) and World War II (or, rather, the US involvement from 19411945). Focusing on these date ranges limits the scope and allows me to narrow in on how Sheila
Hibben treated food language in a time when access was scarce and affordability influenced
national food trends.
Each section of my rhetorical analysis is devoted to a particular theme or trend in
Hibben’s writing, and within each section I pivot back and forth between these two eras of
economic crisis, showcasing how Hibben persuaded her audience with sass to eat mindfully and
well as American citizens with access to more than many others in the nation during those times.
I’ll return to many of the themes addressed in Chapter Two of this dissertation, themes that crop
up in her cookbooks and reappear in her work for The New Yorker magazine. I will continue to
build on those themes here in Chapter Three, proving how Hibben’s rhetorical strategy of sass
shifted along with the change in audience to one of an upper-class readership.
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All of the themes treated below are deeply interconnected, and thus any attempt to zero in
on just one at a time only gives a partial story. The interconnected nature of these themes means
that much of Hibben’s work could be used several times as examples of any combination of
these themes. Perhaps the best way to prove the network of relationships between these themes is
to share the following quote from Jane Ziegelman and Andrew Coe’s book A Square Meal: A
Culinary History of the Great Depression, which demonstrates the interconnected nature of all
the sections following in this chapter:
In the 1930s, the food counterculture found a new champion in a New York transplant
named Sheila Hibben. Readers who came across her early food writing would have seen
right away that Hibben was capable of bold pronouncements. Surely she raised some
middle-class eyebrows when she wrote that anyone with an appreciation for honest food
knows that ‘no virgin can cook really well.’ ‘To cook like an artist,’ Hibben explained,
‘there must be an experience of life—not of cook books—and a certain fecundity of
feeling that cannot be dulled by routine and formula.’ Here was the crux of the problem:
American cooking was hostage to an all-female cabal of culinary technicians, women
fixated on decorative salads, light entrées, and dainty desserts, nothing fecund about
them. (269)
As Ziegelman and Coe point out, Hibben uses language of sensuality and appetite to invoke a
sense of shock in order to grab her readers—an outward display of sass and defiance of gender
expectations. Hibben implies that, unless a cook is as hungry as a man, she will not be able to
cook or eat as well as a man. In just the brief sentences quoted here, you see her equating eating
to sensuality and fertility, to lived experience and a sense of adventure, all in the space of a few
words. The above sentences alone could easily find a home in any of the following sections of
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this chapter, as they present many themes of Hibben’s rhetorical strategy and sass with her “bold
pronouncements” and issues of class, gender, American modern culinary trends, and the notion
of quality and “honest” cooking being what matters as how to “experience life.” The analyses
that follow are thus all partial, playing to one theme at a time.
In the end, I will do my best to explain her work as an interconnected whole. Hibben
frames all of these themes within a central aim of persuading her readers that to eat mindfully
and well is to thrive (“to cook like an artist,” not simply to survive), and is a form of culinary
patriotism. What follows are a progression of sections on how Hibben uses her sass to persuade
an audience specifically of the upper class, how that audience is primarily female and how, based
on her use of gendered and sexed language, Hibben views her own sex, how Hibben continues to
hold firm to values such as an aversion to modern industrial technologies or unnecessary décor, a
value for simple, hearty, and traditional food, how those values translate into Jennifer Courtney’s
concept of “kitchen thrift” for her Hibben’s new audience, how culinary thriving contributes to a
culinary patriotism, how that patriotism evokes a sense of nostalgia for “honest” and authentic
regional (American immigrant) cuisine, and, finally, how Hibben uses her sass to reframe that
regional “authentic” cuisine as “exotic” and affirms the early twentieth century contemporaneous
trend of “slumming” as culinary tourism for her middle- and upper-class readership.

The New Yorker as Hibben’s New Home for Sass
After her brief service as consultant to the Roosevelt White House kitchen in 1933,52
Sheila Hibben then went on to spread her culinary philosophy at The New Yorker. There, she
developed her sassy rhetoric as she wrote for the magazine, where at first, she contributed a few
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See details of this consultation in Chapter Two.
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book reviews—later characterized in a 1964 tribute to her as “tossed off with great verve and
wit, in a headlong style that was unmistakably her own” (“-SH” 184). Then, permanently
implanted as the originator of the “Markets and Menus” column in 1934, she published under her
initials “S.H.” for the next thirty years.
Hibben’s “Markets and Menus” column was a regular section under the larger weekly
department of the magazine titled “On and Off the Avenue.”53 This larger culture section is still a
regular feature today in each issue, but, sadly, the “Markets and Menus” column died along with
Sheila Hibben in 1964.
Hibben also occasionally contributed as a fill-in for the “Tables for Two” restaurant
review section of the magazine, which was normally written by its originator, Lois Long, under
the pseudonym “Lipstick.”54 In a letter to Hibben, her managing editor John Ogden Whedon
approached the subject of her occasional role as understudy knowing the delicacy of writers and
their “territories” at the magazine. He writes to her that
We have had in mind for some time getting someone besides Lois Long… because she
has always confined herself to the nightclubs and the hotel dance floors, and while she
does that to our complete satisfaction we feel that we ought to be covering too the
restaurants and hotels which specialize in good food and offer no entertainment. We have
tried a number of people on this, but they have all made the mistake of trying to imitate
Miss Long’s mannerisms and succeeded only in being unbearable. What we want is an
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A few times in the 1940s, “Markets and Menus” was featured as its own piece, taking up the entire department of
“On and Off the Avenue,” such as the case with the March 11, 1944 issue.
54
The column “Tables for Two'' first appeared in September of 1925, and usually featured reviews about various
New York restaurants and nightclubs. Long stopped writing for the column in 1938, but it still runs today in each
issue, having been revived in 1995 after a thirty-two-year hiatus.
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entirely different approach and emphasis, and we think you might be able to supply it.
(30 October 1934)
Whedon suggests that she write them “a trial piece,” promising that they would pay for her
incurred expenses whether they followed through on publication or not. It was clear they had
much faith in Hibben’s style and wanted her contributions to be a permanent fixture at the
magazine. When Lois Long gave up “Tables for Two” for good, Hibben and fellow staff writer
Katherine Blow established their own “Restaurants” review department, which ran from 1935
until 1942.55 Clearly, the magazine held fast to their faith in Hibben’s writing.
And so, for thirty years her regular “Markets and Menus” columns acted as examples of
how Hibben employed her values during two historic times of economic crisis. This personality
in her writing, her sass, was a kind of model for an ideal American approach to hard times—
disdaining anything haughty or frivolous, but stubbornly insisting on taking joy in common
experiences. It was over the course of her tenure at The New Yorker that Hibben developed and
cultivated her sass as a rhetorical strategy. Before, in her cookbooks, Hibben’s goals were
simple: bring a national awareness to the different regional dishes of the country and showcase
their simple ingredients. In her columns in The New Yorker, her goals were directed toward the
upper-class to offer awareness about local quality food items (produce and products that
showcase the same or similar values) – confined to the boroughs of the city and an occasional
spotlight on some Atlantic seacoast restaurant or distributor,56 often including mentions of things
like pastries from coastal northern Maine where she would vacation in the summer and would,
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The “Restaurants” department was taken over from 1938 onward by a writer with the initials “GCS,” and then a
pen-name “Soubise,” with Hibben as “S.H.” making one more cover of the department in August of 1939.
56
It should be noted that until 1960, The New Yorker had been circulated in two separate editions: one for a city
audience and one for national distribution.
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eventually, be buried.57 It wasn’t just about the food itself, but the experience surrounding the
ingredients and their effects on the palate.
In these biweekly columns, usually averaging between 750 and 1000 words each issue,
Hibben details where New Yorkers can find common and not-so-common pantry items, writing
brief reviews that usually included costs of those items. Occasionally, she would also offer
anecdotes about business owners or clientele that leant to the vendor's atmosphere. Her priority,
however, was telling her readers where to find the best ingredients and not to settle for less. In
her very first issue, Hibben immediately stated the purpose of her columns in the first sentences:
It isn’t where you can get two boxes of pretzels for a quarter or where the most
magnificent bon-voyage baskets are to be had that I think should be passed along as
news, but rather such tips as where to find fresh tarragon for a salad, or where can be had
that special cheese which Mexicans put in their chiles rellenos. The housekeepers who do
not bother about such epicurean matters are the same women who won’t trouble to keep
their hair trimmed or to find the right lipstick. It is having a sense of form and
concentration in a meal that makes a cook know that, while freshly baked American
bread is exactly what should be served with cold lamb or cold roast beef, the same bread
can bring down the rating of a sole au vin blanc about sixty per cent. With nearly all
elaborate sauces, crusty French or Italian bread is infinitely preferable to anything to be
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See The New Yorker of May 26, 1951: “On and Off the Avenue: Markets and Menus” where Hibben spends the
last section of the column on pastries from Blue Hill, Maine (where she was influenced by her friends Katharine and
E.B. White to take vacations, and now the site of her burial), and mentions postage rates for how to order these items
and have them delivered. See also The New Yorker of March 12, 1955: “Markets and Menus: Horn of Plenty,”
where here she speaks about the goodness of Maine lobsters (even though she admits she hasn’t visited Maine in
eight months). See, also The New Yorker of April 5, 1958: “On and Off the Avenue: Markets and Menus” where
Hibben writes, “I have been forced to agree that the Maine mollusk is a satisfactory substitute for the French, and
certainly far, far superior to the mussel found in New York markets and on the menus of most French-American
restaurants” (94). She goes on to describe its taste and flavor. Many New Yorkers vacationed in Maine, so it
wouldn’t seem unreasonable to expect her readers to respond to recommendations in northern New England.
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had at American bakeries, but the catch is in discovering where such bread is to be found.
(“The Foreign Loaf” 21 April, 1934)
Her focus was steady: quality and authenticity. Furthermore, Hibben was dedicated to
researching thoroughly for her subject matter. She established herself with her readers, but also
with vendors around town. Rogers Ernest Malcolm Whitaker was an editor of The New Yorker
magazine who was known to readers for his many contributions to Talk of the Town under the
pen name of E. M. Frimbo, World's Greatest Railroad Buff. He once wrote to managing editor
William Shawn that
I have never believed anything Mrs. Hibben said since the day she described in detail, in
these columns, a restaurant which, it turned out, never existed at all except in her
imagination and that of our ‘checkers.’ Mrs. Hibben may be anonymous, but occasionally
I have some shopkeeper around town tell me, cheery as anything, that ‘your Mrs. Hibben
was in here today.’ (Frimbo to Shawn, nd)
Despite Frimbo’s doubt about Hibben’s ethos as a scout—The New Yorker was a stickler for
standards in the facts department and therefore the restaurant in question must have existed if the
“checkers” followed up—it is plain from his encounter with local vendors that Hibben did, in
fact, get around town.
Sporadically the column contained local advice about vendors and resources off the topic
of food, but still within the realm of domestic goods. The “About the House” segment of the “On
and Off the Avenue” department was geared toward all general household items. “Markets and
Menus” was usually featured as the second section of the department, after the “About the
House” segment. Hibben occasionally filled in for others (“About the House” or “Tables for
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Two”) but no one ever filled in for her. There wasn’t anyone who could match her sass and
expertise.
In his 2003 book on the Hibben family history from the 1730s to the early twentieth
century, George Hibben (a distant cousin of Sheila’s husband Paxton) writes of Sheila’s work in
The New Yorker, describing her columns and articles as eclectic. He reviewed some of Sheila’s
1948 and 1949 columns and found that
Sheila was much more than just a food editor—she offered comments and advice on
almost anything to do with home furnishing and living in NYC. It is obvious that she
spent a great deal of time cruising the stores, reporting choices and prices in her
columns… She shopped the big department stores, but also sniffed out wonderful little
shops that offered all kinds of specialties... She seemed to be into everything. One
column was devoted to bookbinding: how to preserve your leather-bound books, where to
buy specialty papers, even where to get bookbinding training… She applauds the new
invention of aluminum foil in 1948, and also recommends DDT as the most dependable
insecticide (well, this was way before Silent Spring). (294)
George Hibben gives us an idea here of the breadth of Sheila’s range of interests and tastes, as
well as her attention to expense and thrift. Most of these can be read as dealing with a sense of
frugality. He tells us in general what her essential motivation was for writing up these reviews,
while also providing examples of how her readers need not waste anything. Bookbinding
preserves books for longer, aluminum foil keeps food for longer, DDT saves money by not
wasting worm-eaten crops.
George Hibben continues, commenting on Sheila’s ethos and her identification with the
upper-class, relating to their “loss” of access to items:
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More interesting for me were her ‘Markets and Menus’ articles... These covered mainly
gourmet foods and wines, where she truly was a connoisseur. She was pleased to tell
readers that while English cheddar ‘the best’ was still unavailable from the UK [1948],
Wisconsin cheesemakers were at last marketing a commendable cheddar. She found an
uptown grocery that offered two-day old eggs. (294-295)
We can notice that Hibben follows up that “loss” with her mission to persuade this audience to
take national pride in regional items. Buying Wisconsin cheese isn’t just cheaper than importing
cheese from other countries, it’s patriotic to eat American-made products, especially in the
1940s.

The New Yorker established itself as a monumental household name for readers over the
past century. But it’s worth taking a moment to understand how its origins defined how its
contributing writers navigated their personal prose styles alongside the demands of their editors.
I will try to be brief in giving you a small history that explains the environment in which Hibben
was engulfed.
At the time of Hibben’s debut, The New Yorker was a magazine that had been running for
almost ten years, having been founded in 1925 by Harold Ross. In 1934, when Hibben was hired,
circulation was around 124,000.58 Readership demographics included well-educated, liberal,
white, upper-class New Yorkers.59 Price per issue in 1934 was fifteen cents.60 For comparison
purposes: a loaf of bread in 1935 was eight cents. If you’re standing in a breadline in 1935,
58

Today, circulation is over 1.2 million.
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For some perspective, according to 2008 circulation demographics, the average income for a subscriber to The
New Yorker was around $117,194, and around 92% were college educated.
60

The price per issue increased incrementally at approximately a rate of five cents every ten years until the 1960s. In
1947 it was 20¢; in 1957 it was 25¢; in 1965 it was 35¢.
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chances are you certainly can’t afford an issue of The New Yorker, for which one issue cost
nearly double what a loaf of bread cost. It would be fair to say that, during the Great Depression,
when even some of the well-off were hit most hard by the economic crash, that the circulation of
The New Yorker had a bit of a drop in readership. Nevertheless, those who were still well-off
enough to afford the magazine needed to be persuaded that their new charge to make a meal on a
budget was a contribution to the national wellbeing.

Material Conditions of the Great Depression and World War II
The national mood was uncertainty. And if a household was judged based on what it
consumed—both in what the body consumed and what people consumed from the economy—the
presentation of self was compromised. This is where Hibben used her sass as leverage. A
persuasive technique like sass could convince readers that an economical meal was trendy and
patriotic, while blurring the lines between personal and national accountability.
The New Yorker, however, seemed to skirt around what was happening during the Great
Depression. According to an historical note in The New Yorker Records Guide, it wasn’t until
William Shawn became “Editor of Fact” and convinced Harold Ross “that the magazine should
seriously commit to covering the coming war, in contrast to its near obliviousness to the
Depression” (Stingone et al. iii). Even Roger Angell, son of the late Katharine White who had
begun with the magazine as a general editor overseeing many departments (and was Hibben’s
introductory contact upon her arrival),61 said of the magazine’s illustrations and art work during
the Depression: “The magazine uneasily found room for the market crash of ’29 but generally
passed up breadlines and economic despair because there was no way to do them lightly” (“The

61
According to William Stingone in The New Yorker Records Guide, “[Harold] Ross used White as the final word
on “sophistication,” on taste and style, and she was involved with every aspect of the magazine” (ii).
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First Decade”).62 In fact, according to reports from The New Yorker Records Guide, editor
William Shawn (whom Hibben also worked under after he took over as editor in 1939) was said
to have been “actually proud of being apolitical and socially detached” (ii). Hibben’s proclivity
to be more economically mindful when she’s writing during wartime versus during the Great
Depression was therefore not accidental.
When it reached the time of the war, however, there was a clearer focus and Hibben’s
mission became more pointed. She acknowledges the financial state of things far less frequently
during the Depression era than she makes mention of the material realities during World War II.
Hibben’s patriotic duty toward her employer and toward her country takes off and she constantly
refers to the situation, pointing to rationing or some manner of contribution to the war effort in
nearly each issue’s “Markets and Menus” column. For instance, on August 23 of 1941, Hibben
wrote a troops-specific column, devoted to food and military service. In it, she says:
Of course it was only a question of time before the food shops around town woke up to
the magnificent possibilities of the Army training camps. I am in a position to state that
they are now very much alive to the situation and that the draftee has taken his place
beside the weekend hostess and Mother as a particularly good sales stimulant. Being in
good gustatory communication with a draftee of rather grand tastes, I have come to know
something of the preferences and prejudices in the camps and to feel as at home as
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Emily Twarog’s book Politics of the Pantry has an entire chapter devoted to the 1935 meat boycott, for instance.
In it, Twarog writes, “Building on the maternal politics of the Progressive Era and the community organizing that
marked an early response to the 1929 crash, the Great Depression’s ‘meatless summer of 1935’ provides an example
of domestic politics... While foods preferences varied among different groups of migrants, meat became the
barometer of success in every community. Of all the food available to families, meat most represented class
difference” (10, 12). If meat was such a large component of class identity, why would The New Yorker not cover
such a critical boycott event? If this quote from Roger Angell is any indication of how the magazine’s managers felt
at the time, chances are the boycott would not have been met with a friendly reader response.
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anybody can on the subject of what sort of food boxes a Selective Service man likes and
what sort he gets, which are not always the same thing. (“For Camps and Homes” 52)
She goes on to say that even she is surprised by some of the preferences and tastes of these
service men—that they prefer things like melons, for instance. Fruit in general is “in high favor
in the training camps.” It’s clear, however, that patriotic rhetoric is high and aimed at positive
support. She is praising these young men for their good taste and implicitly scolding her readers
for sending them low-quality ingredients. She insists on the best for our country’s dedicated duty
officers. Even more notable is Hibben’s association she makes between “weekend hostess and
Mother” with the draftee as a “good sales stimulant,” equating them all to marketing benefits.
The former are sales stimulants during non-war times because that is who shoppers buy goods
for. However, during the war effort, draftees make the markets push consumers to support the
troops. A draftee within eyesight promotes the products that will benefit him and therefore the
nation.

Though she had dropped economically from well-off to needing a job in order to provide
for herself and her daughter, Sheila Hibben didn’t seem to have too many problems advocating
for herself and her value. The initial agreement with The New Yorker was that “Markets and
Menus” would run bi-weekly. When the column got derailed because of the annual overtaking of
the Christmas Lists, Hibben objected:
Look here, though! Whatever has become of Markets and Menus? It was very handsome
of you to raise my rates, but the gesture hasn’t much practical value unless I get
something published! I daresay its [sic] those wretched Christmas lists that are disrupting
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everything, but its [sic] been five weeks now that I haven’t appeared, and how am I to get
a winter coat? (Hibben to Whedon, 2 November 1934)
Hibben is still worried about her expenses. As she writes this, it has been only eleven months
since her husband died and left her to fend for herself. Whedon wrote back with apologies for
disruption in “Markets and Menus” (yes, it’s the wretched Christmas lists). They got back on
schedule by the next issue, with the amendment that they would now be every three weeks
instead of every two. He hoped that, in her frequency of contributing to the “Tables for Two”
department, that would “make up the difference, since that is run nearly every issue” (Whedon to
Hibben, 21 December 1934).
Hibben’s mention of a pay increase is not to be ignored, either. The New Yorker had a
reputation for paying its staff well, but with a manner of secrecy such that no one even among
the staff knew what others were being paid. In a rare instance when The New Yorker disclosed
reasons for setting pay and prices for what they were, Whedon informed Hibben that the rate for
“Tables for Two” is set higher, “because we think they are more difficult to do, and also because
we run them not as a sub-department but as one of our most important features. It is understood
that we will pay your expenses on any of these pieces, up to $30” (Whedon to Hibben, 21
December 1934). This letter includes a rare explanation of why pieces are worth a particular
amount in pay. In today’s money, compensation of $30 would be roughly around $580. Keep in
mind, this sum was reimbursement cost, in addition to payment for writing the columns. Records
show that in October of 1934, Hibben was being paid an amount of $55 for each “Markets and
Menus” column—approximately $1,500 today.63
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Whedon to Hibben, 18 October 1934.
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According to culinary historian Dr. Andrew Haley, the genre of the restaurant review
wasn’t an established tradition until the early twentieth century (“The Nation Before Taste: The
Challenges of American Culinary History”). Suffice it to say, The New Yorker was among the
first to pave the way and standardize the restaurant review as its own form of writing one
hundred years ago. “In fact,” writes Haley, “having read thousands of turn-of-the-century
magazine and newspaper articles written by both Americans and foreign visitors about the food
of the United States, I cannot recall a single one that gets close to approaching the discussion of
taste found in almost any article on food plucked from the pages of Gourmet or Bon Appetit”
(61). The magazines of today are nothing like what they were one hundred years before. But The
New Yorker was among the first to turn the tide, with the help of Sheila Hibben.
In speaking to the standards held by the editors at the magazine, Michelle Davis writes in
her piece “A Taste for New York: Restaurant Reviews, Food Discourse, and the Field of
Gastronomy in America” that in recent years (the early twenty-first century issues of the
magazine),
Several chefs, including Andrew Carmellini, have remarked that favorable New Yorker
reviews generate a surprising amount of business considering that they are so short and
that they are published in a non-food magazine. One suspects this response is due both to
the homology of the magazines’ critical perspective to its audience and also due to the
strong journalistic ethics upheld by the editors, which gives it a privileged, consecrating
position in the field of journalism, if not yet much clout in the field of gastronomy.
(Davis 183)
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While Davis was speaking about the modern-day reception of the restaurant reviews in The New
Yorker, records show that this reputation was set by consistent standards from the magazine’s
inception.
Hibben’s standards were likewise often just as rigid and unyielding. In her columns,
Hibben staunchly defends her palate preferences toward terrapin soup64 and claret (red wines) in
the summer and directs you to where she thinks you should buy your local jams and jellies. Her
suggestions are never really casual guidance, but unapologetic prescriptions for how a woman
should live in New York, with or without a housekeeper. Her writing is opinion-based; she
avoids the artificiality of objectivity. She is far from objective. And not only about the food she
is writing about, but about the venue her work appears in.
Sheila, in the first year of working for the magazine, sent a letter to her department editor,
J.O. Whedon, accusing the magazine that offered her employment of being too “snooty” and
class-conscious. In response to the suggestion about writing for Tables for Two department,
Hibben writes:
I shall be very glad to try doing some pieces on restaurants… You know, of course, that
there are mighty few New York restaurants that can be judged by the standards of Paris,
or Marseilles or Brussels, and if one tries to use those standards, one ends by sounding
snooty, which I think is just silly. There is, however, good food to be found in the town,
and not always at the expensive places. Of course its [sic] the French who have given us
such an inferiority complex about our food that, although there is plenty of good French
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Remember, this is the same soup that, as I mentioned back in Chapter Two, rose to costly status, excluding most
working-class incomes from being able to afford it. Here, because she’s addressing a more upper-class audience,
she’s able to mention it as an option.
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pastry, and onion soup, I have never found a first class apple pie, or a real authentic
gumbo. (Hibben to Whedon, 2 November 1934)
This is a good moment to reflect on how she established her voice through regional and national
cookbooks and that she wanted to advocate for American cuisine, even though she was trained in
France and knew just as well as anyone that they have the upper hand when it comes to good
food. She seemed to be asking her readers, Why are you looking for good French food in New
York? You should be searching instead for authentic American cuisine.
In the March 30, 1957 issue of the magazine Hibben labels herself as having the “duty as
gastronomic reporter in these columns” (“A Born Cook” 106). It seems as though she also saw it
as her gastronomic duty to point out where even The New Yorker itself was going wrong.

Correspondence with Editors
Harold Ross had a reputation for being a bit of a micromanager. According to The New
Yorker Records Guide, “It was difficult for him to delegate authority: his vision and investment
were at stake” (ii).65 His standards were high and unyielding. Between Harold Ross and his
managing editors,66 staff writers constantly had critics looking over their shoulders at their work,
often meeting with them for line-by-line revisions. They “read every word of every issue before
it was published… Ross’s editorial style was hands on, detail oriented, and some say
maddening… [William Shawn] was known for his almost reverential treatment of writers and an
editing style which was firm while never condescending and he cultivated strong bonds with
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Indeed, he eventually complained of ulcers as a result of all the stress he was under. For this illness, he sought out
Hibben and commissioned her alongside a nutritionist to publish a work in 1951 titled Good Food for Bad
Stomachs, a cookbook designed specifically for the malady of ulcers.
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The managing editors that Hibben would have dealt with were, for instance, John Ogden Whedon, St. Clair
McKelway, Sanderson Vanderbilt, and William Shawn.
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those he worked with closely. While the styles of the editors differed… their goal was the same:
accuracy and clarity” (Stingone v).
Ross had strict ideas about how his magazine was to be run and how his writers needed to
toe the line. In July of 1934, Whedon informed Hibben that “[Ross] has a very firm idea of what
he wants in the ‘On and Off the Avenue’ departments, and also of what he is afraid of. The
knowing and rather condescendingly informative tone of the articles on fashions, food, manners,
etc., in Vanity Fair and many of the fashion magazines nauseates him to such an extent that he
makes a constant fight against anything of the sort creeping into The New Yorker” (Whedon to
Hibben, 19 July 1934). What’s most telling are the phrases “what he is afraid of” and “a
magazine edited for intelligent people.” These snippets give us some insight, not only into the
type of magazine that Ross expected to turn out, but also the mindset of Ross as a micromanager
and minor worry-wart.
Despite what Ross’s mission was for the magazine, it was clear they wanted Hibben’s
sass. Hibben was introduced to editor Katharine White by way of the well-known writer and
book reviewer Lewis Gannett.67 Vouching for Hibben, Gannett writes that he
just discovered that Sheila Hibben doesn’t know you and, apparently, you don’t know
her. It’s a mistake. She has more odd and exciting bits of information about—well, I was
going to say about food but I might have said about almost anything—than any three
other people in New York. She can’t write quite as well as she talks; but that would be
impossible. She writes well. (Gannett to White, 16 March 1934)
Two weeks later, White indicated that she had discussed an article that Hibben had proposed to
Ross: “I told Mr. Ross you were going to give us a couple of sample columns on special foods
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Gannett has also been quoted as saying that Hibben’s National Cookbook contains “discriminating appreciation of
indubitably great traditions” (qtd. in Reardon 104).
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and where to buy them, and I hope you will get them in pretty soon as someone else has [also]
suggested this idea. We are not absolutely certain that it belongs in The New Yorker, but we hope
that it does” (White to Hibben, 30 March 1934). Hibben must have gotten those sample columns
in before the other prospective writer, or else hers were more alluring to the magazine. In fact,
Hibben’s work was so appealing to them that they seemed to become immediately possessive of
her writing. In a note from Katharine White to Mr. Ross, White comments on the sample pieces
that Hibben had sent them. Hibben had actually
sold the pieces to Harper’s before we ever engaged her. She did tell me however that they
were entirely different from our stuff, whereas I find them really quite similar. It is only
that she has written at a little greater length and turned a few more hand-springs for them.
I think it would be too mad if she considered and did this sort of thing for them too much
because this one on vegetables could very well have made a department for us, cut and
written straight. Perhaps the matter should be taken up with her again by whoever is
handling her ^ (it is not I)68, although it should be clear to them that she is at no fault in
this case. Of course, her only income comes from writing on foods and I suppose we
can’t object to her writing for other people entirely but there is a question of how she
does it. (White to Ross, 14 May 1934)
They knew the value of what they had and didn’t want to share it. Despite the critiques in
White’s note that some of Hibben’s writing for the other magazines smelled a bit like rhetorical
shoe-horning to White—whereas The New Yorker wouldn’t expect such “hand-springs” and
would want her to “write it straight”—her work did seem to fit in their venue, confirming
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The parenthetical is handwritten as an addition after the fact. Hibben would report directly to John Whedon.
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White’s and Ross’s initial instincts.69 Less than a month later, she had her first column published
in The New Yorker.
Once The New Yorker approved of “Markets and Menus,” Whedon then wrote Hibben to
set up a few expectations about their future relationship and editorial collaboration, saying that
in departments of this sort we make it a policy to avoid all direct or implied comparisons
between merchants, such as ‘Macy sells better house furnishings than Gimbel’s,’ or ‘The
best clothes in town are to be found at Bergdorf’s.’ You will find that in two places, I
think, we changed your copy to conform to this rule. (Whedon to Hibben, 14 April 1934)
Whedon had to remind Hibben of this policy several times in the first few years of her hire.
Upon Hibben’s suggestion, Whedon submits a “Tables for Two” piece on Swedish restaurants
for publication, then quotes a little more of company protocols for Hibben to remember:
Two rules which we try to stick to in our service departments are to beware of
superlatives, such as ‘this place serves the best food in town,’ and to avoid comparisons,
such as ‘the food at the Rathskeller is better than the food at the Kungsholm.’ This
accounts for one or two changes which you will find that we have made in the piece.
(Whedon to Hibben 14 December 1934)
In reading through her columns, it’s clear that Hibben bends this rule a bit and does endorse
specific merchants, stating that some of them have the best stock of a certain item or other. It’s
difficult to say whether these statements were technically not comparing vendors, or if she got
away with it because she held firm to her style and sass. Either way, it was clear that the editors
had confidence in her and trusted that she could bring a new scope of audience to their
readership. Whedon encouraged her early on: “Everyone here is enthusiastic about your
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Also interesting to note is that Katharine White knows Hibben was writing wherever she could as a means of
supporting herself.
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department and I hope that it will work out to your satisfaction” (Whedon to Hibben, 10 May
1934).
Sometimes, however, Hibben got into hot water by ignoring The New Yorker’s
guidelines. Only several months after being hired, Hibben produced a column where she waxed
nostalgic for certain European cheeses that just don’t taste the same as what they make overseas
anymore. She writes that “Serious eaters might as well face the unpleasant fact that all is not well
with the cheese situation in this country. Bel Paese is not what it used to be, and something has
certainly gone wrong with the Brie we get” (“Foreign Cheeses and What Ails Them” 75).
The Bel Paese company was not pleased. Buried in the third paragraph of a note
regarding a mix-up about another piece on onions, Whedon explains to Hibben that
The American distributors of Bel Paese cheese have been after us with threats of a suit
and what not because of your remarks about their cheese. It doesn’t worry us any, but if
you happen to have any authority for your statement that Bel Paese is not what it used to
be, and is not manufactured as it used to be, other than your sense of taste, it might be
handy for us to know it so we could use it against them. They swear, of course, that the
sacred rite of its manufacture has remained unchanged since the flood. (Whedon to
Hibben, 18 June 1934)
So her sass did make some trouble for her and the magazine. In response to Whedon, Hibben
tells him that she
got most of my material for the Cheese piece from the library of the Department of
Markets, but I don’t believe the offending statement about Bel Paese was found there. I
confronted a man who has been for 30 years in the cheese department at Charles, with my
own opinion that Bel Paese is not as good as it used to be, and he explained that the
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whole process had been stepped up. It may have been only an opinion with him, too. I
had had an appointment to talk with the buyer at Charles, but when I called he was sick
or something, and they turned me over to a very intelligent man, who seemed practically
to have invented cheeses. I think he is only a salesman, but the executive who referred me
to him evidently thought he knew his business. I am awfully sorry I made difficulties for
you. (Hibben to Whedon, 19 June 1934)
It seemed as though Hibben was still worth the trouble she put the magazine through, however,
because Whedon wrote back with a note not to worry about the cheese incident. They moved on.
But not for long. A similar dispute then occurred only a month later. Hibben asks, “Can’t
I say my say about store mayonnaise on bottom of first galley? I’d like to” (Hibben to Whedon,
19 July 1934). She points to a disagreement in her first draft about her opinions on store bought
mayonnaise—we can guess what she thinks of it. Whedon responds: "Your remarks about store
mayonnaise were cut out on the ground that it is unfair to manufacturers to damn all store
mayonnaise with a sweeping statement of that sort. Perhaps you are right and we are leaning
over backward. We try to be honest and fair with both our readers and our advertisers and it isn't
easy" (Whedon to Hibben, 19 July 1934). In other words, watch your generalizations, even
though we tend to agree with you. Whedon’s editing also speaks to his observations of Hibben’s
style—she makes broad abstractions and states them as absolutes. She is unrelenting in her
opinions.
As addressed in Chapter Two, we understand that those opinions included a certain
aesthetic. That aesthetic in food was somewhat mirrored in her writing style. As the first
established food critic for The New Yorker magazine, and the early twentieth century’s go-to gal
on regional and national cuisine, Sheila Hibben wasn’t interested in writing for a traditional
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women’s magazine—what notable food writer Laura Shapiro calls a “florid periodical for ladies”
(Perfection Salad 15). Hibben explicitly rejects many qualities of her sex—something I’ll return
to later in this chapter. She had a unique voice and rhetorical savvy that, in a time when female
writers were still expected to “behave themselves” and curtsy to the male expectation, stood out
as strong and provocative. She had particular tastes and values, and thought her readers should
agree. When they didn’t, she was unapologetically judgmental. “Her enthusiasms were
irresistible; her score was unanswerable” (“-SH” 184). She was not afraid to call out a bit of
unnecessary snobbery, frequently named pretentiousness for what it was.70 For example, in her
“Restaurants” piece from April of 1936, it’s clear Hibben knows that expensive does not equate
to quality and she wants to make sure her readers understand that she can see through the
charade. What’s more, she wants them to be able to identify that deception. “Oddly (and happily)
enough,” she writes, “as the little places get more pretentious, and jack up to dizzier heights the
cost of their so-so ravioli and bouillabaisse, some of the more important restaurants seem to be
growing more reasonable as to price, and much better as to food” (“Old Friends” 52). To Hibben,
restaurants that pretend to be fancy but offer nothing but airs of money and no taste are the
essence of pretension. She hoped to help her readers see through to charade.
In fact, Hibben knew her readers perhaps even better than the editors of The New Yorker
did. One instance of a time when the editors trusted her to know what she was doing came during
her first year. Hibben was writing a draft of “Just Out of Town”—a piece for those traveling
outside the city—when Whedon wrote a message to Katharine White regarding some trepidation
on the piece and asked her opinion on it:
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Hibben specifically addresses restaurants or their food as “pretentious” in as many as at least a dozen columns
over her thirty-year run with The New Yorker
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Mr. Ross does not seem much impressed by it, but I think a piece on wayside stopping
places near town might provide timely and useful information as the motoring season
gets under way, even if it hasn’t the dash of Long’s departments. Unless, of course, ‘our
people’ never stop at dog wagons. I don’t know, but Mrs. Hibben seems to think they
do.” (Whedon to White, 1934)
Whedon trusts Hibben’s sense of audience awareness, as even he questions whether “our people”
will be interested in this type of food, and double-checks to see if White feels the same sense of
trust toward Hibben’s perception. Whedon’s trust apparently paid off because Hibben expresses
surprise at the result of her influence in a later letter:
You might be interested in passing this on to your advertising department. Four days after
my list of out-of-town foods appeared, young Hank Van Loon telephoned frantically
from Vermont to say that he had received over a hundred orders for maple syrup! That
may not seem as incredible to you as it does to me.” (Hibben to Whedon, 30 November
1934)
It was perhaps because of her knack for understanding her audience better than they did
that Hibben’s subversive tactics for how to handle her editors were successful. Those subversive
tactics often took the form of Hibben’s strategies for how to maintain her voice and original style
in her work. In sending along her own revisions on a piece from 1938, Hibben writes “I have
made some tentative cuts in case the piece is too long, hoping that you would use my judgement
instead of your own, which I think is invariably WRETCHED in such matters!” (capitalization in
original). Hibben wanted to set her own standards and by 1938, she had earned some leverage
and proved that her sass was worth publishing with little editing. To be sure, she had many
complaints with the copy departments through the years. In another note, objecting to changes
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made in copy for a book review, which she frequently did to supplement her income from the
food columns, she writes:
what was done to my paragraph on Carleton Beals was merely the suppression of all the
unfavorable phrases… the paragraph was changed to twist my meaning completely. As
sent in, one phrase in my copy read: “There are parts where, apparently, he takes
seriously the dust jacket’s claim that this is ‘a solid psychological novel of grave intent’.”
As published, the phrase reads: “There are parts that seem to justify the dust jacket’s
claim, etc.” ...The book is a pretentious piece of foolishness and never once justifies such
a claim… If you or Kip altered my copy because either of you seriously disagreed with
my judgment, that would be all right. But I can’t believe that anybody expect me read the
book, which makes the whole proceeding seem senseless—senseless for you to pay me
for an opinion which you disregard, and useless for me to read these novels as
painstakingly as I do. Surely you must know that I am no more interested in turning out
puff notices of books than I would be in doing the same with food.
Please don’t think I am raising all this hell because of anything I conceive to be
my dignity. The fact is, I am much more concerned with the effect of this sort of thing on
the magazine. Any reader with taste will know that the novels in question are bad...
(Hibben to Shawn 24 June 1943)
Hibben’s adamant tone is much more confident and argumentative, demanding her own voice be
preserved, than it was when she first started at the magazine. However, in this letter she
explicitly states in a rhetorical gesture that she is not complaining on behalf of her dignity, but on
the integrity of the magazine. At this point, Hibben had become accustomed to dealing with the
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editor’s standards, policies, and “strict” guidelines, and knew when she could push back and—
more importantly—how she could push back.
So, she became a more aggressive advocate for her own style and choice of words,
holding on to her own writer’s agency. She especially made a fuss when, as with the previous
example, the copyeditors made changes that disrupted the meaning of what she had written.
Another example of this is when she writes to Shawn that
whoever handles my blurbs should not change the actual meaning of my copy, as has
been done several times lately, without first talking it over with me.
In this week’s issue… [my] copy read: “the book has a strange sort of interest”,
which has been changed to: “a strange fascination”. Fascination is a lot stronger than
interest, and a lot stronger than I meant. You know I never peer when my so-called prose
style is revised, but I think this sort of editing is just an occupational itch and should be
discouraged. (Shawn to Hibben 4 February 1943)
She signed off the letter with “cordially”—she would normally close with “sincerely.”
The editors were the ones wielding all the power, but little by little, over time, Hibben
persuaded her editors to let her stylistic sass come through. And, her subversive tactics in
persuading her editors to let her have her own writer’s agency is also an act of sass. Her act of
sass is aligned with what feminist scholar Sara Ahmed describes in her book Living a Feminist
Life as willfulness. “Feminists are often called willful,” she writes (65). “The word willfulness
surrounds us when we become feminists… [it] implies the problem with being feminist is
feminist being” (71). Ahmed uses the literary figure of a girl in a Grimm story as illustration of a
willful subject and a defiant nature. She explains that willful is often synonymous with stubborn
and persistent—words that, when applied to a woman can be historically viewed as critical and
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disparaging if she is labeled such by a man. However, the word can be reclaimed if appropriated
by a woman.71 Ahmed formulates that
If feminists are willful women, then feminism is judged as a product of those who have
too much will or too much of a will of their own. This judgment is a judgment of
feminism as being wrong, but also an explanation of feminism in terms of motivation: the
act of saying something is wrong is understood as being self-motivated, a way of getting
what you want or will… We can think of feminism as having to fight to acquire a will of
one’s own. (74)
If anything, Hibben was persistent and, by Ahmed’s claims, acting in her own interest as a protofeminist at the time. Where most women were expected to obey orders and toe the line, Hibben
asserted herself and her sass as what was best for her, the magazine, and its readers.
Hibben didn’t make it easy for her editors, not only with her writing style and willful
sass, but with how her values impacted that writing and how she relayed information to her
readers. In June of 1934, Whedon wrote to her that Hibben was off to a rocky start: “The Editor
took exception to your piece about the onion on the grounds that it is too ‘editorial’ for a service
department, such as we consider all our On and Off the Avenue pieces, and ought to contain
more information and perhaps less opinion” (Whedon to Hibben, 5 June 1934). Even with all
these objections and editors’ notes and complaints about her opinions (including Ross’s frequent
interference and line-editing micromanagement so that pieces in the magazine were precise as
could be), they still solicited Hibben’s writing, which in the end still held a distinct smash of
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An excellent example of appropriating a male’s criticism of persistence as a negative willful trait is that of
republican Senator Mitch McConnell’s accusation of his democratic colleague, Senator Elizabeth Warren in 2017.
On the floor of the Senate, McConnell voted to silence Warren’s objections to the confirmation of Jeff Sessions as
U.S. Attorney General. He made the remark of Warren that “Nevertheless, she persisted,” and feminists quickly
adopted the phrase as a badge of pride and willfulness.
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sass: “If I am to judge by what I get at the end of the average eighty-five cent table-d’hote
luncheon, pie-making in Manhattan has passed largely into the hands of criminals and mental
deficients” (“Who Can Make a Cherry Pie?” 85).72
Hibben’s editors started thinking more strategically about where they could utilize that
sass. They wanted to remain consistent but also wanted to find an appropriate space to
accommodate her. Whedon addresses Mr. Ross’s suggestion that Hibben write a piece for the
“Onward & Upward with the Arts” department: “while it might be difficult to do one on cooking
I think that if you hit on some theme such as the atrocities committed by the average American
restaurant, or fashions in menus, you might have fun with it” (Whedon to Hibben, 9 August
1934). We then start to see evidence of Hibben’s “growth” as a writer—how she negotiates The
New Yorker’s expectations with her sass. In a letter from 1934, we see Hibben anticipating
Ross’s reactions to her work, which means she’s quickly catching on and learning his
preferences. In the letter, she says “I gather from that, that its [sic] the recipe which he will
‘resist’... but I want to be sure of what he means… I don’t want to make the same mistake again”
(Hibben to Whedon, 14 August 1934).
After a few years of negotiating Hibben’s sass with the expectations of the magazine, we
have clear evidence of how her willfulness won out in the end. Years later, in additional
correspondence, letters start proving much more accommodating and trusting of her style and
authority. In 1942, we see several instances of correspondence from her editors that praise her
work. From William Shawn, we see, “You’ve got off to a superb start—sound and terce and
humours—and we’re all delighted. I hope you enjoy doing these reviews. Let’s talk all this over
soon.” (Shawn to Hibben, 4 September 4 1942). Then, from Sanderson Vanderbilt, “Getting a
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Even her own colleagues found her voice a bit spicy. In the November 16, 1935 edition of the “Tables for Two”
column, Lois Long (under the pseudonym “Lipstick”) mentions SH and calls her “critical.”
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vicarious kick from your work, we feel awfully good about this. You certainly should”
(Vanderbilt to Hibben, 16 December 16 1942). In 1946, praise came along with an increase in
her rate: “Off to an impressive new start, we think. The notes have been extremely fresh and
animated” (Shawn to Hibben, 13 February 1946).

Dubitatio as Sass
Hibben’s brand of sass had everything to do with her ethos and how she invoked it. A
main component of Hibben’s strategy of can best be understood through classical rhetoric. As
Jay Heinrichs emphasizes in his text Thank You for Arguing, “Your ethos counts more than any
other aspect of rhetoric because it puts your audience in the ideal state of persuadability” (74-75).
As Cicero instructed, the author needs to establish trust or they have lost the reader. Ethos is all
about determining the audience’s values and then appearing to live up to them. “An argument
rests on what the audience believes” Heinrich states (74). Perception is key. Heinrich reminds us
that while it is important that the audience thinks you are what you appear, that doesn’t
necessarily have to be true.
One way to appear believable is to appear virtuous, which sometimes means feigning
humility. Hibben is guilty of invoking a rhetorical strategy known as dubitatio—from the Latin
meaning “wavering in opinion.” But this doubt is cast as insincere. It is a performance. This is a
ruse many infamous characters throughout history and literature have used. Hibben is among
figures such as Quintilian,73 or Marc Antony in Shakespeare’s Marc Antony in Shakespeare’s
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Quintilian said that “A speaker might choose to feign helplessness by pretending to be uncertain how to begin or
proceed with his speech. This makes him appear, not so much as a skilled master of rhetoric, but as an honest man”
(qtd. in Heinrich 75).
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Julius Caesar. Like Antony, she employs her audience to believe she is not worthy of attention.
Antony feigns a rhetorical ignorance and lack of facility:
I come not, friends, to steal away your hearts:
I am no orator, as Brutus is;
But, as you know me all, a plain blunt man,
That love my friend; and that they know full well
That gave me public leave to speak of him:
For I have neither wit, nor words, nor worth,
Action, nor utterance, nor the power of speech,
To stir men's blood: I only speak right on. (Act III, scene 2)
“A plain blunt man” who claims to have no rhetorical skills—this from a classically trained
patrician orator. Who does he think he’s fooling? But the audience bought it. And so did
Hibben’s.74
Another famous historical moment that relies on this rhetorical strategy is that of
Abraham Lincoln’s use of it in a speech when seeking the presidency in 1860. He, like Hibben,
addressed upper-class New Yorkers with an air of modesty and plainspokenness.75 “His dubious
opening set his highbrow audience up, not just by lowering expectations but also by conveying
absolute sincerity” (Heinrich 76). He earned their trust by seeming to be just a simple yokel, then
he showed them how savvy he was on the issues. “Lincoln’s country-bumpkin image disguised a
brilliant political analyst who could speak lucidly about the issues. His ethos made the audience
74

Even as a performance of connecting to her audience, by persuading her audience that she is agreeable it may
seem like Hibben is enacting something quite the opposite of Sara Ahmed’s willfulness in this case; but since it is a
performance, I argue that it is instead a clever rhetorical move. It’s sassy.
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This classical rhetorical technique is one that she uses on her audience from The New Yorker magazine, and not,
as distinguished from Chapter Two of this dissertation, her more national audience of working-class cookbook
readers.
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trust his sincerity while doubting his intellect—until he showed them his intellect” (76).76 Hibben
worked in the same fashion. She pretends to have no confidence that her audience is listening,
then provides her opinions about food in complete confidence. When you juxtapose that set up
with the cleverness that follows, Hibben’s skill with sass stands out all the more. George Hibben
pinpoints Sheila’s rhetorical style in his biographical book of Paxton Hibben, Sheila’s husband.
“You can’t read her descriptions of Russian or Polish Easter pastries without salivating. Sheila
took no prisoners when it came to food quality or preparation, but she freely admitted her
personal biases” (294-295). The “take no prisoners” remark tells us exactly what sort of sass her
readers were likely to get—her unique voice as a strong female writer.
Within the first few years of writing her columns for The New Yorker we see multiple
instances of Hibben using dubitatio in her work. For instance, in a “Restaurants” piece from
1935, she writes:
The hitch in reporting on nice, cheap little places is that from the moment they are
reported on they are likely to stop being either nice or cheap. It is therefore with some
misgivings that I submit the following list of what were, at the time of my last visits,
unpretentious little restaurants serving honest food and (in most cases) honest drink. If I
thought that as many as six of you hung around waiting for my pronouncements before
dashing out in search of food, I wouldn’t bring up the matter at all, for these places are
small, and some of them are already well filled. (“Nice Little Place” 57, my emphasis)
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As Heinrich reminds us, President George W. Bush was guilty of the same technique--a man that people often
“misunderestimated.” I would also point to an even more current example in Joe Scarborough, who on his morning
news program on MSNBC, whenever they have a legal scholar as a guest on the show, often likes to start his
questions with “I’m just a small-town country lawyer, but…” The difference being that Scarborough mostly uses
this technique as a parody and we know it. He uses a mocking tone and it’s clear that he doesn’t mean it. Sheila
Hibben often does it seemingly in earnest.
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By using “honest” as leverage for her dubious (dishonest) method of persuasion, she makes a
great argument for those of the upper-class to take her suggestions to heart. The employed
rhetorical move of dubitatio essentially translates to “I wouldn’t say this if it persuaded any of
you, but here I am persuading you.”
A few paragraphs down in the same piece, she reviews another restaurant by immediately
dismissing it and saying she shouldn’t really even bother writing about it. So why bother?
Because she actually does want you to know about it. However, the review that stands out most
in this column she saves for last: “Upper-class eaters will please stop right here and pay no
attention to my low weakness for a shabby little place called the Antica Roma Restaurant… the
honest, peasant fare is good” (“Nice Little Place” 59, my emphasis). This is a most consequential
example, considering its impact on local business. Hibben’s technique reflects a sarcastic nod to
a type of reverse-psychology: it would be a shame if my readers made this local establishment a
success. For those looking for fancy trendy food and the coolest new spot in town, this is not for
you. And, once again, she uses the term “honest” to lure her audience in with sincerity. She looks
to link her ethos with that of the food.
More frequently, Hibben’s use of dubitatio is employed to refer to her influence on New
Yorkers. In a section of a “Restaurants” piece from 1936, she indulges in a little self-deprecation
with an illusion of exclusivity:
If I thought I had a public which followed the advice I so generously give, I shouldn’t let
on how much I like the Passy, for I’d much rather not have a single new person cluttering
up that dignified dining-room, and slowing down the excellent service… Débutantes,
then, who want to shout the day’s news to one another, and ladies who count their
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calories, even under their breath, will please take my word for it—the Passy is not for
them.” (“Bright Spots” 58)77
Hibben engages in dubitatio here two separate ways: one that disingenuously undermines her
ethos and claims her readers don’t pay any attention to what she says when of course they do,
and one that disingenuously asks readers not to patronize a local venue when in fact she is giving
a ringing endorsement of the place. It takes on the appearance of her wanting the place all to
herself, but she doesn’t have to worry about writing this in such a public venue because no one
pays attention to her anyway. Hibben then uses her rhetorical sass to poke at the elite and
convince them that food should be enjoyed, not shouted over or for counting calories.
The first move that Hibben makes in the quote above is one that she frequently makes in
many of her columns—one that references her influence on her readers. She comments on this
again in a restaurant review devoted to wine, making a comment that no one may be listening to
her advice: “Embittered by practically nobody’s ever doing what I say, only this last time am I
going to crusade in favor of telephoning before your arrival at these, or any other, distinguished
restaurants” (“Wine for All” 57). And again only a few months later in another restaurant review
in yet another use of her rhetorical dubious self-undermining, she writes, “I think it will get
pleasanter and more likable as time goes on and New Yorkers take to dropping in more casually,
for sooner or later some of you... won’t listen to a word I say” (“Town and Country” 26, original
emphasis). There are many more instances like these in which Hibben essentially tells her
readers that she is doing them quite the favor by sharing this information with them, then

77
Only one month later, she then writes in a restaurant review that, “Some weeks ago I complained that the SherryNetherland’s excellent table-d’hôte luncheon was more than anybody wanted to eat at noon, and now, lo and behold,
they have shortened it and brought down the price! This is heady stuff for me, who practically never had advice
taken before” (“New, Near-New” 59).
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claiming she is astonished that anyone would be influenced by what she shares. I’m sure that if
her readers were not taking her advice, the magazine would stop publishing her words.
Hibben even used this rhetorical strategy with her editors at the magazine. In response to
feedback on a galley proof of one of her pieces, she writes, “I’m afraid I am just plain so dumb,
but I don’t get the criticism of the last paragraph of the last galley at all” (Hibben to Whedon, 14
August 1934). Little old dumb me, she flutters.
Hibben’s use of this technique is sassy for her because it takes the sting out of sexist
stereotypes by seeming to play along with them. She seems to play down her expertise to lower
expectations about what she’s going to say, taking full advantage of the fact that, as a woman,
she will be underestimated or not taken seriously or listened to. She is also seeing the sexism of
her industry as an advantage, particularly in the previous example when she uses the technique
on her male editor. One means of persuasion at her exposure is that people, especially men, will
underestimate her. She leans into that expectation, takes it up as her available means, and then
follows up with clever commentary.

Sass for Class: A Rhetorical Strategy
It now goes without saying that, as Andrew Haley puts it in “The Nation before Taste:
The Challenges of American Culinary History,” “those with more money have had more access
to food and as a result have been freer to make decisions about what they ate and the meanings
attached to those foods” (67). As a consequence of this point of privilege, the middle and upper
classes also have the advantage of choosing what to value beyond merely the practical.
I will first address a few instances of class and how Hibben maneuvered her sass to speak
to the middle- and upper-class audiences of The New Yorker. Then, I shall include instances of
how gender and sex further complicate her mission. I begin with class before gender and sex
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because class is the underlying audience-based theme that influences all of the others. Hibben’s
sass in The New Yorker needs to constantly cater to this particular audience, and Hibben must be
aware of two things at once—the material conditions, and expectations and assumptions of her
audience. Those two things, naturally, don’t always reconcile with her readers and therefore it
was Hibben’s challenge to take on. Her sass was successful in overcoming this challenge
because readers of The New Yorker were her people (and her late husband’s people). She knew
how to speak to them.
As Haley writes, “Taste mattered, but it was taste as fashion rather than taste as flavor,
that determined what well-drilled waiters in crisp tuxedos laid before the titans of American
society when they dined at the Waldorf-Astoria” (68). This societal necessity and expectation
toward fashion and social conventions was what dictated much of how things were done,
including how writers wrote about food up through the early twentieth-century. What mattered
about food wasn’t the taste, it was who was eating it, how it was presented, how the descriptions
sounded, etc. Taste and flavor were afterthoughts, but only for those who could afford to be
concerned with trends instead of nutrition.
One major trend was focused on which national cuisine had the most clout. Many of
these trends and stereotypes are held even today. For instance, French cuisine has maintained its
reputation throughout the past century and preserving its association with fine dining, accessible
only to the wealthy. If you dined at a fancy French restaurant, it was because you were privileged
enough to do so. “The American elite celebrated French food as the world’s best cuisine, and not
only went to restaurants that served American imitations of upper-class French cuisine, but
also… hired chefs from France to staff the kitchens of their mansions” (Haley 68). And, because
Hibben could speak with authority about French cuisine (having been trained professionally at le
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Cordon Bleu in Paris), her audience was willing to listen. She was in a unique position to
persuade them away from the very national cuisine that she built her culinary foundations in and
coax them toward a more diverse American immigrant spread—one that would normally have
associations with the working or lower classes.
Hibben’s audience was, according to Haley’s historical description, “urban members of
the upper and middle classes who had the luxury of eating out regularly, a rather exceptional
experience at the turn of the twentieth century. Most Americans, especially those in the working
class, did not have these varied experiences...” (62). In fact, it was almost seen as a burden for
upper class diners who had to keep up with the Joneses: “Upper-class Americans,” Haley tells
us, “were forced to dine out at expensive restaurants and attend ceaseless parties in order to
preserve their social standing. At these gatherings, the rich French food was designed to show off
status, not to maximize health, and a consequence of such overindulgence was often a tummy
ache” (“Nation before Taste” 68). Indeed, the ulcer or any other peptic or gastrointestinal distress
from food, became its own indicator of social status. If you had tummy trouble, it was because
you could afford it.
As Hibben was working within the complicated system of capitalism, we can keep in the
back of our minds an assumption about what David Richter explains is the material dialectic. He
describes this brand of thought as claiming that "what drives historical change are the material
realities of the economic base of society, rather than the ideological superstructure of politics,
law, philosophy, religion, and art that is built upon that economic base" (Richter 1088). At the
root of our problems is social and economic disparities. However, many of our social disparities
are distinguished by the economic ones—social conventions construct the way we view
economic status, and that economic status is dictated by our material conditions. This
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complicates Marx’s original view of materialism that “it is not the consciousness of men that
determines their being, but, on the contrary, their social being that determines their
consciousness” (qtd. in Richter 397), and more closely aligns with materialist feminism, which
understands that these systems are not mutually exclusive and one perpetuates the other. The
construction of social status and class is bound up in economics and material conditions, but so
too is women’s role in that system even further complicated. Hibben was working within the
complexity of this social organization and patriarchal system and was therefore obligated to
design her rhetorical strategies around those expectations and social conventions—a challenging
task indeed.
Andrew Haley lays out the history at the turn of the century of standard writing
conventions for the topic of food. They were, predictably, genre conventions tied up with class
assumptions. Unlike most of our emphasis that we place today on taste and description, virtually
none of the food writing at the turn-of and early twentieth century worried itself about taste or
describing it. In the following passage, Haley compares today’s cravings for taste and description
with the writing conventions of nearly 100 years ago. He writes that, “We [modern eaters] locate
prestige in taste, a personal, socially constructed, and constantly renegotiated sense of what is
good and what is not… We think about taste; they [early twentieth-century eaters], when they
thought about the meal at all, thought about pedigree” (58). “Pedigree,” of course, must be read
as class association. As we have seen from much of Hibben’s work and as I continue to illustrate
further, Hibben directly contrasted with this convention and helped pioneer a new style of
writing about food—more direct, focused on flavor and experience, descriptive, and, most
importantly, explicitly evaluative. She was among those early twentieth century food writing
pioneers to put taste at the forefront.
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That is not to say that Hibben didn’t recognize and pander to traditional food writing
conventions. She understood that her audience—those in the middle- and upper-classes—was
used to a certain style of writing about food. Those conventions, as Haley tells us, were
typical of how Americans understood food before the rise of the middle-class restaurant
at the turn of the twentieth century. Dozens of primarily upper-class restaurants are
described in intricate detail, including who can be seen there (upper-class fashionables,
Broadway fashionables, or political fashionables) ... But describing the food served at
these restaurants was an afterthought, almost entirely ignored.” (58-59)
Rhetorical techniques such as an appeal to celebrity were invoked so that exclusivity perpetuated
class image and made readers feel they were among the elite to be dining among the same brood.
We can even see evidence of how The New Yorker expected Hibben to follow foot with these
same conventions. In a long note from Hibben’s editor, we read that he has sent a draft of her
work “around to various members of the staff and collected their criticisms. They all like it, to
begin with, and the points which they take exception to can easily be avoided in the future. Their
chief objection is that the piece does not describe the place and their clients enough—doesn’t
give enough of the atmosphere” (Whedon to Hibben, 28 November 1934). The expectation was
clear. Pander to these conventions before you insert your own style.
Given the elastic nature of pivoting between these particular rhetorical moves, Hibben
often offered up a compromise in her restaurant reviews; she would first gesture to the “old
ways'' of food writing, remarking casually on decor or clientele knowing that was what her
readers would have expected. She knew how to appeal to their desire for celebrity, for instance.
One vendor in particular gets songs of praise from Hibben in one of her “Markets and Menus”
columns from 1939. She writes about a “good, plain American” pastry cook named Antoinette:
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“When Mrs. Roosevelt is in New York or up at Hyde Park, she orders all sorts of things from
Antoinette” (“Good Start” 54). Hibben knew how much Americans loved their First Lady and
capitalized on that celebrity appeal.78 Another instance of this same strategy also included a
reference to Eleanor Roosevelt, when Hibben mentions two female candy sellers in the city and
their knack for knowing what their clients like:
People didn’t have to order when they bought candy at Charles; Miss Fanny and Miss
May knew what they wanted without being told. As soon as the friendly Eleanor
Roosevelt came up to the counter, for instance, they began weighing out peanut brittle.
Mrs. R. became a great favorite with all the Charles salespeople, and Miss Fanny and
Miss May have only one complaint about her—she just wouldn’t wait for you to wrap the
candy properly. (“After Charles, What?” 42)
Readers of The New Yorker would have felt that Hibben was speaking directly to them—the
well-to-do who swish in the same circles as the First Lady and who are simply devastated that
they can no longer frequent this business that knew them and their friend Eleanor so well.
Similarly, in an early restaurant review from 1935, Hibben names several of the elite New
Yorkers who have frequented one particular grill, including names such as J.P. Morgan himself,
even taking digs at their knack for stereotypically aristocratic lifestyle choices (she calls out
Alfred P. Sloan for being partial to yachts in addition to cold cuts, for instance). In the next
section of this review, when commenting on the Ritz, she takes another dig at how the upper
class view themselves: “The lunchers, mostly high-powered advertising executives from the
neighborhood (men and women), have been coming here for years, or at least ever since they got

78
What’s amusing, however, is that the country doesn’t seem to care how celebrity is used in terms of association
with content. Considering the reputation of the First Lady for only serving austere and bland food at the White
House, I personally would not have taken it on good faith that the business could provide quality food that tasted
good.
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high-powered enough” (“Men’s Grill” 88). At any rate, we can see Hibben engaging in those
standard food writing conventions of the time while making it a point to call out the upper crust
for being too full of themselves.
Similarly, as readers were keen to know about the ambiance and atmosphere of a
restaurant more so than they were to learn about the quality of the food prepared, Hibben
addressed this expectation as well. We can see Hibben in the following passage making note in fine
detail the decor of the restaurant, which gives her audience what they expect as a genre

convention of food writing at the time. However, Hibben strays from the norm even in this and
shows her sass by defiantly signaling her disapproval in such nonsense. Corresponding to her
attitude toward frivolous decor in food, Hibben feels the same way about it in restaurants. In
1935, she writes in a restaurant review that
Sad little restaurants are popping up all over town which, because they shine with
chromium steel and mirrors, and have red banquettes, and display a brand-new presse au
canard and some silver champagne-coolers, induce people to believe that an interest in
fine eating is being revived. The food may or may not be getting better, but it is not by
red leather seats and glitter that the question is going to be settled one way or the other.
Depressing enough, these expensive little near-smart places around town... Anyway, it’s a
clientele that is not fussy about the bouillabaisse being watery, and the oysters overdone.
I hate to be hard-hearted or anything, but I can’t help believing that everybody would be
better off without the tepid soups, and the harried, scurrying waiters, and the mixed-up
orders of most of these shiny, pretentious little places with which the season has opened.
(“New Places” 45)
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The implication Hibben makes is that those who frequent these snazzy new restaurants are not
people who are paying attention to the food in the first place. She uses her sass to reject those
genre conventions and says the decor shouldn’t matter, setting up new expectations for food
writing. She berates those who seek out “fine eating” more for the sake of the “fine” than for the
“eating,” which mocks the middle and upper classes. Additionally, we see one of the many
instances where she calls out specifically the pretentiousness of such behavior and social
standards. She also calls them expensive and implies they do not merit the expense.
While Hibben understood how to pander a bit to her audience, she was also faithful to her
mission of bluntly calling them out and persuading them with her sass to eat where and how and
what she thought was more appropriate, according to her values. One way she speaks between
the classes was in trying to boast the working-class palate as being just as competent and
cultured as the elite, and trying as well to convince those in the upper circles that they were
simply being snooty—that they were nothing special. She begins one column:
If you are one who broods over such matters at all, you will probably think that anybody
can report on inexpensive table wines, and that it takes a connoisseur to give advice about
the great vintages. The fact is that anybody can choose a Château wine of a good year,
but it isn’t so easy (especially in this town) to buy vins de repas which are both pleasant
and cheap.” (“Wines and Liquors” 70)
She then goes on to educate her readers on how to be this savvy wine amateur expert. Knowing,
of course, that her audience is of the upper class, she pivots more toward their egos once again
and caters to their desire to be a little swankier, while also chastising them for their tastes that
she doesn’t approve of. She writes that “Our new crop of connoisseurs can be as snooty as they
please about cocktails being drunk before wine; the fact remains that sherry as an apéritif hasn’t
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really caught on in these parts, and that most New Yorkers go right ahead with their ignoble gin
before dinner, unconscious of their sin” (70). Here, she continues to defy convention by
commenting on the tradition of cocktails before wine—as if such matters are such a concern.
In awareness of what she and her fellow privileged classes had, particularly in the early
post-war days, Hibben writes in a 1946 column:
What with our local sweets shops being smothered under loads of pastries of every
description while the greater part of the world goes without bread, it may be argued that
this is no time to draw too fine a distinction between good and bad confections. This
seems to me an unsound contention. As long as we are to have sweets (and, judging by
the activities of our confectioners, it would seem that we are), we should at least have the
right to expect the people who make them not to lower their standards in favor of
abundance and easy profits. (“The Problem of the Sweet Tooth” 59)
She argues that when we pay for something, even if it feels like a luxury, it should be enjoyable
or else it is “a pretty discouraging waste of materials” (59). This suggests that Hibben doesn’t
want even luxury expenses to be made in vain. She continues, “If, in these troubled days, we are
going to celebrate pastry cooks at all, I think that we should single out those who make the most
of the precious ingredients they are privileged to conjure with” (“Sweet Tooth” 59-60). Hibben
advocates for an awareness of privilege—that if you are going to be privileged enough to have
access to what others don’t have access to, you should not take it for granted. Recognize the
privilege, she urges. On this matter, she was already engaged in a form of food activism. She was
addressing matters of food inequality—some go without while we have an abundance—issues
not typically addressed in food writing at the time.
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Hibben defied conventions. She pushed the boundaries for an audience that wasn’t easy
to convince. Her sass was tolerated, invited by the editors of the magazine because they believed
in her ability to speak to this audience. The important distinction to make between how I am
framing Hibben’s strategy of sass in this chapter from how I framed it in the previous chapter is
that, with this upper-class audience, Hibben is speaking within her own circle and therefore her
sass is more welcome and accepted. The same qualities of her sass which might be used to
describe the same behavior in someone else—willful, uppity, back-talking, fresh, etc.—
depending on status, would be accompanied by retribution or retaliation. Instead, Hibben is
rewarded for her sass because it is sexy and appealing. When speaking to the working-class
audience of her national cookbook, Hibben had to be sassy out of necessity. Her husband died
and she needed to establish a voice that stood out and got her noticed. But with The New Yorker
readers, she creates an ethos that the government in the figure of the Roosevelt administration
approves of and even needs in times of economic stress. Hibben’s is the privilege of sass
alongside a privileged audience.

Gender/ Sex in Hibben’s Kitchen
Perhaps it goes without saying that we know all too well that food is more than just a
class signifier. Embedded in the social constructions of food as an indicator of class, we have a
long history of placing gender associations on food. Sheila Hibben wrote about food during a
time when standard procedure dictated that descriptive food experiences were taboo. In “The
Nation Before Taste,” Andrew Haley writes that “On a daily basis, food was practical and social,
but it was not sensual” (61). This taboo of sensuality applied most especially to the female sex.
Women were not supposed to seem appetitive in any way, or make their desires known,
particularly in public. Today, of course, is a different story. We have little inhibition about
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appetite or sensuality,79 especially when it comes to food.80 However, in the early twentieth
century, an appetitive woman writing about how delicious food tasted was a sassy enterprise.
At the time, innovative Home Economics programs were becoming all the rage, bringing
a scientific authority to women’s work in the home and establishing a place for them in the
academy. However, these programs were not concerned with validating your grandmother’s
cooking. Instead, they were attempting to lend scientific legitimacy to homemaking. That
legitimacy still maintained traditional gender roles, but went about it in a more rigorous and
standardized way. Economics and sensuality weren’t exactly compatible. Laura Shapiro writes in
Perfection Salad that “The meals that emerged from [the Boston Cooking School’s]81
preoccupations had little to do with the usual culinary concerns of appetite and enjoyment...
These newly educated cooks pursued the science of food, not the sensuality, and worked to
establish a cuisine that would be nobler, somehow, than the act of eating” (45). On the whole, the
new Home Economics departments developing in universities at the time were not concerned
with taste, but chemistry, trying to focus on legitimizing domestic tasks as a science rather than
an art and deeming it worthy of academic study. That particular value would have been more
aligned with First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt’s mission of progress, but not with Sheila Hibben’s
pursuit of traditional authentic cuisine. According to culinary historians Ziegelman and Coe in
their book A Square Meal, “While dieticians tended to our vitamin intake, Hibben was interested
in the spirit-healing properties of humble food well prepared” (271). Home Economics programs
may have tried to reframe housewives as domestic scientists, but at the expense of the art,
79

This comes with the caveat, of course, that there are exceptions particularly when approaching issues crossed with
race, class, and nation.
80
Think of all the food programs dedicated to the experience of eating that we see on television networks--indeed,
entire networks completely devoted to food and series that capture the attention of viewers all over the globe.
81

Founded in 1879.
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artistry, and tradition that we today (and Hibben at the time) attribute to good food. It didn’t
matter what the woman of the house thought of the food or its preparation, so long as the
husband found it satisfactory and it contributed to household health.
For many circumstances, struggles of class and gender go hand in hand. Andrew Haley
reports that “food signified class and embodied gender relations” (60). Marxist feminism and
materialist feminism suggest pushing against these economic systems of oppression, specifically
toward women and address the dispute of unpaid labor for women’s work in the home. In Heidi
Hartmann’s chapter “The Unhappy Marriage of Marxism and Feminism: Towards a More
Progressive Union,” she explains that, “Marxist feminists who have looked at housework have
also subsumed the feminist struggle into the struggle against capital” (208). For instance,
Mariorosa Dalla Costa demanded that women be paid wages for their housework because, as
Hartmann points out, “Dalla Costa argues that what is socially important about housework is its
necessity to capital. In this lies the strategic importance of women” (208). Hartmann goes on to
claim that, if Dalla Costa were to take it a step further, she “might argue, for example, that the
importance of housework as a social relation lies in its crucial role in perpetuating male
supremacy” (209). In essence, by performing the same gender roles that society has constructed
for them, women continue to participate in maintaining the patriarchy, and that men need them to
continue to do so to maintain that power. Hartmann then states that “Engles… and Dalla Costa…
fail to analyze the labor process within the family sufficiently. Who benefits from women’s
labor? Surely capitalists, but also surely men, who as husbands and fathers receive personalized
services at home… It follows that men have a material interest in women’s continued
oppression” (Hartmann 209).
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Women who then entered the workforce saw that their workload was not transferred, but
rather doubled, since housework still waited for them after their jobs outside the home. For
Hibben and others like her, the feminist act of power they claimed was the act of bringing
together those two labors and creating capital from housework. Women like Hibben who earned
a living by capitalizing on the labor they did in the home (i.e., meal preparation, or, in Hibben’s
case, writing about it), were themselves working to combat patriarchal dominance within the
capitalist system.
However, housework as labor wasn’t as much of an issue for the upper classes (i.e.,
readers of The New Yorker magazine) in the early twentieth century who often had help in the
kitchen or in other housekeeping tasks and responsibilities. Nevertheless, many of these women,
even with this type of help, were still in charge of the budget and often tasked with buying
groceries and other household items. Hibben writes in a 1941 column of “homely” matters (by
which she means of the home):
To listen to some of our high-toned authorities on food and drink, one would think that
nobody ever ate a scrap except at dinner parties and that the possibility of there being
men and women who sit down to a simple, well-cooked meal at their own tables was too
remote to fool with. All the same, in spite of the fact that I never hear those authorities
speak with feeling of such unfestive provender as, say, a fresh egg, I venture to submit a
report on this and other homely matters, hoping it will be useful to the few ladies among
us who don’t think of themselves exclusively as hostesses. (“Plain and Wholesome” 5354)
Hibben is making a commentary on how women view themselves in the home, even those who
could afford help. For Hibben’s crowd, it’s important to note that many of them maintained a
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distinction between hostess and cook. Many of them were well off enough to have their own
cooks, even though they were still themselves in charge of buying pantry and grocery items.82
Hibben, however, also suggests that this is not the only role that these women played and they
didn’t see themselves in such two-dimensional terms.
Women developed new identities beyond the role of hostess. In this sense, the housewife
became known more and more as a consumer and a major contributing factor to the capitalist
economy. Emily Twarog’s book Politics of the Pantry explains “how women used institutions
built on patriarchy and consumer capitalism to cultivate a political identity and voice. Using a
labor history lens, it places the home rather than the workplace at the center of the community,
revealing new connections between labor, gender, and citizenship… the increasingly challenging
task of feeding their families and balancing the household ledger” (Twarog 1-2). The author
states that
The twentieth-century marketplace flush with goods and customers created a distinctly
female space of consumption. The rise of consumer culture led working- and middleclass women to become the family managers. As such, women embraced their identity as
‘buyers of the nation’ and negotiated within the marketplace, serving a “powerful
mediating role.” (12-13)
This identity as consumer then became linked during the two economically downtrodden eras of
the Great Depression and World War II as a “powerful mediating role” of civic duty. The term
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Hibben speaks to this crowd specifically in a full-length feature edition of her column in 1950: “With servantless
country weekends coming on, the crepes ought to be useful in an emergency, such as arises when the call of the
garden is more compelling than the call of the kitchen” (“Markets” [6 May] 67-68). Her next section of this column
transitions from the comment on servants: “Still with servantless weekends in view, you might jot down a couple of
new products that will help out with the first, sketchy country luncheons” (“Markets” [6 May] 68). These comments
are for the readers who have had the privilege of others doing the cooking or preparing for them, suggesting how to
get by without them.
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“citizen housewife” depicted a woman whose concern for her family’s health and budget was
contributing to a larger national economic state of health and wellbeing.
Suddenly, women needed to be more aware of how their own choices in consumerism
reflected the country’s state of material conditions. A housewife’s choice in purchasing
household goods now contributed to determining her value as part of a national effort. According
to Twarog,
An earlier era of women had fought hard to win public policies that protect women as
mothers, and food protests broadened the scope of women’s responsibilities to include
both the family and the economy. By articulating their concerns about providing meals on
limited incomes, housewives politicized the obligation to feed one’s family. (11)
That obligation then extended to the rest of the country. The citizen housewife became
particularly important during World War II when rationing went into effect. Meat, for instance,
became a severe source of tension between economic means and responsibility. As Twarog
reports, “Men relied on meat—specifcally beef—for nutritional support to work. Thus, lack of
meat on the family table compromised the capabilities of the family breadwinner, which meant
less money in the family budget. The breadwinner’s meat consumption was inextricably tied to
his success as a full economic citizen” (Twarog 13). And therefore, the “civic” duty of the
“citizen housewife” and her purchasing power in the marketplace was also inextricably linked to
her husband’s citizenship.
A national food identity was tied up with the national family economic realities and their
access to the marketplace. “From the 1935 meat boycott through World War II, the image of a
cadre of citizen housewives developed in the public’s consciousness… By the time the United
States entered World War II, the government’s Rosie the Riveter campaign reinforced the
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perception that a working-class white woman was America’s citizen housewife” (Twarog 30). If
the working-class woman is glorified as the citizen housewife, Hibben’s task was to persuade
middle- and upper-class women to be good citizens too.
By becoming the household’s main consumer and contributing largely to the economy
and to capitalism, women gained a little more respect from the male-dominated market which
now needed to cater to these housewives and their needs and tastes. But progress didn’t always
mean that women (or the markets) were looking to shake things up. Women were still seen as the
nurturers, and cooking was still viewed as an essential part of creating that domestic harmony”
(Haley 71).83 Indeed the grandmother figure is commonly a default evocative for wanting to
point to a sense of nostalgia for comfort food and old ways of cooking. As Haley points out,
“America’s culinary past is often shrouded in myth. Culinary memory invokes images of a
grandmotherly woman in an apron guarding pies cooling in the window” (53). This
mythologizing places expectations on women and contributes to the nostalgia for women's
traditional role in the kitchen. Hibben is guilty of the same grandmother-as-cook trope: “Of
course you don’t have to be told that the New York Exchange for Woman’s Work84 has
consignors who have been sending in jams and jellies since Year One. You won’t catch me,
though, presuming to recommend what already has had the approval of most of your
grandmothers'' (“Jams and Jellies” 71). Hibben often degrades her own sex, but limits much of
that denigration to the younger generations, revering, by contrast, the older generations of
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See more from Sarah Walden’s book Tasteful Domesticity: Women's Rhetoric and the American Cookbook, 17901940 (2018) and her chapter on “Taste and Morality: Motherhood and the Making of a National Body” for more on
the traditional roles of the housewife.
84
This nonprofit consignment organization acts as a historical marker of how women made a living for themselves
in the early twentieth century when Hibben was writing about it. The organization distributed products made, grown,
or crafted by local women in New York for nearly 125 years. Hibben mentions it frequently throughout the years as
a source of quality household and pantry items. Sadly, the organization closed for good in 2003.
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grandmothers such as she does her, as being linked with a sense of tradition and the way things
should be done. Invokes a sense of nostalgia.
The war helped play into that nostalgia for traditional gender roles. As Twarog reports,
“The wartime benefits of the 1940s were short-lived as women lost federally funded childcare
and high-paid industrial jobs, and many bowed to the social pressure of media campaigns that
focused on the revival of domesticity featuring a male breadwinner and female homemaker” (6).
Industrialization (textile mills and manufacturing) took away some of the domestic labor that
women so often did before the 1880s. But now that work was paid labor when moved out of the
home. Yet, women who still did similar work inside the home did so without financial
compensation. It had an obvious effect on capitalism, which was all the more reason for Hibben
to remain steadfast in her efforts to push back against mass production and the industrialization
of food, since that nostalgia for traditional gender roles was so strong. Laura Shapiro emphasizes
the paradigm shift that brought folks back to those outdated patriarchal modes of operation: “As
woman’s traditional responsibilities became less and less relevant to a burgeoning industrial
economy, the sentimental value of home expanded proportionately… a woman’s most
impressive duty was to make her home a heaven in miniature, herself the angel ready at the end
of each day to receive and revive the weary worker” (Perfection Salad 13-14).
Similar to Hibben, Ellen Richards, a harsh feminist critic and one of the main founders of
the Home Economics movement at the turn of the century, was very stern toward her own sex.
She blamed them for holding themselves back, claiming that women got in the way of their own
progress. “What Mrs. Richards called the ‘leaven of progress,’” Shapiro recounts:
now had to be applied, not to the slum dwellers or to the aristocracy, but to the ‘majority
of the most intelligent American families’—the young professionals and their wives, who
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were starting up their homes on a salary of two to five thousand dollars a year. These
middle-class families, she decided, constituted the ‘class to work for.’ Educated and alert,
they already possessed the correct ideals and they understood the necessity for ‘sale and
wholesome living.’ All they lacked was a certain amount of training and guidance to help
them realize those ideas on a small budget. (162)
Hibben was charged with providing some of that training and guidance, since a good portion of
her readers were middle-class housewives. These women were apparently “picking up only the
most superficial notions of progressive domesticity” (Shapiro 163). Hibben’s solution to this was
in the mission of her “Markets and Menus” column, which reached out to the middle and upper
classes, and educated them on buying for the household, along with some other domestic skills
and strategies for the home. If that audience wasn’t buying the housekeeping magazines, or
participating in the Home Economics programs at schools, they could find this information in
Hibben’s advice. She would persuade them against “progressive domesticity.” Her household
tips were situated in a magazine that readers felt gave them a more sophisticated, well-rounded
cultural look at the world around them. Food and housekeeping simply happened to be a small
part of that larger outlook, rather than the sole focus of the magazine.
Another benefit for a reader coming to Hibben for advice was that she didn’t have to
claim a progressive agenda. Many women in the early twentieth century were still clinging to
their grandmother’s recipes, jumping on the nostalgia bandwagon, and reluctant to join the
progressive movement of domestic science. Shapiro points to Anna Barrows of New England
Kitchen Magazine, who made a statement regarding why, for example, the National Household
Economic Association—a women’s organization promoting the new field of Home Economics,
established in 1893 and dissolved only ten years later—never gained popularity. Barrows argues
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that “most women did feel sympathetic to the general cause of reforming the household but had
no desire to change their own ways” (Shapiro 165). Hibben never made any claims to be part of
that movement, never positioned herself as a domestic scientist, and therefore these women
could justify holding to a more traditional set of domestic values while still learning about
current trends in the market and more affordable ways of improving their household—purpose
beyond nostalgia.
Though she explicitly didn’t claim a radical approach regarding her own sex, Hibben held
a bit of disdain for women who didn’t see themselves as on the same footing as the men. She
flouted any attribution of dainty or effeminate qualities in food. She likewise felt the same about
personal accusations: “Ordinarily, the two things I just won’t stand for in a restaurant are
indifferent butter and being called ‘lady’ by the headwaiter” (“Nice Little Places” 141). Hibben
doesn’t explain why she doesn’t like being addressed as “lady,” but it’s safe to assume it is
aligned with her sensitivity toward the effeminizing of food—she doesn’t like the condescending
nature that it can give off. She rarely seems to relate to her own sex. Later in this review, she
comments on a restaurant that is a
sanctuary for the hard-pressed male at lunchtime, that I should hate to do anything to
encourage the mink-coat trade, which might turn it into one of those ladies’ lunch places
where all speak and none heed, and where the non-fattening mayonnaise and the
vegetable plate bring down the tone of the regular lunch. (“Nice Little Places” 141)
Hibben has no desire to eat like a lady and is frank about her appetites. Of another “shabby little
French place” in this restaurant review column, Hibben writes that she cannot imagine it “being
much patronized by the high-toned ladies at the American Woman’s Club. The people who do
patronize it are solid-looking French families, who inquire about the patronne’s baby before
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tucking their napkins in their bosoms and getting every ounce of succulence out of every chicken
bone” (“Nice Little Places” 142). Implications of this review tell us that Hibben believes “hightoned” women are not of the variety who sit down to truly enjoy the food or appreciate who
cooks it.85 She blames women for their narrow-mindedness and shallow sensibilities.
We can see many instances of Hibben condemning her own sex for not caring about the
food and in fact stating how proud she is of her criticism toward women with this attitude. One
example is from a column in 1936 where she begins:
Whenever I have a complaint to make of the influence of ladies in gastronomic matters
(which, alas, is only too often), I am pleased by the neatness with which I manage to
disassociate myself from my sex. So when I say that women undoubtedly are responsible
for our not making the best of noodles and rice and potatoes in this country, it is, of
course, understood that I am not talking about me… Of course I know it is mostly
preoccupation with their figures that keeps the ladies off starches… (“Ill-Considered
Starches” 44)
It irked Hibben that women were more concerned with their physique than with the quality of
food they should have been enjoying. Men didn’t worry about their figures; why should women?
These trends in ladies’ aesthetics vexed her. Two years later, she writes that she’s still just as
perplexed:
The more I see of that phenomenon which is the ladies’-luncheon trade the less I
understand it. Little restaurants spring up overnight, and even as the doors open ladies are
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This last quality, in particular, is something that can sometimes bring Hibben into a slightly more twenty-first
century feminist approach to food culture. Where many of her breed and stature can be accused of food tourism (at
the time it was called “slumming”)—and indeed that is what Hibben is strategically taking advantage of—Hibben
does the work of appreciating and acknowledging the labor behind the food. From the passage above, it is clear that
Hibben thinks the appreciation of both food and its preparer are not mutually exclusive. I will expand on this notion
of culinary tourism further in a later section of this chapter.
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already there, waiting to fill the banquettes, to sit on the bar stools, to call the proprietor
by his name, and to tell each other about the house’s specialty. Apparently I alone don’t
think much of the specialty, don’t care about making conversation with the proprietor,
and don’t like the voices of my sex, sharp with the fatigue of holiday parties. I must be
wrong, though, for day after day the same women come to these little places; not
débutantes, who might not be expected to notice about the food, but well-turned-out
young matrons and not-so-terribly-young young women in good jobs, with or without
their young men—all the sort who at home would raise the roof if they weren’t served a
perfectly done chop or a really good omelet. Yet here they sit, telling each other quite
seriously that the rather greasy bouillabaisse before them is superb food and calling the
very ordinary pâté maison magnificent. (“Ladies’ Lunches” 64)
She is judgmental of women especially if they are prone to gossip and have no sense about the
food in front of them. She says that, in particular, she blames dishes “set ablaze”—a sense of
spectacle rather than cooking. Later on, in mentioning another restaurant in town, she takes
offense at “a most fearful racket of ladies conversing among themselves” (65), which once again,
indicates a level of disapproval toward the gossiping, chattering crowd.
Of course, her critiques of gender were not limited to the women, but also to the language
of the food she wrote about. In a 1936 column, Hibben provides some commentary surrounding
the term homemade and its definition:
Something really should be done about the use of ‘homemade’ in this town. No good, I
daresay, suggesting the Unabridged Oxford to the various gentlemen who manufacture
old Mrs. Somebody’s Homemade Pies, but it ought to be agreed upon that, when we find
a person making something ever so carefully in her own kitchen, using lovely, pale eggs
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instead of egg powder, and beating up butter in a yellow bowl, and measuring her cream
by the cupful, and her herbs by the pinches, a special phrase should be reserved for the
process.
Let’s, then, reluctantly give over ‘homemade’ to the doughnut-making Greeks,
and reserve ‘very homemade’ to describe such authentic things as the lemon pies and
salted nuts of Margaret New, 49 East 96th Street. (“Very Homemade” 38)
There are two things of particular note in this passage. One, that she specifically wants a
definitive definition out there of what she considers to be “homemade” (as contrasted with “very
homemade”); and, two, that she distinguishes the language-makers as men and the enforcers in
the kitchen as women. Hibben’s view of who holds power in what circumstance is that language
is part of man’s domain—men are in charge of describing women’s work.
In terms of outright sex discrimination, Hibben had both self-awareness and an awareness
of surrounding trends that she had no qualms forming opinions about. In 1937, she asked of her
readers if restaurants catering exclusively to men were really what was all the rage. She seems
mystified and yet amused at the same time. Then, we have a hint of what she believes to qualify
as masculine taste, but through the lens of a male friend of hers, since she was not permitted to
dine at the restaurant she is writing about: “broiled pigs’ feet with mustard sauce, devilled roast
beef (and why is it that devilled roast beef never appears on the menus to which I have access?),
soft-shell clams fried in corn meal, and, of course, English mutton chop, which brings a
stridently masculine note into any meal” (63, original emphasis). Hibben wants an egalitarian
opportunity for her menus. Whatever the men are eating, that’s what she wants. She’s miffed that
she doesn’t have the same access to these menus that the men do.
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Her following section of that same review leaves her male friend’s opinions of the
restaurant behind and she writes, dripping with sass and sarcasm:
And now let me tie a knot in the thread of my friend’s gustatory adventures, and report on
my own sweet womanly activities. Well, last week mostly I kept my little hair shirt
buttoned up tight, and went about investigating the places people have been writing in
about and saying how fine the crêpes Suzette are. And this is just to report that I have
finally got around to most of them, and thanks ever so much, all the same, and that’s that.
(“Mostly for Men” 64)
Being a woman, she uses infantilizing descriptors of herself such as “sweet” and “little,” because
what value could her opinion be now that we’ve heard from a man’s point of view? Hibben’s
sass points to contrary gender roles and lets her readers know she’s had enough—her “hair shirt”
won’t be buttoned up for long because you can’t keep her sass contained. While still appearing to
follow some of the standard genre conventions of food writing at the time, she finds a way of
using her rhetorical strategy to persuade readers of The New Yorker that women can have just as
much of an appetite as men, thanks ever so much and that’s that.

Revisiting Hibben’s Values
Hibben was always concerned with quality and felt disillusioned by modern
conveniences because they compromised on that quality. Along with her vehement predilection
toward claret,86 Hibben held many beliefs and values regarding how food should be enjoyed. She
86

Hibben references wine no less than fifty times over the years. Indeed, some dozen of those columns are entirely
devoted to the sole purpose of wine reviews or suggestions about which ones are worth seeking out and where to
find them. Hibben urges her readers not to be too picky about wines—if they can find affordable vintages and it
tastes good, they shouldn’t be concerned with how fancy the bottle or label—a particularly significant point during
the Depression era when wine was a luxury even for the well off. She personally finds it offensive to be told that she
cannot enjoy it in the summer months. For instance, in April of 1939, she writes, “Being fond of many white wines,
I resent having them made so strictly seasonal, and I do not like being expected to sign away my rights to claret from
May 1st to Labor Day. I contend, as others have contended before me, that a light red wine, preferably a sound
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didn’t like being told what to like. She had her own tastes figured out and didn’t approve when
trends or fashion dictated that her tastes were out of date or uncouth. To push back against those
trends, she persuaded her readers to cultivate a new trend: going back to more traditional food
and methods of preparation.
Aligned with Hibben’s values were those of American immigrant sensibilities. According
to Andrew Haley,
immigrants resisted the efforts of Boston’s culinary reformers when they tried to
encourage working-class families to eat cheaper cuts of meat in the late nineteenth
century. Likewise, middle-class progressives at the turn of the century… successfully
lobbied for laws to combat food adulteration by citing both issues of health and flavor.
But Americans lacked a taxonomy of taste that could value subtleties of flavor, even at a
time when the French were well on their way to developing the language of modern
dining. At least until the 1920s, and for many Americans not until after World War II, a
good meal was judged by standards dictated by physiology, economy, race, and gender.
(“Nation before Taste” 63, my emphasis)
The “good meal” then becomes prone to materialist conditions. Enter Hibben to tell readers
exactly what to value and to impose her own tastes on the nation, particularly middle- and upperclass housewives. Her concern was exactly that of this “food adulteration” which took away
from quality and taste.
The Home Economics movement was also gaining traction at the time. The scientific
approach to cooking was all the rage and its effects were anathema to Hibben’s values. As Laura
Shapiro documents:

regional claret, is just as suitable for warm weather as a white wine, and that, moreover, it has the advantage of
being invigorating” (“Cool and Light” 76).
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[Domestic scientists’] goal as a group was to transubstantiate food, and it didn’t matter a
great deal whether the preferred method was to reduce a dish to its simplest components
or to blanket it with whipped cream and candied violets. Containing and controlling food,
draining it of taste and texture, packaging it, tucking the raisins deep inside the
marshmallows, decorating it—these were some of the major culinary themes of the
domestic-science movement, and they gained credibility far beyond the hopes of the
cooks. Americans found a cuisine based on such principles very compatible with their
fondness for mechanized and plastic substitutes of all kinds. (Perfection Salad 6-7)
There existed a direct tension between wanting to make the world outside of the home more like
the home, and making the home more like the world of business and science.
Nevertheless, despite trends in the culinary world around her, Hibben’s values remained
consistent from what she claims in her cookbooks and what she appreciates in her New Yorker
columns. In this section of the chapter, I focus on Hibben’s core food values—her aversion to
decor and frivolity for the sake of fashion in sacrifice to quality or taste, and her aversion to
technology or the modern industrialization of food, such as frozen dishes or mass-produced
canned goods.
For Hibben, decor (either in the restaurant or in the presentation of the food itself) did not
indicate serious food. In reference to restaurant decor, she begins a 1935 restaurant review with a
small disclaimer to introduce a reluctance toward sidewalk dining:
If I seem a bit testy in reporting on our summer eating places, let me hasten to explain
that I have been served some very bad food during the past fortnight, and have sat at
some very pretentious sidewalk cafes, whose sumptuous speakeasy decorations are
simply overwhelming in the unbecoming clearness of Daylight Saving. Don’t get me
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wrong. I am all for outdoor eating… But I am against turning the sidewalks over to the
decorators, and I hope the thing will stop somewhere this side of the Louis Quinze.87
(“Restaurants: Sidewalk Art and Outdoor Eating” 76, emphasis in original)
After she calls this decor “foolishness,” Hibben points to a few places in town that are less
foolish, namely because they are “austerely simple as any boulevardier could wish.” As with
pompous presentation of food on a plate, Hibben believed that pompous decoration of the
restaurant meant that they were focusing on the wrong thing. Instead, she argued that the focus
should be on the quality and taste of the food. Likewise, A clear example of how Hibben felt
toward food decorations can be found in one of her columns from 1950, where she claims that
they are “mere distractions from the serious matter of flavor, so it is not often that I am beguiled
by even the prettiest edible decoration” (“Markets” [6 March] 66).88
Akin to her hostility toward decor was her posture of anti-technology and disinclination
toward the modern industrial food process—what Hibben calls “synthetic nonsense” (“Sherbets
and Such” 58). To be sure, Hibben was very much aware of her own biases. In fact, several times
she calls herself out by acknowledging her patterns of taste advocacy. In a 1935 edition of
“Markets and Menus,” she writes “This department has so often snooted at copy turned out in
favor of what is new and smart that perhaps I ought to feel a bit bashful in drawing your attention
to a few novelties in the town’s markets” (“Something New” 83). “This department” refers to
herself. She is the sole owner of these columns and addresses her constant “snooty” approach to
new trends. She doesn’t want to seem hypocritical by suggesting that her next recommendation
might actually be something she has protested against all along.

87
In reference to eighteenth century architecture characteristic of the reign of Louis XV in France. In other words,
ornately decorated to the point of distraction.
88
This is also evident, if you recall, in her ridicule for the marshmallow in the previous chapter. Indeed, she
referenced her distaste for the food item many times in her columns, as well.
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Her protests usually involve something to do with changes in food that are done in the
name of scientific progress. In many instances of her protests, she does so with obvious sarcasm
and sass:
Old-fashioned cooks who, after experimenting with some of the overwhelming
improvements thought up by the food industry… will doubtless look with little favor
upon the increasing number of things that come out of packages, purportedly to take the
place of the new hopelessly outdated bounties of nature. However, even conservatives
who have decided just to wait around until more cows and hens get back into circulation
rather than experiment with ersatz cream and eggs will find it hard to be wholly
unimpressed by a small miracle that has turned the most unlikely vegetable ingredients
into a more than passable imitation of whipping cream. (“Grandeur of Science” 72-73)
Hibben consistently holds out for traditional ways of cooking and prefers to “get back to nature
and away from laboratories and test tubes…” (“Grandeur” 73). In other words, Hibben suggests,
if you know better, you’ll see this modern business for what it really is—unsubstantial fluff. She
places the phrase “hopelessly outdated” immediately next to “bounty” to describe nature’s food
offerings, making sure her readers know that what we get from nature surely isn’t hopelessly
outdated, but timeless. In similar fashion, in the same sentence she uses the characterization of
“small miracle” to describe a “passable imitation of whipping cream.” Passable imitations should
surely not be good enough for her or her readers. The last sentence asks why on earth go to all
this scientific effort when the end result is simply an inferior food product. Once again, for
Hibben, it all boils down to quality and high standards.
The reason for the decline in these standards has to do with modern convenience,
particularly with attention to time-saving efforts. Hibben remarks on all the convenience food
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that especially the war effort was churning out and making more popular.89 In a 1942 column she
urges her readers to instead not worry about spending a little extra time in the kitchen if it means
a better tasting and less expensive meal. Therefore, arguing that spending time is worth it both
financially and gastronomically. She recommends crab, in particular:
If you listen to all the people who are in the business of selling things to eat run on about
their new products, which they speak of importantly as “war foods” designed to save
everybody’s time, you may well get the idea that the aim of cooking and dining for the
duration will be to shatter all previous speed records… In the fact of all this enthusiasm
for short-order gastronomy, it takes some courage to mention such a thing as the
unusually plentiful supply of live hard-shell crabs now to be found at many of the less
pretentious fish shops… Live crabs certainly are not going to speed up the preparation of
dinner, and they are rather messy, although not nearly as messy as the hustling school of
cooks would have you believe… On the other hand, they are infinitely more delicious
and fresher-tasting than any of the picked-out meat we get here, and they are surprisingly
inexpensive. It looks as though we shall more and more be eating what we can get, and if,
by good luck, live crabs are among the things we can get, why, so much the better. (“The
Old and the New” 56)
Hibben urges here that the point of cooking should not be to do it as quickly as possible. She
even remarks on her own “courage” for calling out this particular trend and pushing against it.
She recommends the hard-shell crab and praises it for being unpretentious and easily accessible,
explaining as well the reasons why it is currently in abundance and why readers should take

89
In another column from 1953, Hibben grumbles also about the ridiculousness of instant coffee and dishes out
judgement on those who purchase it. “I have never figured out just what the emergency could be (short of not
owning a coffeepot) that would call for the use of instant coffee in place of the God-given ground bean, coffee
brewing being the quick, simple, and altogether rewarding operation it is” (“Markets” 7 March, 77).
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advantage of the season. She acknowledges some of the difficulties with serving this item (mess,
time, etc.), and then ends by being real with them: things aren’t going to get easier any time
soon, so we’re going to have to do what we can with what we can. She uses her sass to say that
we are better off for using these native and local ingredients anyway. Hibben doesn’t stop at
stating her opinion, but follows through by offering alternative options for her readers, which is
why her sass is so effective.
A popular time-saving method, of course, was freezing meals—something Hibben had
very strong feelings about from the start.90 In a June 1958 issue, her column starts with a review
of a “Festival of Foods” at the Coliseum. She wasn’t impressed, since
the whole emphasis of the show was on ease and speed of preparation, with some side
attention devoted to calories—or to their relentless suppression. The sales talk that
gushed from most of the booths was about how the dehydrated this or the frozen that
required slightly less than no time to make ready for the table, but, as far as I know,
nobody made the obviously irrelevant—and possibly unfounded—claim that anything
was good. Indeed, there was a certain disarming frankness about much of the ballyhoo,
which suggested that if only a meal can be assembled easily enough and quickly enough,
flavor is of secondary importance. (“Markets” [21 June] 70, original emphasis)
This is not the first time we’ve seen Hibben place quality above convenience. Her philosophy
maintains that taste should not be sacrificed for ease. In order to combat this problem, Hibben
takes it upon herself to show us which meals are quick and, in fact, good: “Eager to prove this
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As culinary historian Andrew Smith reports in his book Eating America, “During [World War II] ... Frozen foods
containing meat were rationed, but frozen fruits and vegetables, which did not require metal in their packaging,
became more widely available during the war. Consequently, Americans tried frozen foods for the first time during
this period… In postwar America, consumers were increasingly interested in faster, more convenient meal
preparation… The success of frozen dinners was assured as women, the traditional home cooks, increasingly went
into the workforce” (168, 172).
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point, I have lately tried out some old standbys that I guarantee will meet the requirements of
even desperately hurried cooks who are, at the same time, not wholly indifferent to what food
tastes like” (“Markets” [21 June] 70). Once again, we see her not simply stopping at a mere rant,
but following through by proving that there is a solution—her solution. She suggests summer
luncheons of smoked salmon, boiled shrimp cocktails, and canapes (French sardines and a bit of
pate on toast, etc.), or creating a smorgasbord of little appetizers and cheeses. Nothing processed
here.
Hibben does in fact acknowledge a significant reason for the need for convenience,
however, recognizing the struggle that some women take on with their growing list of
responsibilities. In the same breath, though, she then pivots to brandishing accusations of
ignorance:
I can’t say that I take an entirely cheerful view of what’s before us… It is generally
agreed, of course, that this horn of frozen plenty is the very salvation of the overworked
housewife, but isn’t there just a chance that the lady may have come to rely increasingly
on the freezer not so much because she has even less imagination? (“Markets” [30 May]
82)
Those accusations that Hibben hurls at a housewife’s lack of imagination feel a bit like Plato’s
railings against the “technology” of writing, claiming that writing would ruin our memories and
memorization skills and render them useless and outdated, but also concerned about a static onedirectional approach that had the appearance of wisdom without reality. In the case of food,
Hibben worried that women’s lack of experience in the kitchen and reliance on frozen foods
would have the appearance of cleverness and taste but with no substantial effort to back it up.
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The only caveat Hibben ever capitulates to is that if any frozen food is worthwhile, it is
because the ingredients were of high quality before being frozen and unspoiled in the freezing
process. She says in a 1953 column that it isn’t necessarily the fact that it’s frozen, but that the
quality of the meal in the first place is what is lacking: “I suspect the trouble is that the made
dishes I found so depressing just weren’t good dishes to start with” (“Markets” [7 March] 74).
Then again in 1959, she reiterates that she is
ready to concede that a frozen food can be just as good as it was before it was frozen.
What I would here speak up against, as something that may well cause real injury to fine
cooking, is a general willingness to accept whatever comes out of the freezer—though it
may be made of inferior ingredients by an unskilled hack—in the belief that the miracle
of freezing renders it worthy of being labelled with the name of some honorable dish.
(“Markets” [30 May] 82-83)
Hibben doesn’t hold back, attacking these “unskilled hacks” who don’t know how to cook
properly or use quality ingredients in their cooking before ruining it further with freezing. She
also uses that same strategy as she did earlier in coupling dissimilar sentiments in the same
sentence to showcase her sass and sarcasm by calling it a “miracle.” It is certainly no miracle to
Hibben.
Hibben’s stubborn aversion to trends of frivolity and decor and modern technology were
sassy because she was bucking the social and cultural climate of the time, opposing popular
opinion. Instead, she advocated for quality foods prepared in traditional ways. Modern
convenience was not worth sacrificing taste.
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Reframing “Kitchen Thrift” as Culinary Patriotism for the Upper-Class
Quality indicates that you are thriving, especially if you are on a limited budget because it
means you care enough to eat well beyond economic austerity and that is a sign of eating
“honestly,” as Hibben argues. Yet, during times of economic hardship, such as the Great
Depression and World War II, it can be difficult for those without some know-how to navigate
the market and eat well on a budget. Hibben’s rhetorical strategy of sass helped to persuade her
readers that, though they were in the middle and upper classes and could afford to eat better than
most, it was in their best interest—and the country’s—to be more economically and
gastronomically mindful when shopping for and preparing meals.
For this section, I shall return to Jennifer Courtney’s 2017 concept of kitchen thrift to
demonstrate how Sheila Hibben used her sass nearly one hundred years prior to show readers of
The New Yorker that to be thrifty with food purchases was, in fact, to thrive, and that to thrive
during an economic crisis was a patriotic act. Here I will prove how Hibben reframed thrift for
the middle and upper classes to involve embracing their nostalgia for more traditional meals and
thereby advocating for an American cuisine grounded in immigrant dishes. I’ll show how
Jennifer Courtney’s kitchen thrift enables a more positive mindset and dismantles outdated
stigmas of what it means to choose less expensive pantry items and how Hibben was using this
same sort of reframing back in the early twentieth century—a sassy subversive tactic of class
inversion and call to action.
In her chapter “Understanding the Significance of ‘Kitchen Thrift’ in Prescriptive Texts
about Food,” Jennifer Courtney reflects on definitions of thrift and how those definitions apply
to a more positive act of thriving:
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While thrift encourages prudent household spending, it also enables production and
interdependence; David Blankenhorn, Barbara Whitehead, and Sorcha Brophy-Warren
argue that it yields ‘an abundance of good things to savor in life’ (xi) and is ‘big and bighearted’ (x). Ben Franklin, a ‘thrift advocate,’ encouraged people to develop selfdiscipline and individual initiative while cooperating with others in the community (x).
Thrift has much in common with other practices and ‘moral goods’ such as self-restraint,
conservation, and stewardship and ‘notions of justice, charity, and the public good’
(Hunter and Yates 12). Understood historically, thrift is a mindful and deliberate
approach to daily living that considers the welfare of self and others. Hunter and Yates
identify thrift trends (rooted in differing ideologies) in American history, including,
among others, ‘Puritan thrift,’ ‘consumer thrift,’ ‘collective thrift,’ and ‘green thrift’ (12);
to their existing definitions, I add ‘kitchen thrift.’ In addition to yielding the food that
provides physical sustenance, kitchen thrift gives purpose and pleasure to the daily work
of preparing food. (Courtney 51)
Hibben, like Franklin in this passage from Courtney’s chapter, advocates for a sense of
community—a patriotic act of thrift to show solidarity with the rest of the country. It is ‘bighearted’ because it is a selfless act, contrary to the act of spending just because you have the
means and especially on frivolous items that don’t even taste good or come up to higher quality
standards. Courtney uses Hunter and Yates’ categories of thrift to then expand on her own
category, adding “kitchen thrift” as a more holistic approach to domestic mindfulness while
taking pleasure in the act: “Thrift also functions as an alternative to America’s historically
consumerist culture; using the term ‘simple living’ in a way that is akin to thrift, David Shi
provides a history of simple-living philosophies and movements in America” (Courtney 50).
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Once again pointing back to the social trend of Hibben’s time take a turn toward frills and added
adornments, the other end of the spectrum was a shift back to more minimal, traditional living.
Courtney summarizes Terrence Witkowski’s “frugality discourses” in US history that indicate
how consumers in America were not necessarily meant to “reject their material culture to the
extent of self-inflicted deprivation but to consume more carefully” (qtd in Courtney 50).
Courtney relies on references to Lydia Maria Child’s 1829 domestic guide, The Frugal
Housewife, which
asserts that it is important for citizens to remove cultural associations from their material
choices so they can cultivate socially beneficial tastes. She argues against rich foods,
associated with the public display of wealth (whether or not this indicates the private
reality of one’s finances) while she allows for greater variety in one’s choice of
economical options. Perhaps this is because she realizes that in order for readers not to be
‘ashamed of economy,’ they must understand it as being as varied in its options and
applicability as wealth… Child recasts frugality in republican terms of self-regulation and
restraint as a means of achieving virtue. (45)
To “cultivate socially beneficial tastes” we can read “to influence others on the right way to eat,”
which is exactly what Hibben was trying to do. The difference, however, between Hibben and
Child is that final word in Courtney’s passage above: virtue. Times had shifted and readers were
less worried about virtue and more concerned with matters of fashion. Therefore, whereas Child
aimed at convincing her readers that thrift was virtuous, Hibben convinced her readers that thrift
was trendy. In order to convince her readers of that, she needed to remove the class stigma
associated with the act of thrift—to convince them not to be “ashamed of economy.”
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I might argue that the stigma of thrift was even more difficult to overcome for the upperclasses, since they may not have any intrinsic (or even extrinsic) motivation to do so. Why would
they feel the need to be more economically mindful if they were personally not hit hard by the
Depression? Their motivation would be external during the war effort, however, because they
would be contributing to a national cause no matter their personal finances, which brings us back
to why kitchen thrift can be a community service. As Courtney explains, “Kitchen thrift is
community-oriented and production-driven; examples include being involved with food
sourcing, such as growing vegetables or shopping outside of grocery stores, such as farmers’
markets. Kitchen thrift requires both food and financial literacy” (51). Hibben had to be versed in
both in order to make suggestions for her readers of The New Yorker columns who perhaps
lacked the literacy in one or both of these categories.
An important distinction between frugality and thrift was incidentally also the distinction
between Eleanor Roosevelt’s aim and Hibben’s. When Roosevelt asked Hibben to advise the
White House kitchen on matters of economic menus, Hibben refused to settle for mere frugality
and thought austerity was not necessary to eat well on a budget. It becomes all too clear where
Hibben stands on kitchen thrift and thriving during the war:
Only a little less shabby a spectacle than the American woman who is resolved to eat her
way through the war as comfortably as extravagant buying will allow is her sister who
makes a patriotic duty of eating badly. This sorry figure may be more virtuous, but she is
almost equally unpleasant to have around. Maybe before the war is over we shall have
reason to consider a full stomach, or even a partially full stomach, the aim and end of
menu-planning, but we are not at that point yet, and it is my belief that the woman who
uses the present crisis as an excuse for providing her family with only the plain, bleak
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nourishment necessary for survival is the same woman who thought little or nothing of
flavor in the first place. (“Tried and True” 63)
In other words, war is just an excuse for your already bad taste, and all of that is unpatriotic.
There is a consequence, even, to being so frugal and austere that one does not thrive. You
become a “sorry figure” who eats “badly.” You are “shabby.” She continues to scold the austere
housewife by pointing the finger at past generations the world over of those who got by with
even less and “shorter rations than anything we’ve known to date” (63). It’s the guilt trip at play
here. If those other women could do better with less, then shame on you for not being able to; if
you can’t, you’re being a bad citizen in a different way. She points specifically to French and
Italian peasant dishes that have comforted and nourished homes for generations. How many
times have you saved your budget with several nights on simple spaghetti? She also suggests
using leftovers more strategically, as she indicates with an example from a curry dish
recommended from the East India Curry Shop: “Then whatever scraps of curry are left can be
used next day in a kedgeree. All the better if next day happens to be Sunday and your kedgeree
turns up at a fine, leisurely breakfast” (64).91 She’s suggesting that even leftovers can be “fine”
and “leisurely.” It all depends on how you look at it.
Courtney expounds on the distinction between thrift and frugal as well when she writes
that “Because thrift has the richest definition, I use it here in lieu of frugality or related terms. I
define ‘kitchen thrift’ as a home-based set of goal-oriented practices that conserves or increases
food resources while supporting well-being” (51). The emphasis I place on Courtney’s
distinction is that it supports well-being. Hibben knew that, above all, it wasn’t thriving unless
you enjoyed the meal and it tasted of good quality. If you contributed to your own well-being
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An Indian kedgeree originally consisting of rice or lentils, eventually adding fish and/or eggs when the dish was
colonized by the British empire.
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and the well-being of your community (presumably by purchasing the food items she
recommended in the local markets), you were contributing to the domestic economic effort—a
community practice and patriotic act. Feminist scholar Sarah Ahmed argues in Living a Feminist
Life that in addition to a personal willfulness, attributed to individual character, there is also a
contribution to a general will, that supports a thriving community. To translate this into Hibben’s
motivation is to suggest that Hibben’s mission of persuading the upper class to take part in a
national effort to eat frugally, she is contributing to the well-being of the national community,
serving the larger purpose of persuading other willful women to engage in that same mission—
an absolute act of sass.
To return for a moment to the role of the housewife and social gender conventions,
Jennifer Courtney also makes a connection between thrift and how housewives’ budgeting can
contribute to economic and labor concerns, which touches on the Marxist feminist notion of
domestic labor and women’s work being tied to the economy at large. A productive and efficient
household contributes to the economy outside the household because it provides a healthy and
sustained environment for those in the household who participate in the workforce (Courtney 5354).
Hibben used her sass to convince the working-class readers of her cookbook that their
methods of thrift out of necessity are virtuous and wholesome because their traditional meals
constitute a national culinary identity. With a different audience in The New Yorker readers,
Hibben needed to do a different type of convincing. Particularly during wartime, access to food
items became scarce and affected even those who weren’t hit particularly hard. They were forced
to make many substitutions. Therefore, Hibben needed to convince her readers that it was not
beneath them to make substitutes or to eat things they may have not before considered la haute
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cuisine. What she convinced them of instead was that the war was actually giving them an
opportunity to eat the way they should have been eating all along. In addition, making thrift a
choice helped to empower women by reframing it as constructive and beneficial for themselves
and their country.
In the late 1930s and into the 1940s, Hibben remarks frequently on substitutions, and
making do or getting by with what you can—a necessity but reframed to be favorable. Many
subtitles of her columns spoke to this new attitude, such as with an October edition in 1939,
titled “Take What You Can Get.” Here we start seeing how Hibben’s columns touch on how the
war had repercussions on food access. It would be a few years before the United States became
involved in the war officially, but already we were starting to see its effects on food, especially
imported goods, which impacted middle- and upper-class consumers in the marketplace.
Similarly, one year later, Hibben wrote a column titled “Replacements,” in which she educates
her readers on what American substitutes are equal to or at least satisfactory replacements for
European imports that they are accustomed to having access to when not in war time. Later on in
the column she says that since America is such a wealth of immigrants, we hardly need miss the
imported goods, since they are now being made over here anyway.
It had become an era of making sacrifices. Hibben wrote a number of columns in the
early 1940s involving sacrifice as substitutions, including one titled “Substitutes for Substitutes”
in which she persuades her audience that low brow food like smoked trout can be claimed among
the finer foods if we say so. One column in 1943 devoted to making compromises explains what
people typically mean by this:
You must have noticed that, when the subject of food substitutes appears in print these
days, it nearly always turns out that what the writer means is soy beans. I have as much
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respect for the soy bean as any nutritionist has, but I also have a certain respect for the
intelligence of the average marketer, and I assume that unless a woman is blind and deaf,
she has by this time learned all there is to know about soy beans and that she can take
them or leave them alone without any advice from me. My own interpretation of a
substitute is looser and more Pickwickian. So when I suggest eggplant, cooked as they do
it in some of the Balkan countries, as a substitute for beef, I don’t mean to imply that
eggplant done any way on earth has the nutritive value of a steak or that it will be
mistaken for one by even the most obliging husband. (“Substitutes and Other Things” 7677)
She goes on to recommend specifically what to do with the eggplant and how it can be used,
proving her point that she does not mean for a substitute to be a likeness, but instead to be an
alternative—something that stands in as its own thing to be appreciated.

In the same year,

Hibben realized what she really needs to do is make a complete shift in her column’s purpose.
She explains that
this seems a good time for all of us to start getting the hang of shopping for things to eat
in a period of war-caused shortages. I must say the prospect appears to me to be not so
much grim, despite what some people would have you believe, as different. The changed
setup, I think, also makes the purpose of a department such as this one different, in that it
should cease to concern itself with tracking down unusual edibles of which there are no
longer enough to go around and devote itself to sorting out the really useful new
substitutes from the trash and to drawing attention to plentiful foods which we may have
overlooked in our prodigal past. Therefore people who are looking for news about the last
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two jars of foie gras and the next-to-the-last pound of butter need read no further, as they
will find no hot tips here on vanishing luxuries. (“Making Do” 50)
Things are not too bad, she argues; just different. And different doesn’t have to mean bad. She’s
persuading her readers, as she usually does, that being forced to eat more humble foods is
actually something they should want and enjoy. Not only that, but it has changed her own
thinking about the purpose of her column. The result was a re-evaluation and reassessment in
order to adapt her rhetorical strategy to the changing exigence. Now she turns to a more sensible
offering of goods to be found around town, urging her readers to follow her practical lead. The
first food she recommends paying more attention to now is yoghurt, saying that it is “fine” and
“wholesome” whether there is a war or no.
However, it was important to Hibben that sacrifice and substitutes did not equate to lowering
standards. Her conviction not to settle can be seen in columns such as the one from July of 1943.
She begins right away with a confession that tells us all we need to know about her philosophy:
I might as well admit that the so-called stretchers and extenders which have made their
appearance in wartime kitchens are not for me—at least, not yet. I’ll take my one cup of
coffee pure and undefiled, and on the days my butcher tells me I haven’t enough red
coupons to treat myself to a chop, I’ll dine happily on one of a score of dishes which are
not intended to give the illusion of meat but are quite frankly eggs or fish or whatever
God made them. (“Good for You and Good” 49)
In other words, don’t try to fool me, she says, because I know of better, “honest” alternatives. As
Courtney explains how Lydia Maria Child argued for how to thrive in The Frugal Housewife,
Hibben “does not suggest that families should buy cheap substitutes. Her recipes promote the
idea that people should choose quality, no matter what their income, to live comfortably.
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Economy means neither depriving oneself of necessities nor developing a taste for inferior
ingredients” (Courtney 45-46). Courtney points to the important distinction again between
surviving and thriving. Hibben’s rhetorical strategy included pointing to these “silver linings” as
she did even earlier in her 1932 cookbook when she said that the Depression era gave folks a
chance to readjust their values. “Mink coats and period furniture are not always possible,” she
reminds her readers, “but at least we can have omelets that are soft and melting, and soups that
are savory and even beans that are succulent and satisfying” (The National Cookbook xiv). This
sentiment carried over from her cookbooks into the columns she wrote for The New Yorker.
Hibben writes in a 1943 column that “If the present food crisis brings you around to making the
acquaintance of skate, it will have done at least one good turn by your table” (“Good for You and
Good” 50).
In 1937, once again Hibben reveals how very sensible and essential she is in her tastes
and preferences for good quality American food. She claims that people who recommend new
restaurants to her “just haven’t the slightest idea of the sort of surprise it takes to surprise me…
at this point it would be a flash about where to find a really well-cooked potato or a good French
roll (“Surprise! Surprise!” 64). She believes in unadorned simple pleasures that are done well.
Similar sentiments are shared later on in her review of another restaurant. She is no snob and
believes her readers shouldn’t make assumptions either: “don’t make the mistake of thinking that
just anybody can slap together a really good corned-beef hash. On the contrary, there are as
many pitfalls as there are ingredients to this fine Yankee dish” (“Surprise!” 64-65). She believes,
in other words, that you can certainly patronize a high-end restaurant, but don’t kid yourself into
thinking that you need to order what might be considered “high-end” food. The simple meals are
just as good as, if not better than the seemingly-fancy ones. In fact, to take it a step further, not
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only are the simpler dishes of good quality, but Hibben then shares the following discovery with
her readers:
Being ruinously apt to overlook facts that are to my financial advantage, it was only the
other day that I made the enormously important discovery that the excellent beefsteak
sandwich which costs $1.25 at Bleeck’s, 213 West Fortieth Street, is every bit as good as
(and maybe better than) the individual steak order at $1.85. So you see it’s simply a
matter of eating enough of the Bleeck beefsteak sandwiches to arrive at complete
economic security. (65)
In pointing out the sixty-cent difference in menu choices, here, to put in terms of current
currency, Hibben is trying to save her readers the modern equivalent of close to eleven dollars
per meal.
Many of Hibben’s recommendations for penny-pinching relied on seafood, particularly
shellfish, as an alternative economical source of protein. In 1934 Hibben warns readers about
becoming complacent with NYC menus that rely too heavily upon the chicken as a staple
ingredient. She opens: “It is because New Yorkers take what they get that eating is apt to be
monotonous in this town” (“Mussels in the Home” 89). Instead, she suggests we look to mussels
for a good, cheap protein option (or cheap shellfish in general):
The fact that mussels sell for five cents a pound anywhere on the East Side is one of the
things which, before the depression, kept them from getting on in the world and
appearing in good society as moules. However, now that we have again come to look
upon five cents with a certain respect, what actually keeps mussels out of our lives is that
we don’t know where to find them. (89)92

92

Five cents in 1934 would be roughly equivalent to a dollar today.
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It comes down to education and access for this particular ingredient in this issue’s column—with
a little information, a housewife can find the means necessary to eat well and thrive. Hibben
finishes with the snail: “There are people who think they have to buy a meal at a French
restaurant in order to indulge a taste for escargots” (90). Hibben then offers a venue that sells
them “in the Parisian manner or a la Bourguignonne” on Sixth Ave, or that readers might buy
live snails in Italian quarters and neighborhoods of NYC. She’s telling her readers not to settle
for something not good enough, because there are always quality alternatives.
Hibben continues to rely on shellfish as a staple, and mussels in particular.93 Again in
1935 she comes back to mussels by spending the first paragraph singing the praises of fisherman
and their working-class profession, then advertises one “competent and enterprising fish dealer”
in particular to “another generation of high-living New Yorkers” who are interested in high
quality seafood. She then calls out the brook trout for being “a vastly overrated luxury, with little
or nothing in common with the wild brook trout, whose diet isn’t supervised” (74). Even further
down, she writes, “For the exotic fish which Yankees usually mistrust, you will have to go to one
of the Italian quarters” (74). Here she suggests some local cheap shellfish such as “cockles and
winkles and live snails” as well as octopus and “the too-neglected mussel. Three pounds for ten
cents on First Avenue—and exactly the same bivalve (minus a trickle of divine sauce) for which
Americans stand in line at Purnier’s and pay heaven knows how much!” (75). In each of these
recommendations, always with price included, we see Hibben pushing for her readers to accept
these low-status fish as the new hot ticket item on their dinner menus.
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She writes of mussels again in June of 1943. Hibben opens with a promise that “by making a few adjustments, it
still is quite feasible to entertain in a modest way. Mussels may have to be substituted for roast beef and duckling for
leg of lamb, but for those who prefer a little butter in the company of good friends to more butter all by themselves,
rationing and guests can be made to go together quite nicely. The fact is, and we might as well face it, that hostesses
who use rationing as an excuse for not inviting us to dinner probably weren’t going to invite us to dinner anyway”
(“Doing Nicely” 63). This is an excellent issue for talking about how “making do” in wartime is a patriotic act.
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By persuading this particular group of consumers, Hibben was indirectly influencing the
market. The middle class could potentially do the most good economically for the country since
they could still be persuaded to make the right decisions but also have enough financial means to
inject some stimulus into the market. They could influence both the working classes and
potentially the upper classes. Laura Shapiro spends the first few pages of Perfection Salad
addressing an example of how “plebeian” baked beans were considered “elevated” (literally and
figuratively) by simply placing them in a ramekin, “to lift them yet another notch in society” (6),
which kept them from being “messy on the plate,” and adorning them with toasted
marshmallows stuffed with raisins. Then of course, in the 30s and 40s, during the Depression and
the war, when the economy necessitated a return to these more “plebeian” foods, there was at
least a psychological uplifting going on as the nation was forced to eat as frugally as possible.
This was how Hibben saw a way in—she used her rhetorical strategy of sass to convince the
nation that those baked beans were how we were going to thrive. Or, in the examples above, how
simple cheap shellfish was the key to keeping up appearances. That’s sass.

Hibben had the sass to say difficult things. People in general do not like to talk about
saving money. It’s uncomfortable. It was then also considered vulgar to mention financial
difficulties, but Hibben was addressing reality with humor and owning up to the circumstances.
She argued that you were doing your part for the war effort by being frugal (and helping yourself
in the meantime). She persuaded her readers to feel good about what they have when what they
haven’t isn’t much, but not to settle if there were perfectly good and inexpensive alternatives that
still maintained an integrity and quality. That is what it meant to thrive. Financial hard times are
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depressing; so Hibben sought to cheer up her readers by making culinary economy a noble
effort—a moral value and a fashionable trend.
Beyond trends, Hibben reframed that sense of collective good as a national effort. Just
because it is a sacrifice doesn’t mean it has to limit the quality or pleasure (thriving) of the meal
and that is a patriotic attitude, aligning with the current administration’s mission and call for
civic duty. Emily Twarog documents in her book Politics and the Pantry that
Five months after the nation’s entry into war, President Roosevelt laid out a domestic
plan that highlighted the patriotic duty of ‘sacrifice.’ His economic policy combined the
regulation of spending and wages with the maintenance of a high tax base for individuals
and corporations. Roosevelt’s ambitious Seven Point Plan was an administrative
labyrinth… Controlling food costs was particularly urgent, since families typically spent
up to half their income on food… The experience and language of sacrifice was the
common denominator that brought housewives together. (Twarog 40)
Kitchen thrift became more important as it gave citizens a sense of pride in their culinary
choices. Hibben’s sense of patriotic duty was present especially during the war. She strung
together patriotism with being economically mindful by eating American. Eating local was
patriotic. Remember that the fashion of the middle and upper classes was to revere French
cuisine as the epitome of cultural foods. In this column from 1936, we see Hibben address the
concerns she has with that reverence:
I always am amazed at the amount of sass we will take from French cooks. True, if it’s a
soufflé or a bouillabaisse you want, I daresay you would fare ill enough at Moore’s, but
those who hone for beefsteaks and chops, and shad roe, and calves’ liver and bacon, and
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broiled scrod will get nothing short of perfection… All the rooted-in-the-soil American
dishes are equally fine... (“Restaurants: Old Friends” 53)
We have several things going on with this passage. First, Hibben is using the word sass more or
less in the same way I am—how dare these French cooks have the gall to speak to us in this
tone. Her argument is that the American dishes are just as good, if not better than the French
dishes. This returns us to my primary argument in Chapter Two, that Hibben’s rhetorical strategy
of sass helped to evoke a sense of American pride in regional cuisine, especially with the effort
of her cookbooks. Now she translates that effort here in her columns at The New Yorker. She
goes on in this column to list the American fare that she prefers over the French and finishes with
a pop culture reference to a cartoon about an Irish immigrant, associated with the restaurant she
is reviewing because of its excellent corned beef and cabbage, and adopted from the Irish for the
new American national dish. The implication she ends with is that our national dishes are
immigrant dishes.
We see yet another example in 1936. Once again, in this restaurant review titled “High
and Low,” Hibben is interested in selling and boasting American national fare rather than
catering to the European-inclined dining tastes of the upper class. In this feature piece, she
writes:
It’s just one more proof of that sense of inferiority which the citizens of France have put
into the hearts of most non-Gallic cooks the world over, who miserably forsake the
glories of their own saucepans to take refuge in a sort of pidgin French of the kitchen, as
universal and as banal as are the Grand Hotels which are sprinkled at the way from
Lucerne to Bucharest.
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As a student of Paris’ le Cordon Bleu, you’d think Hibben would have more sympathy for those
who prefer French cuisine. This is all the more reason that her sense of American culinary
patriotism feels genuine to her audience, those of which she addresses at the end of this column
as “high-toned readers.” She’s promising her audience that the food in their own back yard is
better than what they can find in fine hotels across the European continent.
One year into her tenure at The New Yorker, Hibben began an annual ritual of dedicating
a column of “Markets and Menus” to “Food from Back Home.” She usually wrote the piece just
before the holidays, which is the time we are typically nostalgic for foods from back home. She
explains in an early edition of the yearly appearance a little of her motivation for doing so:
Since everywhere, from Mobile to Topeka, readers of syndicated columns know how as
well as where the great of Manhattan dine, it seems a pity that the order isn’t oftener
reversed and that those of us who weren’t born here don’t brush up on what is nourishing
our friends back home. Certainly it is our own fault if we don’t know what’s going on in
the kitchens where we came from, since brisk and competent ladies back there are eager
to furnish us with whatever home products we may hanker after. (“Food from Back
Home” [19 Nov. 1938] 70)
In order to write these annual “Food from Back Home” columns, Hibben traveled all over the
country, “between here and the Mississippi and have been in communication with practically all
the cooks” (“Food from Back Home” [27 Nov. 1937] 66). In this annual column, Hibben traces
recipes at the neighborhood level and demonstrates how “home products” are often made of
community organization and part of a collaborative heritage. Hibben then takes her readers on a
state-by-state tour of “authentic” items up and down the entire eastern seaboard, from New
Hampshire to Florida and everything in between. She reports on items such as New Orleans
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pecan pralines that can be bought and delivered from across the country, once again advocating
for a national culinary identity and taking pride in regional goods in each area. Local flavors
translate to regional cuisine that was established through immigrant flavors and is therefore the
fabric of American culinary identity. Therefore, she argues that nostalgia for this type of food
should be embraced because it is patriotic. Food from back home is typical food that is
traditionally made and of regional identity, which often means grounded in immigrant culture
and reflecting the larger national identity. This is the type of food Hibben considers “honest” and
worth being nostalgic for.
In the 1936 edition of this annual column Hibben comments on nostalgia and associates it
specifically with regional fare. She begins:
It’s a rather pathetic admission of our real ineptitude at Christmas celebration in this town
that, in spite of having food shops gorgeous beyond the dreams of gluttony, we get a
nostalgia about this time of the year for something or other made back where we came
from, or even where somebody else came from. It’s for the oddest and most unfestive
things, as like as not, that we hone, but it’s certain to be for something that has a local
flavor of its own and isn’t delivered by the truckload in New York. (“Food from Back
Home” [28 Nov. 1936] 40)94
A year later, she invokes a sense of patriotism out of lack of access to imported goods:
There may have been a time when ordering homemade food from back where you came
from was just a sentimental indulgence appropriate to Christmas, but now, with
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Later on, she makes another plug for her sister, Jean Read of Hazel Hedge back in Montgomery, Alabama, who
makes plum puddings. She never discloses the fact that she’s promoting her sister’s products and engaging in
nepotism. In fact there are several references to Montgomery in this column, each one for a different holiday gift
that one could ship from Alabama to New York, prices included in the description. Each one, I’m sure, connected
personally to Hibben in some fashion. Hibben mentions her sister’s goods at least five times throughout the years,
never disclosing her relationship.
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transatlantic shipping conditions getting crazier and crazier every day, who can tell but
what the kitchens of Emporia or Mobile will soon mean salvation to many a poor epicure
who doesn’t know where to turn for his next imported delicacy? The idea of New York
gourmets’ learning their way around among Pennsylvania Dutch sausages and cultivating
a nice taste in Georgia relishes is something for the patriotic imagination to toy with.
(“Food from Back Home” [25 Nov. 1939] 65)
Much as with the Great Depression, Hibben here expresses her sentiment that perhaps the war
will provide some silver lining, that it offers an opportunity for Americans to reacquaint
themselves with the good foods of their own land, rather than to rely on imported goods. She
goes on to note that “Of course, every right-minded citizen has always known that our fresh
sausages are superior to those of Europe” (65). Indeed, the phrase “has always known” is one of
import, considering her audience. If the upper-class had any sense about them, they would have
been patriotic in their food choices even before the war limited their available means of dining.
Hibben makes sure to indicate that the prices listed for all these products that she mentions
around the country include the price of shipment to New York.
Finally, we can even return to her very first debut column of “Markets and Menus,”
where she came out of the gate swinging her sass, consistent with her mission of promoting
American regional fare. Her opening lines are a testament to Hibben’s philosophies and speaks
to her original intent for the column: “It isn’t where you can get two boxes of pretzels for a
quarter or where the most magnificent bon-voyage baskets are to be had that I think should be
passed along as news, but rather such tips as where to find fresh tarragon for a salad, or where
can be had that special cheese which Mexicans put in their chiles rellenos (“The Foreign Loaf”
90).
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Hibben wanted her readers—the ones who aligned with her values and cared enough about
quality—to know what was good, where to find it, and that with that knowledge they had the
tools necessary to thrive by eating well.
Eating well is also a patriotic act because if you are eating well in America it must mean
you are eating American cuisine (authentic dishes brought to an immigrant nation) and it is
therefore natural to want to be nostalgic about that type of eating because we normally feel
nostalgia for homey things. Persuading her middle- and upper-class readers of this was a
deliberate act of sass.

Using Sass to Refashion Authentic Food as “Exotic”
In her debut column with The New Yorker, it is clear that Hibben advocates for
preserving immigrant flavors through local and regional ingredients. Hibben’s sense of taste and
quality dominated in these columns, addressing conversations we still have today about what we
define as “honest” and “authentic” cuisine. Culinary historian Andrew Haley notes in his article
“The Nation Before Taste” that “Today, we have embraced food adventurism as a sign of
machismo and a source of weekly entertainment” (“Nation Before Taste” 54). Think of our thirst
for programs like Anthony Bourdain’s No Reservations (or later, his CNN counterpart, Parts
Unknown) or Guy Fieri’s Diners, Drive-Ins, and Dives. In the early twentieth century, however,
“culinary tourism” took the form of what they called “slumming.” As Haley accounts:
Followers of social Darwinism, applying a thin veneer of science, held that preferences
for various foods were linked to class, ethnicity, and race. Thus… what a people ate
potentially shaped their entire civilization. It is with this context in mind that we might
best understand the fear and foreboding that native-born Americans experienced when
they first ventured into ethnic neighborhoods and tasted German, Italian, Chinese, Syrian,
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and Japanese food… These adventures… were always filled with a sense of trepidation.
“Slummers” worried, whether they acknowledged it or not, that the exotic foods they
sampled in ethnic neighborhoods might undermine their own civilized demeanors. (6566)
This fear is exactly why Hibben’s readers needed to be persuaded that authentic ethnic food was
“exotic” and that exotic meant adventurous.
Hibben was aware of this fear and thus reframed their adventures as “slumming”—a term
known at the time, though she never used it herself—and helped boost the value of primitivism
at the same time. She used her sass to persuade them because they saw a danger and thought they
were taking a risk by eating adventurously. Luckily for Hibben, there was a clear vulnerability to
leverage as a strategy. Haley continues to explicate:
For these culinary adventurers, fear and pleasure were intricately linked. Consuming new
foods forced the middle-class diner to confront preconceived ideas about race and
biology that were increasingly being challenged by new scientific research, but were
nonetheless still deeply embedded in the national psyche. It forced the urban adventurer
to begin a complicated process of replacing long-held notions about the essential nature
of food with the more flexible idea that taste was a matter of individual preference and
culinary pleasure. (66)
Hibben was a major contributor to making early twentieth century slumming a fad. If what you
eat decides your class and status, then Hibben was performing a class inversion by convincing
the upper class that slumming was the new fad, and that would gain them entrance into new
social circles.
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Today, we have renamed “slumming” as “culinary tourism.” Slumming immediately
conjures negative connotations and images of rough neighborhoods and connections with
poverty (see also “poverty tourism”) and even conjures images of prostitution. Culinary tourism,
however, can incorporate food from all aspects of the globe and include all levels of class and
cultural markers. There are incredible economic benefits to culinary tourism,95 but we have also
become more aware of the problems it creates. Kristin Winet’s chapter in Food, Feminisms,
Rhetorics, titled “From Street Food to Digital Kitchens: Toward a Feminist Rhetoric of Culinary
Tourism (or, How Not to Devour Paris and Eat Your Way Through Asia)”, problematizes
culinary tourism in the twenty-first century, remarking on four key rhetorical strategies in food
writing that address issues of gender, race, and class. Those four rhetorical strategies are
cosmopolitanism,96 decontextualization,97 devouring,98 and escapism.99 Culinary tourists can be
guilty of performing any one or a combination of these faux-pas, mostly due to a blindness
stemming from privilege. A. Harper Breeze explains that the term “exotic” can objectify people
of color and their foods, and that when reading the term we might assume all culinary tourism to
be a mode of food appropriation or a form of colonization by a white Western eater. We
understand these approaches today to be challenging and acknowledge their historical moments.
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Or tourist voyeurism for those not able to travel.
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Perhaps the least “harmful,” cosmopolitanism includes a willingness to engage with the Other, but still exoticizes
it, aligned with what bell hooks calls “consumer cannibalism” and still constructs the other as “alien.”
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This is what Winet claims is the most common stance in telling food stories—also known as the “armchair
experience” of eating that commodifies lives and histories of food and its makers, linked with essentialism and
“denies the significance of the Others’ history” (Winet 105).
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We can equate this rhetorical device to a metonym (e.g., the Blue Crab standing in or representing Eastern Shore
food culture in Maryland). It implies that the culture is there specifically to serve the consumer.
99
Escapism is harmful because it embraces the concept of self-loathing, or lack of appreciation for one’s own
culture and gives way to a sense of shame, suggesting that all Other cultures are better than, simply because they are
Other.
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In the early twentieth century, however, Sheila Hibben used culinary tourism as a tool to
entice the white upper-classes to eat more mindfully (economically speaking as well as in a sense
of quality ingredients and “honest” dishes). One might ask whether Hibben, as a white Western
woman writing for a white Western audience, essentializes and decontextualizes when she writes
about regional and national cuisine. I would argue that, though there is undoubtedly an
embedded whiteness in her work, by acknowledging the labor and the people behind the food, by
recognizing difference in a way that is suggested in Audre Lorde’s Sister Outsider, Hibben was
ahead of her time in doing some of the feminist work that allows the acts culinary tourism to be
more than simple devouring, but brings purpose to the operation.
In an early column from 1934, Hibben complains about the idea of the smorgasbord. She
thinks it is a “dismissal” of the assortment, not giving enough credit to Swedish/ Scandinavian
cuisine and individual dishes. Then she points to an “authentic” Swedish restaurant in NYC that
does the smorgasbord justice and the rest of the column becomes a restaurant review for several
Scandinavian hubs in town (“Scandinavian, for a Change”). Hibben was concerned with a true
representation of cultural cuisine, so much so that in fact her editors worried that her concern
focused too much on authenticity and that she was being too critical and not taking into
consideration the fact that perhaps American tastes weren’t up to this level of scrutiny.100 But
Hibben had other thoughts. She was stubborn and knew she could reach her audience with her
sass.
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In a long note, Whedon tells Hibben that “Another criticism [Ross] offers about the piece is that it is too negative.
He says: ‘She really speaks well of only one place here and it’s hard to make a department on negative reports
entirely. If the department isn’t useful in helping people learn where to dine it’s not of much moment and I think the
negative dismissals of restaurants ought to be made briefly and probably just as part of a department which is what
you might call constructive. Otherwise it gets into the class of a critical, academic essay of theoretical values only...
He feels too that you lean a little toward criticising these restaurants on the basis of the authenticity of their Swedish
food rather than its acceptability of American palates” (Whedon to Hibben 28 November 1934).
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In 1939, she persuades her readers to stop snubbing their noses at cultural cuisines by
recommending Chinese take-out:
If you associate caterers and their works with nothing but gilt-chair-and-canopy shindigs,
then it may give you a turn to hear the Canton Village, at 163 West 49th Street, spoken of
as a completely satisfactory catering concern… The grand Cantonese food prepared by
this restaurant gains a lot, I think, by being served in your own dining room, where it is
easy to forget about that complete lack of style which characterizes nearly every Chinese
eating place in this country—and maybe in China, too, for all I know. It has always
seemed odd to me, by the way, that a culture which has evolved such fine cooking is so
unmindful of the lesser amenities of eating… Pearl Buck, by the way, has whole dinners
sent in from here, and so does Mrs. Wellington Koo. (“Custom-Made Parties 56-57)
Hibben is flattering the homes of those who order this service—their homes will make the dishes
more high-brow and not the other way around. She calls attention to how they judge this type of
cuisine for having a “complete lack of style,” but then says that’s exactly what they want. And,
after all, you can fancy it up with your own linen napkins and a glass of wine. It would seem as
though she’s simultaneously insulting Chinese dining, but in fact she’s persuading the elite that
in fact, Chinese cooking is to be appreciated for its “evolved” nature and never mind the
ambiance of their restaurants because that has nothing to do with the food itself. Once again, she
exoticizes their cultural fare to sell it to those who need a sense of the exotic to feel adventurous.
She then ends by name-dropping a few big names in current culture, once again using an appeal
to celebrity—if you want to eat where Pearl Buck eats, order from Canton Village.
Hibben wanted to make sure her readers were slumming it the correct way, by using
methods more closely aligned with Winet’s rhetorical criticisms of culinary tourism. For
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instance, in a 1936 column, she addresses those readers who may have recently been actual
tourists that enjoyed some of the local cuisine and are now wondering how to eat it at home:
If Nassau is where you went this winter, you may want to make a pepper pot, same as
you ate down there, and find yourself balked by not being able to get any cassareep to go
into it. You have to be very, very clever to find cassareep in New York (even I almost
wasn’t clever enough), and you must be clever, too, to know that it’s this sticky juice of
the cassava which gives to West Indian pepper pot its distinctive flavor. (“Sauces” 65)
The tricky and sassy rhetoric Hibben is using here is a balance once again of addressing an
audience who wants to be up on all the exotic foods, but who might be too embarrassed to know
anything about it. Sure, The New Yorker crowd might have gone to Nassau, but did they pay
attention to what they ate? Or if they paid attention, did they actually learn anything? She does
them a small favor by suggesting she might not be clever enough herself to have found the
ingredient (another act of dubitatio), but not kind enough to stop from accusing the other readers
that they aren’t clever enough to know what the ingredient is in the first place.
Using the term “exotic” specifically, when writing one of her columns in 1939, Hibben
caters particularly to readers who want to buy items of an international flare—understandable
especially that year, given the proximity of the 1939 World’s Fair going on in Flushing, Queens
at the time:
I can’t warn all such inquiring eaters that they won’t receive much help in tracking down
exotic ingredients from the restaurant managers and maîtres d’hôtel at the Fair. Mostly,
these functionaries don’t know what you’re driving at, or else they seem to think that if
by chance you learn where Russian buckwheat, say, can be found in Manhattan, you will
rush off to the shop which sells it and start eating it right out of the barrel instead of
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coming back to the Russian Restaurant for the dollar-and-a-half dinner. With such
difficulties in the way of running the exotic to earth, maybe some addresses I have
gathered together will come in handy. (“International Market Basket” 58-59)101
Hibben tells her readers that the reason they might not be getting any forthright information from
restaurant owners about the materials they use in their restaurants is that they are afraid it will
hurt business if people start cooking these “exotic” dishes at home for themselves. This is a
power move; therefore, in giving her readers the knowledge of where to find these ingredients,
she is giving power back to the housewife, rather than letting it rest with the restaurateurs who
are, let’s face it, all men.
One reason why Hibben should be vindicated in her promotion of culinary tourism is her
extensive knowledge and advocacy for the cuisine she writes about. In a 1936 column, she shows
off her prior experience of Russian travels with her husband when she writes that
any middle-aged diplomat will remember the Philippoffs as being among the first caterers
of Moscow in the old Czarist days, when balls and supper parties weren’t worth talking
about without a Philippoff buffet… The borsch is a South Russian variety made with
tomatoes, which to some of us old moujiks doesn’t seem quite right, but it is very good,
none the less [sic], and some of the more elaborate soups—selianka (thick, with
sturgeon), gribnoy (with mushrooms), and a number of others—are fine. The
baklahjannaya ikra, a lovely eggplant mess, besides being entirely authentic, is simply
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Her reporting on the World’s Fair seemed to give her quite the project this year. In a letter from Hibben to
McKelway, one of her managing editors, she writes frantically, “I write to you in haste before you can get around to
writing me in haste inquiring what the hell about my World’s Fair piece. Please be patient. I know I seem to have
been at this since the beginning of time, but it has been more work than any ten stints. I have now started on a
completely new tack, and by walking about a hundred miles a day, I hope to produce something by next week. Don’t
tell me to forget it and start on a new piece. Since I have devoted the better part of the summer to this thing, I am
going to finish it—next week, sure.” A Postscript: “Let me get it on the record that I think the Swedish restaurant is
now the world’s worse [sic]. It really was as fine as I said when I wrote about it, but probably nobody will believe
that.”
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grand on black bread with plenty of sweet butter. There are also very well-made peroshki,
which can be counted a winter specialty only because they are meant to go with the
heavy, rich soups… The koulebiaka (a great pâté filled with meat or fish) should,
however, certainly be reserved for one of those typically Russian soups, or perhaps be
served with a green salad. (“Winter Sports” 38)
If you’ll forgive the lengthy passage, it’s worth seeing a large part of what she’s offering here to
her readers—a bit of cultural knowledge and insight into Russian cuisine. Specifically, she calls
out to her own demographic— “middle-aged diplomats (remember that her husband Paxton
Hibben was a quite well-known diplomat and particularly well-received in Russian aristocratic
circles). But how many, even among diplomats, will specifically have visited Moscow? She
writes as though she assumes her readers are part of this circle, that they’re “in the know” about
what a Philippoff buffet was all about. She then describes the cuisines from the perspective of a
moujik (a Russian peasant), though she doesn’t translate this word for us. So, she goes from
“middle-aged diplomat” to Russian peasant all within the same paragraph. Fitting that, given her
audience of the well-to-do, she explicitly names their status and caters to their egos at the
beginning, but then only veers into the world of the proletariat in Russian terms. If those well-todo readers don’t know what moujik means, they are none the wiser for being called a peasant—
something they no doubt would take issue with. The food she then describes sounds exotic
simply because of their Russian names, and therefore the bourgeois would feel as though they’re
partaking in glamorous worldly cuisine, when, in fact, Hibben is only listing simple soups and
peasant dishes. You’ll notice her use of the word “authentic” in this passage. Once again, she’s
gratifying her audience’s sense of culinary adventure.
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Above all, Hibben turned this activity of culinary tourism into an act of patriotism, since
dining on cultural cuisine meant, in America, that you were dining on immigrant cuisine. In my
final example of how Hibben reframed authentic food as “exotic” for the upper classes, she calls
out a new “Mayan” restaurant for not being Mayan enough (or at all, really):
As a matter of fact, there is the need for a first-class Mexican restaurant in this town, and
the management of the Mayan, after it had dealt with high matters of authentic
decoration, might just as well have produced some equally authentic chiles rellenos, and
mole de guajolote, and enchiladas. None of these fine dishes are to be had, but you can
get an ever-so-good fry of white-bait and oyster crabs, and guinea hen smetane, and filet
mignon—in fact, it’s the same old menu of every pretentious restaurant from Park
Avenue to Washington Square. (“Upper Class” 29)
The restaurant was clearly a disappointment as it turned out not to be authentic in the least. Later
on in the piece, Hibben then calls herself a “crusader” for her cause and writes:
The Cause won, and nothing more to write about—that, of course, is the risk that all
crusaders must run, whether the fight is a noble one for visible house numbers or the
trifling matter of an apple pie. I cry my pleasure every time the Mascotte comes out with
a historic Savannah terrapin stew or an honest-to-god Kentucky eggnog, and I am as
pleased as any Down Easter could be that the Sherry-Netherland is serving New England
fish pie and making a real clam chowder—not a tomato stew. As a matter of fact, it’s
knowing that no outsider can be trusted with a clam that gives the Bostonian his sense of
superiority, not, as is commonly supposed, what the rest of us do with infinitives.
Anyway, the Sherry-Netherland’s clam chowder is certainly a step forward in the city’s
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eating habits, and although the fish pie may be just a little too good to be authentic, I, for
one, would rather have it that way. (“Upper Class” 30)
I would end on the argument that Hibben is using a form of J.R.R. Tolkien's recovery in this final
passage. In Tolkien’s 1947 essay “On Fairy Stories,” he explains that after one has “escaped”
and then returned to the real world, the fantasy world that they have escaped to has offered them
a new perspective on their own world and made them appreciate what was already there in their
own backyards. All this worldly cuisine makes us appreciate American cooking because
American cooking is grounded in immigrant cuisine.
Hibben held the country to a standard it had already set for itself. She encouraged the
working classes to take pride in the traditional dishes of their regions and immigrant cultures,
pointing to pre-existing sites of thriving. Then, she convinced the middle and upper classes that
those same immigrant dishes were worthy of just as much attention—perhaps more—than the
haute cuisine they thought they craved.
Like I said, Sheila Hibben had sass.
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Chapter 4: Unifying Sass in Hibben’s Kitchen
Sheila Hibben acted as America’s culinary biographer in the early part of the twentieth
century. In this final chapter I shall illustrate how she unified audiences with her sass and
subverted class expectations, asking all housewives regardless of class to (in addition to trusting
Hibben) trust themselves and their lived experiences. The culmination of Hibben’s sass
manifested in her 1941 text A Kitchen Manual, which I argue was how she unified her two
audiences—those being working-class housewives from her cookbooks and then a separate
middle- to upper-class readership as she wrote for The New Yorker magazine. Hibben’s work in
A Kitchen Manual embodies how she educated both audiences across class differences. By
placing emphasis on education, I shall demonstrate how Hibben’s sassy rhetorical strategies can
be translated into a call for similar strategies today, nearly one hundred years later.

The New Meal: Collaboration Results
At the start of this project, my initial inquiry of research was to discover what became of
the collaboration between Eleanor Roosevelt and Sheila Hibben. I wanted to know why, after
consulting with Hibben and asking her to advise the White House kitchen on menus that would
model for the nation how to eat patriotically on a budget, their relationship fizzled out. After
devoting several lengthy chapters of rhetorical analysis to Hibben’s work, I have concluded that
the two women ultimately had two very separate rhetorical strategies: Hibben used the rhetorical
strategy of sass in order to persuade her audience that it was in vogue to be more economical
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with food, so long as you don’t skim on the quality. By contrast, Eleanor used the rhetorical
strategy of stoicism in order to present an austere model for the citizen eater. Both women were
instrumental in shaping American culinary identity, especially given its material conditions
during times of economic crises and hardships. However, Eleanor Roosevelt’s legacy was
assured either way, an ex officio role built into her position as First Lady. Of course she would be
remembered, as her place in history was indubitable. Hibben held no such position, but is just as
worthy of memorializing, since we see many of the lingering effects of her strategies even today.
Where Roosevelt tried to shape American cuisine in her own image (frugal, austere), Hibben
celebrated what the national cuisine already was. Roosevelt’s doctrine was “let’s unite”—the
melting pot; Hibben’s tenet was “we are already united”—the mixed salad.
I argue that Hibben was more accessible than Eleanor Roosevelt because while readers
needed to be frugal, they also wanted to thrive and enjoy what they ate. This takes us back to
Jennifer Courtney’s concept of “kitchen thrift” and how it distinguishes frugality from thrift as
being able to thrive. To emphasize this distinction, Courtney writes, “It’s important to note that
not all advice about budget cooking is thrifty in the sense of promoting thriving… While
valuable, many are fairly one-dimensional in supplying low-cost recipes, sometimes with
nutritional information” (51). This is all that Roosevelt thought was sufficient—frugality and
economic conservatism. However, Hibben regarded thrift in much the same way Courtney
does—as a way of not just surviving, but of surviving well, of thriving. Thriving was not
Roosevelt’s modus operandi and therefore she did not connect with the nation in the same way
that Hibben persuaded her readers with sass.
Not many of us can relate to being First Lady, but we can relate to a single mother trying
to enjoy a glass of wine as she struggles to raise her daughter on limited means. As Erin Branch
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suggests in her chapter “The Meaning of a Meal,” “Readers… identify more readily with such a
persona than one whose authority derives from more remote sources, such as participation in
scientific studies or a professional status” (p. 79). Sheila Hibben relied on her lived experience,
whereas Roosevelt was evoking the latter by relying on recent success of Home Economics
departments as a new scientific approach to housework (in particular, the program at Cornell
University). Hibben’s “evidence” for her sassy argument is lived experience. Roosevelt’s is the
evidence of a new science. Branch points to Karlyn Kohrs Campbell’s argument that women
readers identify more with the lived experience of other women (authors). Lived experience is
exactly how Hibben tells her readers to trust themselves. In Hibben’s 1941 text of A Kitchen
Manual she tells us that a taste for food is “to be found out about by seeing for oneself” (xi). To
argue that a woman should use her own experience as her vindication of authority was a
rhetorical act of sass.
Roosevelt was never concerned about enjoying food, but simply focused on the political
necessity of getting the nation to tighten their belts. The mission ended there. If you are what you
eat, then Roosevelt was austere, stoic, and frugal just like her White House meals. Hibben by
contrast was diverse, proud, and sassy. While Hibben did not hold a position of power, she
empowered other women by getting them to embrace the pleasure of food—leveraging whatever
available means your material conditions allowed for and thriving. Roosevelt had the advantage
of leveraging her position of influence as First Lady to shape what we should be eating. Hibben
wanted to expand that national definition to include quality. Part of that process involved
documenting and celebrating the national cuisine that already allowed for more economical
eating. Sheila Hibben was in effect a national biographer through the lens of how we eat,
documenting our national identity.
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America’s Culinary Biographer
Food historian Anne Mendelson reviews Hibben’s 1932 National Cookbook as “a
composite culinary portrait of the United States beyond anything that had been attempted before.
It treated American cooking as a cultural heritage both practical and inspiring” (“Food Writing
Lives”). In this debut cookbook, Hibben pulls together recipes from around the country, each
recipe recognized as coming from a particular state and Hibben thereby designating herself as
America’s cook. In addition, I argue that she had not only branded herself as America’s cook,
but also as America’s culinary biographer.
A cookbook is, in the most reductive definition, a collection of recipes (often thought of
as formulas) compiled into one volume as a reference text. According to this meager description
it exists as a technical document. Over time it has become a mixed genre, sometimes including
nonfiction or personal narratives attached to the recipes, etc. However, we still most often think
of them as compilations of formulas and instructions. Jennifer Cognard-Black notes in her
chapter “The Embodied Rhetoric of Recipes” that “Feminist literary critic Anne Bower has
argued convincingly that community cookbooks are a form of American storytelling—and, as
such, a kind of literature” (38), also arguing that a recipe contains the beginning-middle-end
structure as situated within the larger similar structure of a cookbook. In addition, Elizabeth
Fleitz also writes that
As a digest—pun intended—of food culture, the cookbook is an excellent primary
resource through which to view one’s own culture and others… sites where women and
minority writers can dispel stereotypes and establish their own voice. As a window on
culture, cookbooks allow a space for marginalized voices to be heard, listened to, and
above all, trusted as a knowledgeable source for cooking. (“An American Orphan”)
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Hibben’s first cookbook falls more along traditional lines, doesn’t include much in the way of
prose or narrative, but is a collection of recipes from a multitude of sources—voices across the
country that make up a national mixing bowl of culinary knowledge. That knowledge is largely
and historically composed of women’s shared and collective experience and an insight into how
to view American food culture and giving voice to those women who may not have otherwise
have been heard.
Fleitz references in her article “Cooking Codes” cookbook scholar Janet Theophano who
“compares the cookbook to a diary, explaining how the text describes a woman’s world, being an
account of their daily lives” (1).102 Likewise, Carrie Helms Tippen in her chapter on “Writing
Recipes, Telling Histories: Cookbooks as Feminist Historiography,” shows how cookbooks can
redefine history and argue a method of rhetorical savvy for women living that history. Hibben
offers up a rhetorical claim to that end when she writes a national culinary identity into two of
her most well-known cookbooks, The National Cookbook and American Regional Cookery.
Where, as mentioned before, many cookbooks in the past have been written as collections of
recipes from one woman or source, collections such as Hibben’s compiled from many women
across the country, meant that instead of her cookbook acting as autobiography as Janet
Theophano sees it, we can read it instead as her biography of a national identity—history of
women’s experiences in America designed for national consumption.
I mentioned previously that cookbooks have traditionally been a venue for women's
voices. The recipes in The National Cookbook are not Hibben’s; her cookbooks are not an
account of her own daily life, but of women’s daily lives around the country. Remember, too,
that Ryan, Myers, and Jones promote the new term ethē in their 2016 book Rethinking Ethos to
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Janet Theophano is the author of Eat My Words: Reading Women’s Lives Through the Cookbooks They Wrote
(2002).
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discuss a plurality women’s ethos, which is what Hibben offers in these regional collections. By
sharing these regional culinary traditions, Hibben is advocating for the voices that provide them.
This act is, according to Fleitz, an act of “interruption” on the dominant expressions of women’s
voices. Therefore, much as we can argue that a cookbook including accounts of one author’s
daily lives surrounding food could overlap into the genre of autobiography, we can likewise
argue that a cookbook made up of many women’s shared knowledge of food and presented as a
national identity could overlap into the genre of biography. This would indeed make Sheila
Hibben America’s culinary biographer and therefore her cookbooks a reimagining of the genre
as biography.
The opening passage from Hibben’s introduction in the 1932 National Cookbook
collection begins:
There are those who think a cookbook is just a book for cooks... But, as the months of
compiling this volume have gone by, and I have sent and received hampers of
correspondence with people interested in food all over the United States, I have let my
spirits rise. I have felt as if I were writing not only a geography of this country, but a
social study of its inhabitants, for I have been in communication with people who really
believe that how we do things, as much as what we do, is significant – people who still
hold that a thing, even an apple pie, must have style to be important. (ix, original
emphasis)
In chapter two I pointed out this introduction’s contribution to a national identity, made up of
immigrant communities. I return to this passage now to emphasize her evocation of her sense of
geography, of history and culture and community as they present an image of Hibben as a
culinary ethnographer—a participant observer who calls it a “social study” and corresponds with
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her “research subjects”—by “compiling” this compendium of American meals. Her work stands
as a collective memory and declarative identity for America. For these reasons, Sheila Hibben
became America’s sassy culinary biographer in the early twentieth century.

Confidence in Her Own Sass
By the time she wrote A Kitchen Manual in 1941, Hibben had spent much time
cultivating the two different class audiences. Both knew her as a voice they could trust to be
frank about the quality of their cuisine. A Kitchen Manual is not the typical prescriptive text of a
traditional cookbook, but what readers might actually look for in advice for how to cook various
dishes. This manual unifies Sheila Hibben’s audience. Chapter Two of this dissertation
establishes Hibben’s work with a national audience that’s directed mostly toward persuading the
working-class that their regional dishes contribute to a national culinary identity and something
for which they feel proud. Chapter three places Hibben’s work with a narrower audience of
upper-middle and upper-class white women of New York readers who need persuading that
authentic regional dishes of the working-class are “exotic” and eating that way is a form of
culinary patriotism. This final chapter unifies those two audiences and speaks to both readers,
persuading them that, regardless of class or income, there is a “proper” way of running your
kitchen and preparing your meals. Hibben’s way. Her sass culminates in this text of the 1941 A
Kitchen Manual.103
Food historian and culinary journalist Anne Mendelson argues that Hibben’s most telling
example of her rhetorical style is in her lesser-known cookbook from 1941, A Kitchen Manual,
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We have a note from Hibben to her managing editor, Sanderson Vanderbilt, asking him to be patient while she
struggles to finish writing A Kitchen Manual. She writes, “If its all the same to you I should like to go into my great
silence right now, instead of waiting until August as I usually do. I am trying to finish a fool book—a great mistake,
I know—and I have an August I deadline that is setting me crazy… I shall be on hand the minute this wretched thing
is done” (Hibben to Vanderbilt 30 June 1941).
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in which, as Mendelson says, “one can fully appreciate Hibben’s peculiarly spirited mixture of
natural rebel and back-to-first-principles traditionalist” (“Food Writing Lives: Sheila Hibben”).
Indeed, from the first words of her introduction, A Kitchen Manual tells us exactly what she
wants the text to be and what she doesn’t want it to be. Hibben declares that “This is not a cook
book, no volume of facts and recipes conscious of calories. It will of course be called a cook
book by the undiscriminating, and letters will come to its publishers complaining that it has no
index, gives no clue as to how many raisins go into a Lady Baltimore cake, and is dark with
prejudices deep and personal” (vii). She anticipates push-back, but goes on to make a case for
her own way of doing things. Hibben gives us a collection of prose designed to instruct by way
of clear assertions—what we might interpret as “dark prejudices.” There remains no doubt in the
reader’s mind about where she stands on the ways of the kitchen. She writes, “In this book I aim
to adhere strictly to a discussion of technique rather than formulas” (65-66). She doesn’t believe
that stark recipes will do any good on their own without some background and foundational
knowledge first to build on:
No slavish following of a mere collection of recipes with pint measure and egg beater
will ever communicate the secret of good cooking. Nothing makes a good cook but
plenty of time and the use of two or three or four of the senses—to smell, to give quick
appraisal with the eye, to taste, and to turn on the tongue for texture. (ix)
Indeed, Hibben only provides a total of three recipes—each for a type of sauce104—and a list of
ingredients “for making three quarts of consommé.” Aside from that, the entire book is
descriptive text and narrative explanations for how to thrive in your own kitchen. She takes

104
Perhaps because, as she claims, sauces are not “in the inherited American culinary tradition” and therefore “we
have remained self-conscious about their preparation” (Kitchen Manual 143).
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nuance and options into account, “making such changes in the course of each operation as
common sense and the nature of the ingredients suggest” (17), while understanding that regional
preferences can change the course of preparation as well: “The ingredients of the courtbouillon
for cooking lobsters and crabs is a controversial subject. Maine fishermen use sea water and
nothing else, with, to my taste, unsurpassed results” (42),105 paired with universal preferences
(agreements than transcend borders—such as not to fry chicken too quickly).106
The sentence-level style of writing alone in stark contrast to the type of writing one
typically saw in traditional cookbooks. Customarily, other cookbooks didn’t have “if-then”
statements for their recipes, or “on the other hand” accounts, or “a common mistake” tips,107 or
“so that x can happen” explanations. Hibben even gives definitions of things like glazes, best
practices and reasons why they are “best” (for instance, that broiling fish is the best way to cook
it in America, or poaching if you’re in France),108 generalizing about types of dishes rather than
giving specific formulas for them.109
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Similarly, “Whether the pieces of chicken should be soaked in milk or buttermilk, dipped in flour or rolled in
breadcrumbs before frying, is a matter which each cook will decide for herself according to traditions which vary on
this subject with boundaries of State and County” (Kitchen Manual 67).
106

She spends quite a bit of time on the potato, complaining about the restaurant potato especially (the middle-class
restaurants in particular), which she calls the “long-suffering tuber” (114). She hopes to impart some wisdom so that
others may treat the potato more “humanely,” in the home that the vegetable might “start with dignity from the
beginning” and fulfill its gastronomic duty. “The potato, like man,” Hibben proclaims, “was not meant to dwell
alone” (117). Hibben may have been the first to personify a potato, given that Mr. Potatohead wasn’t invented until
nearly ten years after Hibben wrote A Kitchen Manual.
107
Where we often go wrong is the temperature of the oven or broiler because we don’t often share that information
in a standard cookbook.
108

“...frying has most often flourished in the hands of homicidal maniacs of cafeteria and lunch counter” (Kitchen
Manual 28). Incidentally, she often makes macabre references to bad cooking, a sort of memento mori of culinary
assessments, such as when she references cooking veggies in the deep South, “where death still lurks in the
vegetable pot” (130), or “It takes a cook with downright homicidal tendencies to do much harm to lima beans or
squash or green peas picked within the hour” (131).
109

As long as there is plenty of butter.
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Included in her collection of best practices are what the age of a chicken does to a
consommé, how to get the most out of either, a timetable for how long to boil each type of
vegetable, and which herbs are best dried for yourself or used fresh rather than bought in
commercial jars. She discusses applying principles to cooking practices and methods, schools of
thought (and where she stands), distinctions between types of soups, when you have choices and
when you don’t, exceptions to rules (when substitutions are appropriate and when they are
not),110 common difficulties and their solutions, what happens to meat or fish at different
temperatures, assumptions that folks are likely to make and whether they are wrong and why,
what actions will “impair” the cooking,111 what pots and pans to use when and for which foods,
taking into account whether you have gas, electric, or coal ranges. She even gives the occasional
historical anecdote, noting what was trendy in Edwardian or Victorian days, versus what is
current.
This is, indeed, not a cookbook. Instead, A Kitchen Manual is descriptive editorial prose,
explanation of good practices and her obstinate opinions about what should and shouldn’t be
done with certain ingredients. Where in her previous cookbooks, Hibben offered her intentions in
a more subdued manner, intentions that still fell within the typical confines of a traditional
cookbook, now here she advocates for breaking new ground: “I hope my publishers will not
quail, but will break a lance or two for me. They have known from the beginning that my
intention was to write a new kind of mystery story, a book of secrets, a homily on the hang of the
thing. Let them explain that we agreed on a work to be read between meals and meditated upon”
(vii). Quailed they must not have, because here the book is. Never before did Hibben refer to her
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Hibben goes into explaining when white wine can be swapped for vinegar, for example.
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For instance, when she writes that “since even a slight reduction of the cream or butter by cooking will impair
their fresh cool flavor, so welcome in a heavy purée” (A Kitchen Manual 22).
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food writing as outright storytelling. There was some allusion to biography and history when
collecting and compiling for her National Cookbook, but that still remained a traditional
assemblage of recipes with very little prose. Any storytelling would have been implicit and the
onus placed on the reader to find the narrative.
Here in her 1941 text A Kitchen Manual, Hibben alludes to the parallels between religion
and food. She calls her work a homily, and wishes that “it be chained to the bed-side tables of a
thousand American hotels, for those who are kept awake in this Republic less by the weight of
sin or the sorry state of nations, than by dinners badly received, badly cooked, and hastily eaten”
(viii). This text is her bible, an offering for those who wish to worship the art of cooking and
“knows it for something that touches not only the body of man but his spirit” (ix-x).
Hibben frequently remarks on problems with many other cookbooks, for example when
she says that cookbooks explain things only in “some note or foreward… This often escapes the
notice of the reader, who then proceeds to ruin a fine dish by unrestrained ebullition” (37). In
other words, the information is not easily accessible. Not only do many cookbooks make
information hidden, but they can lack clarification. Hibben gives an example where cookbooks
use “mistaken” adverbs like “lightly” in recipes, which can confuse readers because it should
refer to color in the case of an onion rather than the length of the time cooking in the pan. She
hopes that future cookbook authors and food writers will take more care:
I should like to think that my words might persuade the writers of next year’s cook books
that cooking is neither to be left to those who believe that the end of all culinary endeavor
is the making of a white sauce without lumps, nor to those precious amateurs who selfconsciously bandy about the rather down-at-heels title of gourmet. (viii)
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That populist philosophy also involved her hopes for influencing a culture of quality cooking, a
subversive act of sassy resistance to the age of modern convenience. She writes, “In planning
this book I promised myself that I would advocate no short cuts or makeshift methods which
would involve the lowering of culinary standards” (6). Taking the time is worth it, she argues,
but she also understands the troubles of the more modern American housewife who has “been
deluded” by canned soup and other modern “short cuts” as she calls them. She ends the
paragraph with a concession: “I cravenly compromise with excellence by putting it on record that
stewing bones twice as long as the meat is the perfect method of soup making, and then proceed
with less controversial directions for producing broth which falls not too far below ideal” (7).
She then says that if you are going to make this sacrifice to save time, then it is “all the more
essential” to make sure the rest of the preparation is done accordingly.
Hibben’s voice is self-referential, sometimes pointing to whether the reader can find her
trustworthy, as illustrated in her cookbook introductions. And yet she is never exactly selfdeprecating. She does not employ dubitatio here in A Kitchen Manual as she did in The New
Yorker columns, but stands proud with confidence and doesn’t feel the need to falsely undermine
her own authority. Her tone is confident. Clear. Concise. Rhetorician and scholar Lynn Bloom
argues in her chapter “Feminist Culinary Autobiographies” in the 2017 collection Food,
Feminisms, Rhetorics that part of the feminine style of narrative food writing is for women to
“downplay the hard work behind the scenes that contributed to their highly successful careers”
(90). Hibben never explicitly mentions her training at le Cordon Bleu, never narrates her culinary
encounters in France or Italy, but mentions her European culinary exposure as markers of taste
and experience. She is not a memoirist as, say, MFK Fisher, her more notable contemporary, but
endorses lived experience with her prose. She argues that “...a wife and mother striving for the
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well-being of her family… knows that consciousness of the subtleties of flavor has to be
cultivated, for it is only where standards and form being to count, as in any realm, that the affair
becomes an art” (A Kitchen Manual xii, my emphasis).
Hibben includes frequent references to “great culinary writers” like MFK Fisher and
Escoffier that speak to an ethos of food writing, as well as what other food writers tell their
audiences and how those audiences respond.112 In fact, it is MFK Fisher who is often credited for
being the mother of food writing, not Sheila Hibben. Molly O’Neill of Gourmet magazine has a
list of “Fifty Most Important Women in Food.” Fisher is featured as number five. Hibben never
makes the cut. However, the two women, apart from being contemporaneous food writers, had
much in common. Fisher married in 1929 and moved to Dijon, France, where, like Hibben, she
was greatly influenced by French cuisine. Erin Branch argues in her chapter “The Meaning of a
Meal: M.F.K. Fisher and Gastronomical Kairos” from Food, Feminisms, Rhetorics, that Fisher’s
first book Serve It Forth (1937) “was the start of her long and impressive career in using
language and rhetoric to reshape the way Americans thought about food and eating” (77-78). As
Branch reminds us, Fisher was unique in introducing and emphasizing pleasure in women’s food
writing. Whereas before it was traditionally only men who could enjoy food in such a way,
women were meant to be practical, unemotional, about their appetite. Referring back to genre
conventions of early twentieth-century food writing as I discussed back in Chapter Three,
Andrew Haley writes in “The Nation before Taste” that “Our ancestors did not share our
fascination with food and our obsession with taste; or, perhaps more accurately, they had not yet
developed a language of taste with which to describe the foods they ate” (62). But Fisher defied
that convention. Branch writes that, “Few employed Fisher’s narrative, anecdotal style; rather,
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For instance, she writes that “Everywhere cooks with literary tastes not only experimented with startling conceits
of flavor, but wrote about them with naïve enthusiasm” (Kitchen Manual 167-168).
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they wrote advice columns, recipes, domestic handbooks” (78). Hibben may have engaged in
producing advice columns, per se, but inserted into those columns and into her cookbooks
(especially in her 1941 book, A Kitchen Manual) is something rarely employed by a published
woman, especially in matters of cuisine: personality (sass, specifically). I argue that Hibben was
among the first to do it all—write in her advice column about food using a language of class and
rhetoric sass, trying to spin traditional cultural dishes as just as worth of elite and high-brow
language as fine-dining. She, like Fisher, “reshaped” American’s approach to food and eating.
Above all, Hibben in her columns and manuals, like Fisher in her narratives, provoked a sense of
taste and pleasure. This was Hibben’s sass—to add the element of thriving to the media she
worked in.
The claim has been that MFK Fisher was practically the mother of food writing and that
her influence on readers was far-reaching and extensive. But Fisher didn’t write in a vacuum.
Other writers before her influenced her work. It is clear that one of those writers was Hibben.
Fisher herself greatly admired the book and thought it “should be read at least twice a year.”
Regardless of any personal connection between them, however, it is worth stating that Hibben’s
work was part of the wider body of predecessors working against norms and making an impact
on the conversation about food. “Though claims abound about Fisher’s importance to
gastronomical history and American food culture,” Branch states, “as well as the novelty of her
achievement, these claims have rarely been substantiated with rhetorical analysis” (“The
Meaning of a Meal” 79). what I prove with my rhetorical analysis of Hibben is that her strategy
of sass was the novelty of her achievement.
These two women both stretched the found writing boundaries and advocated for a
method of thriving and taking pleasure in food (both the preparation and the eating). Fisher, I
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argue, was one woman who benefited from the rhetorical doors being opened by women like
Hibben, who published her well-regarded cookbook even before Fisher’s Serve It Forth. Indeed,
Fisher references Hibben several times throughout her works. In Fisher’s 1989 An Alphabet for
Gourmets, while boasting about her culinary collections of composition, Fisher claims to have
“all of Sheila Hibben” (82). Most notably in How to Cook a Wolf (1942), published during
WWII, ten years after Hibben published her National Cookbook, Fisher calls Hibben’s prose
“comforting,” and “worthy to be well studied by anyone who wants at least a nodding
acquaintance with la haute cuisine” (29). Later in the book, Fisher says that Hibben “writes with
stern good sense” (How to Cook a Wolf 91). To call Hibben’s prose “comforting” is a bit
deceptive in describing those unabashed philosophies. However, we could infer that Fisher
meant that Hibben’s brazen sense of righteous food was a comfort, since there could be no doubt
about what the reader should value. Fisher believed that meals followed by Mrs. Hibben’s
directions are ones done “correctly.”
Hibben’s writing appealed to Fisher. For her part, Hibben is even quoted as giving
Gastronomical Me a favorable review, so it’s clear the two women authors were both familiar
with each other’s work. Hibben writes in The Weekly Book Review from November 1943, “One
may disagree with an occasional passage in The Gastronomical Me, but I can imagine no two
opinions about Mrs. Fisher’s style. The brilliance, the bite, the flexibleness that distinguished
Serve It Forth are apparent in this latest work, which also marks an increase in the author’s
technical virtuosity” (8). Clearly, they each had a respect for the other’s rhetorical style.113

113
Another instance of Hibben’s good praises for Fisher’s post-war prose was in a 1946 Weekly Book Review, which
reads “The present work does bring to the sentient reader an enduring sense of the significance of food and drink so
that one seems less to be reading a book than to be engulfed in tranquil memory (and maybe a promise) of good
relations with the universe that might root us in deep enough to set us growing again” (7).
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The novelty for Fisher was in defining the genre of food memoir. Like Branch, I too seek
to substantiate Hibben’s work and to spotlight the novelty of her rhetorical achievements—in her
case, the way she shook up the language and voice that women used when writing publicly about
food, the way she wrote with sass and used it to persuade her audience. In The New Yorker’s
brief tribute to her after her death in a March issue of 1964, it was reported that “She once said
that her method was to ‘fly at an idea with syntactical abandon, and then try to straighten it out’”
(“SH” 184). Certainly, such a writing style takes courage. And, as Fisher herself admitted: “It
takes courage even to read Mrs. Hibben.”

Hibben’s Brand of Education
A Kitchen Manual was designed to instruct on a conceptual level, rather than recipe by
recipe. In fact, over the course of Hibben’s life, each of her works can be viewed as a form of
edification. Her cookbooks were designed to instruct the public on how prepare the country’s
regional dishes, her columns were published to help local New Yorkers navigate the city’s
markets, and her kitchen manual was composed as a way of imparting best kitchen practices into
the lives of the everyday housewife. Catharine Beecher said in 1841 that “The proper education
of a man decides the welfare of an individual; but educate a woman, and then interests of a
whole family are secured” (A Treatise on Domestic Economy). Beecher, Shapiro writes in
Perfection Salad, “saw the American woman as Teacher: the teacher in the family circle, the
teacher in school, and the moral teacher for the whole burgeoning republic as it led civilization
toward an exalted future” (26). We can therefore translate the culinary teacher as a patriotic
citizen, instructing the citizen housewife. As Twarog argues in Politics of the Pantry:
Knowing the proper price of foodstuff and household goods was not always easy for the
citizen housewife. The regulation of many products lacked transparency for the
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consumer… The government banned the grade labeling system designed to set prices in
line with quality of foodstuff, which made setting clear prices more difficult… Many
vendors were selling less quality hamburger—‘pale’ and high in ‘beef fat’—at prices
above the ceiling. (45)
Here's where Hibben performs a civic duty, because she often educates her readers of where to
find the best quality for affordable costs. That is why Hibben’s text A Kitchen Manual transcends
class—because it teaches all housewives, regardless of economic status, how to cook and how to
shop.
In A Kitchen Manual Hibben gives us a clear reason why she believes her readers need an
education in the ways of the kitchen. Her first few lines of the final chapter devoted to “A Guide
to Marketing” feels a bit like a kids-these-days rant (or, for those of us familiar with it, akin to
“Johnny can’t write”). She claims that
In America today, housewives are more glibly expert about vitamins than any other
women in the world, and they can spot the label of a favorite canned food at any distance
on the shelves of the chain store. But what their mothers knew about how to thump a
melon or snap a string bean has disappeared from contemporary life as completely as
candle dipping. Every modern high school girl… usually grows up, runs a household and
goes to her grave without learning the simple tricks of poking a hen’s breastbone or
looking a fish in the eye for freshness. (181)114
These are all the reasons why Hibben devotees this entire chapter for how to shop—how to pick
out and spot the freshness of eggs, fish, shellfish, fruits and veggies in the market.115 She also
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For reference, the fish’s eye should be bulging and not sunken in.

115

I must disagree with her that green apples are too tart for eating and should only be for cooking.
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takes her readers through the process of how to spot different cuts of meat and poultry, as well as
which dishes they’re best for. Her following chapter is then devoted to “The ABCs of Carving,”
which she claims is a “lost art.” Essentially, equipment is very important. Techniques and
preferences are all dependent upon the meat and how the butcher prepared the cut to begin with.
Truly, Hibben’s educational intentions were more transparent than at first glance. Even in
her columns at The New Yorker, her purpose is clearly to instruct the public. For instance, in a
1943 column she writes:
What with the war and all, I daresay that local markets won’t be getting their customary
supply of fiddleheads, those tiny fronds of common brake fern which are grown as
commercial crop in Maine and which enterprising vegetable dealers have carried for
several seasons. If the lack turns you to cutting your own early fern tips, that will be a
fine thing, for what you will get is likely to be a fresher and altogether pleasanter green
than the vegetable which used to come to town all worn out by the long trip down from
Maine. The young shoots of the brake should be cut just as they poke their heads above
ground and while they still are folded tightly into that fiddlehead shape which gives them
their name. They are good boiled and eaten as a hot vegetable or in a cooked salad. Even
if you don’t like fiddleheads so very much, you’ll find that serving them provides a
satisfying pride and comfortable sense of living off the land. (“Humble Greens” 70)
Hibben’s next suggestion in this same issue is a less in another weed (sorrel), where she informs
her readers what it is (a green spinach-like herb) and when it can be used and what it tastes like.
She recommends it in soup or on toast. Next, she tells us that marsh marigold leaves make an
excellent substitute for spinach. She gives a lesson on how to eat them: “Only the tender leaves
which spring directly from the ground should be used, and they can be cooked as you would
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cook spinach” (71). This is followed by dandelion greens, pokeweed shoots (as a substitute for
asparagus), wild mustard greens, and purslane. When she suggests that some of these would be
boosted with bacon, she then adds “If bacon makes too great a strain on the ration book, you’ll
find that bacon rind, which has only a one-point value, adds the same rich flavor” (72). The
instructive nature of these columns sometimes received a raised eyebrow from the editors, but
Hibben was intent on giving readers an education.116
An even more overt ploy to educate her readers came two years later when she called for
more education in the magazine’s food sections, trying to educate the public on their cooking
skills—undoubtedly trying to translate some of her philosophies from A Kitchen Manual, written
four years prior, into the brief and digestible medium of The New Yorker magazine. She writes:
The problem of how to get may have led this department to pay too infrequent attention
to the loftier problem of how to do,117 perhaps thus giving the impression that it
subscribes to the classic formula which says that the first step in making a rabbit stew is
to catch your rabbit. If you don’t already know that this is the wrong approach, it may be
that you should investigate what goes on in the Cordon Bleu Cooking School ...That Mrs.
Lucas has great technical virtuosity should, I daresay, have been expected of one who has
received the diploma, first class, of the Ecole du Cordon Bleu of Paris, but that her
methods of instruction are admirably reasonable and lead with sturdy logic from one
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The “Mixed Greens” issue of “Markets and Menus” was, according to a letter from John Whedon, “held up by
the Editor while I was away because he thought the second half of it, in which you give directions for cooking,
‘educational.’ It did not strike me that way when I read it, but I am enclosing his note about it and perhaps you can
figure out some way to get around his objections” (Whedon to Hibben 9 August 1934). Clearly, based on the
published version of the column, Hibben did not hold back and managed to “get away” with her “educational”
material.
117
This mirrors the language she uses in her introduction to A Kitchen Manual, where she exclaims “With the times
dislocated as they are it may be objected that I write too lengthily about how to do; when how to get is so pressing a
problem. In reality how to get is exactly what I like to think this book is concerned with” (xiv).
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fundamental principle of cookery to another is, although perhaps not miraculous, at least
highly unusual. (“Ways and Means” 58)118
Hibben gives the price of classes ($5 per lesson—roughly $75 today—or a forty-eight-class
course for $192—about $2,800 today). You’ll notice that the comment Hibben has on Mrs.
Lucas’ teaching style is one regarding the issue of transfer—that skills from one lesson will carry
over to cooking skills in general, from one recipe to another. She even comments on the
demographic make-up of the classes (the type of students who take these lessons—mostly young,
some married, some single, mostly ladies). All of Hibben’s language evokes the language of
pedagogy and learning. Aware of financial struggles, Hibben later declares:
If you haven’t the time, the inclination, or the cash to become a cordon bleu at Mrs.
Lucas’s school, you can still do something about easing your menus through the present
emergency by studying the cookbook called ‘Dinner at Omar Khayyam’s’ (Viking), by
George Mardikian, the Armenian chef who owns the Omar Khayyam Restaurant in San
Francisco. Of course, no cookbook can do more than open up a new train of thought, but
that, after all, is exactly what most cooks are most in need of. Armenian cuisine is not
only extraordinarily succulent but exceedingly economical… The ingredients most of
these dishes call for are just as easy to get in wartime as the ones in the dreary Victory
this-or-thats with which the women’s pages of the newspapers have been so relentlessly
concerned these past few years. (58-59)
Her emphasis again on how cookbooks can only take you so far, so there is also an argument for
reading her Kitchen Manual.

118

"Ways and Means" refers to the House congressional committee on tax legislation, founded in 1795.
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Regardless of how they managed to achieve it, Hibben believed in lived experience to
become knowledgeable in one’s own kitchen. She didn’t buy into the belief that cooks are born,
not made. “Art or no art,” she writes, “if the beginner can be persuaded that observation,
practice, and painstaking care may produce a good roasting cook—or a good any other sort of
cook—she will, I think, get more satisfactory results with her roasts than if she held out for a
touch of genius” (A Kitchen Manual 47-48). Cooks should rely on “her own standard” (49) and
understand when reading her text that Hibben’s preferences are her own: “Flavors which I find
exciting may appear unpleasantly startling to a palate just as exacting as my own, and what is to
me irritating eccentricity may bring gratification to my friend” (168).
Hibben knew that relying on lived experience is what would help her readers to thrive.
She asserts, “In this or any other crisis, it is essential to get not only the most out of diminished
rations, but to get more pleasure in life” (A Kitchen Manual xiv). Her essential premise in the
text (and, truly, in all of her work) is that good cooking takes mere patience and quality
ingredients. She does point out, though, that quality does not have to mean costly. For example,
when making soup,
Good soup materials, however, do not mean expensive materials; actually one of the
difficulties in the way of cooks of the wealthy is the fact that the first-class butchers with
whom their employers trade rarely sell beef from steers old enough and tough enough to
make satisfactory broth. The pretentious cook who boasts that her consommé is made of
a tenderloin beefsteak, obviously knows no more about soup making than about
household economy. (5)
Thriving, as argued earlier in Chapter Three and as rhetoric scholar Jennifer Courtney points out,
contributes to community. By thriving, she becomes a citizen housewife and mindful of the
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larger community. Hibben urges that “The woman who leads her family to imagine that a full
stomach is the aim of a meal is doing a disservice not only to her family but to the community;
careless eating is as anti-social as careless cooking, and a child should no more be encouraged to
be indifferent to the flavor of his food than to sing off tune” (xii).119
However, Hibben emphasizes the importance of thriving even while acknowledging the
limitations of material conditions. She provides not just a recipe for thriving during a crisis, but
good practice “in lean years as well as prosperous ones,” she says (xv). Even when one is
privileged enough to choose to be more economical, Hibben states that can be just as much of a
hindrance as a lack of access. She admits an awareness of America’s bounty, stating:
Yet in this country it is not famine, but a fabulous plenty which has threatened to dull our
recognition of the happy medium between too much and not enough, between sober
judgment on familiar things and quick perception, not of novelty, but of true taste and
form in what is new, for which the really sentient man is ever on the quest… yet it is
debatable whether we know any more how to steady ourselves against shock and
disappointment, serenely entrenched at the table, tasting and talking, than we ever did.
(xiv)
It is in her recognition of privilege that Hibben can move forward with her rhetorical sass by
encouraging acts of culinary tourism and lived experience even in their own kitchens.

119
She builds on that notion of indifference by continuing, “...indifference to food does not work out the pleasure
and happiness either of the indifferent eater or of those with whom he eats. Unaware and uncaring, the taste-blind
sheds no beam of contentment over the well-cooked meal, and food that might make a man jovial, or fanciful and
hardy, remains to him merely food” (xiii).
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Democratizing Your Plate: How Do We Educate Today?
Nearly one hundred years after Hibben used her sass to educate her readers about how to
eat well on a budget and to thrive, we still face many problems surrounding food literacy and
rhetorical strategies. As Melissa Goldthwaite argues in Food, Feminisms, Rhetorics, “Food
related practices can affect personal choices, purchases, relationships, traditions, and political
actions. But those messages can also be reflected on, questioned, viewed differently, and
sometimes changed” (3, original emphasis). The messages Hibben sent to her readers in the
1930s and 1940s can be used as a precedent, even though we must reflect, question, and change
the message for today’s readers. Modernity was liberation, but when we point to certain figures
like T.S. Eliot, it can also be elitist. Did Eliot consider access and affordability? Emily Twarog
exposes our modern day struggles in Politics of the Pantry:
The fight for affordable food has not faded; it has been moved to the shadows of
impoverished neighborhoods and overseas to countries that struggle to feed their citizens
under the weight of lopsided trade deals and structural adjustment programs mandated by
the International Monetary Fund and other global economic giants. While many families
have cut their food bills by 35 percent since 1973, the accessibility of high-quality,
healthy food has significantly diminished. (115)
Our struggles today are global and we are more aware of how the economy is wrapped up into
every level of production, from labor to manufacturing to consuming.
There are connections between Sheila Hibben’s call for ignoring industrialized food and
the more recent surge to return to organic, clean, local whole foods. Neither one is calling for a
return to a system where farms represent oppressive labor conditions, but where food is a farmto-table effort. Laura Shapiro concludes in Perfection Salad that
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The conversation is shifting; convenience no longer automatically gets the last word. It
has been quite a while since most people associated the food on their plates with
agriculture of any sort. Now the connection is being restored, sometimes only in the form
of a mantra—'fresh and local’—but often with an awareness of the environmental and
health issues surrounding modern conventional farming. ‘Sustainability’ has become a
term of art in cuisine. And gastronomy, for the first time, has gained a political edge.
(229)
Hibben would be happy to learn about this paradigm shift in conversation, and I would like to
think that she was one of the first few who helped initiate that shift.
Alice Waters was another original contributing and highly influential voice who helped to
push this farm-to-table movement into the public conversation by opening her restaurant Chez
Panisse in the 1970s in Berkeley, California. We can also give partial thanks to today’s current
popular writers such as Michael Pollan, Barbara Kingsolver, Samin Nosrat, Anthony Bourdain,
and Ruth Reichl who have placed food into the public’s rhetorical landscape and made it a
mainstream topic, thereby allowing researchers like me to do the scholarly and academic work
that fills in some of the gaps that public discussion sometimes leaves wide open. There is a
reclamation happening for other scholars who are currently looking at food rhetoric and turning
over food texts of the past to tell us what we can use in our current conversations and modern
texts about cuisine. “The academic study of feminism, the increased interest in women’s
rhetorics, and the work of women’s and gender studies scholars made and continue to make the
intersection of rhetoric and food studies not only possible but also now legitimized by major
journals like College English” (Amy Dubisar, “Promoting Peace” p. 61 from FFR). Others
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before me [name some of them] have laid the groundwork necessary to argue that cookbooks—
and indeed other genres, modes and mediums of food writing—are worthy of study.
Just within even the past five years, we’ve seen an uptick in articles, books, and
conference presentations surrounding the discourse of food rhetorics.120 And conversations about
food and pedagogy have even made its way into our conversations about first year writing
classroom design.121 The academic study of food rhetorics is gaining serious traction as a vital
conversation in our field.
Emily Twarog defines several sites of food inequities and notes how to educate ourselves
about the concerns surrounding food:
The ability to afford food is one issue. The other is food deserts, or areas of
inaccessibility to healthy, affordable food… Poor communities in the United States are
likely to have four times fewer supermarkets in their neighborhoods than are found in
wealthy neighborhoods. ...Full-service supermarkets are replaced by corner stores or
quickie marts that sell alcohol along with an array of high-sugar, high-fat convenience
foods, often at inflated prices. Fast-food restaurants are also disproportionately more
concentrated in poor communities and communities of color. The growing concern over
food deserts has increased significantly over the past decade as scholars, journalists, and

120
In the 2018 program for the Conference on College Composition and Communication there was one individual
presentation and as many as four entire panels devoted to research on food literacies and the rhetoric of food justice
studies. Some of these panels included one titled “The Language, Literacy, and Labor of Food Justice: Transforming
Communities through Collective Action with Food and Farming,” which involved presentations from three
respective panelists from varying institutional affiliations, and another panel on “Languaging Foodways:
Community Approaches to Land, Food, and Literacy” with four speakers engaged in the linguistic values of food.
Articles in Rhetoric Society Quarterly have appeared with titles such as Erin Branch’s “Taste Analytically”: Julia
Child’s Rhetoric of Cultivation” from 2015. In 2018, the Journal of Multimodal Rhetorics, along with Rhetoric
Review both housed articles regarding food rhetoric.
121

As we see, for instance, with the 2018 article by Matthew Paproth “Confronting the Uncomfortable: Food and
First Year Composition.”
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community activists have drawn attention to uneven development in urban and suburban
areas. (Politics of the Pantry 116)
These twenty-first century problems existed in Hibben’s time, but were not at the forefront of
any conversations, particularly in academic circles. We did not have the language yet of talking
about food in terms of feminist inclusivity or intersectionality. Hibben spoke mainly to class
dynamics, affordability and access by economic means, rather than issues surrounding systemic
racism that we now know is deeply embedded in food culture.
If knowledge equals power, as Foucault often reminded us, then educating about food
empowers us with knowledge about how to eat well, even on a budget. Much of our motivation
now circles around the value of education. Many of Hibben’s and Roosevelt’s motives can be
tied up with teaching the public how to eat. As Hibben once stated, “To be made conscious of
good bread is not to be made finicky, but is an education for which to be grateful, bringing to
mind a thousand things past and present in well-being” (A Kitchen Manual xii-xiii). Hibben
suggests that it isn’t just for the sake of ourselves that we should be grateful, but that we should
know our education is part of a community praxis—what feminist theorists Rosemary Hennessy
and Chrys Ingraham present as the Marxist feminist term that is “the practice-theoretical struggle
involved in movements for social change” (Materialist Feminism 4). Education is a form of
praxis (perhaps the ultimate form).
Sites of feminist activist rhetoric, a praxis of theory and action include various sites of
foodways—the kitchen, the market, the cookbook, etc. Each site is an opportunity for education
and praxis. By educating, we empower those who gain knowledge. Therefore, even the simple
act of sharing a recipe (a cookbook) or ways of eating or cooking (texts like A Kitchen Manual)
is a feminist act. In Teaching to Transgress, bell hooks makes the case that theory must inform
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practice or else it does us no good. Praxis, the ancient Greek term that hooks uses in her book, is
essentially a stand-in for activism when taken to the civic level or when being socially
conscious/mindful. Hooks goes on to talk about the elitism and accessibility issues with theory,
including jargon, small audience, etc.:
Hence, any theory that cannot be shared in everyday conversation cannot be used to
educate the public. Imagine what a change has come about within feminist movements
when students, most of whom are female, come to Women’s Studies classes and read
what they are told is feminist theory only to feel that what they are reading has no
meaning, cannot be understood, or when understood in no way connects to ‘lived’
realities beyond the classroom. (39)
Indeed, it is these lived realities that create the stakes. Our lived experience (what Hibben
thought was a cook’s trustworthy intuition, for she knows her own tastes best) is tied up with
material conditions. The latter affects the former, just as inequities can dictate the type of milk
we buy or where we find fresh produce. Hooks’ frustration is that of the ivory tower being the
place where only “legitimate'' theory can self-perpetuate. What use is theory in the ivory tower if
it doesn’t invoke change on a public scale? What use is theory when the language of that theory
belittles, isolates, and alienates the reader? She asks:
Of what use is feminist theory that literally beats them down, leaves them stumbling
bleary-eyed from classroom settings feeling humiliated, feeling as though they could
easily be standing in a living room or bedroom somewhere naked with someone who has
seduced them or is going to, who also subjects them to a process of interaction that
humiliates, that strips them of their sense of value? (39)
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This is where we distinguish between Marxism and materialist feminism. Material conditions
pushed Hibben into exemplifying materialist feminism because of the cyclical nature of the
system she was operating in, pushing back against capitalism while living in a capitalist system.
To thrive in capitalism is an act of sass and therefore set her apart from others because she used
it to support herself and influence the country.
So much execution of “legitimate” or academic theory (according to the traditional
institutions rooted in patriarchy) is counterproductive to the feminist agenda. “Perhaps,” bell
hooks says:
it is the existence of this most highly visible feminist theory that compels us to talk about
the gap between theory and practice. For it is indeed the purpose of such theory to divide,
separate, exclude, keep at a distance. And because this theory continues to be used to
silence, censor, and devalue various feminist theoretical voices, we cannot simply ignore
it. (Teaching to Transgress 39)
Language can alienate, even when discussing such a universal topic as food, even in the public
sphere. And the language of food is just as material and can be just as (mal-)nourishing as food
itself. Food rhetoric is viewed in this dissertation through bell hooks’ more modern use of the
Greek praxis by identifying moments of rhetorical praxis in Hibben’s texts. Rosemary Hennessy
and Chrys Ingraham explicate in their book Materialist Feminism:
the history of feminist interest in Marxism has been punctuated by a great deal of critical
exchange as feminists challenged Marxism’s limits and in the process expanded its
explanatory power as a theoretical framework that might more adequately address the
differential historical situation of women. This critical debate has been fundamental to
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what Marxist feminists call praxis—that is, the practical-theoretical struggle involved in
movements for social change. (4, my emphasis)
Alongside Hennessy and Ingraham, bell hooks saw the link between theory and practice as
crucial; the connection is a vital part in promoting and empowering the voices of both scholars
(theorists) and the public (practitioners): “By reinforcing the idea that there is a split between
theory and practice or by creating such a split, both groups deny the power of liberatory
education for critical consciousness, thereby perpetuating conditions that reinforce our collective
exploitation and repression” (41, my emphasis). Hibben’s advice is a “liberatory education”
because when readers take that advice they empower themselves to thrive and thus create that
liberatory experience, contributing to a collective or community’s well-being as well as the wellbeing of the household or the individual.
Since food is universal, by studying public figures like Hibben and Roosevelt with a
critical eye, I hope this dissertation contributes toward broadening the scope of rhetoric beyond
the academic. Yes, we need theory. Popular public trends necessitate academic theory, but not
necessarily exclusive to academic theorists. Just as we need a feminist theory, food studies
scholar Molly Anderson calls for theory in community food security and sustainability.
However, we need that theory to be accessible, otherwise the practice that should be so closely
connected to it feels at much more of an impossible distance. Praxis is the reciprocal and
dynamic conversation between the public and academic. Anderson warns against the dangers of
using some terms over others. For instance, she problematizes using “security” rather than
“sovereignty” when articulating goals for activism and policy-making. Think of it in terms of the
Biblical parable: if you give a man a fish, he’ll eat for a day; if you teach him to fish, he’ll eat for
a lifetime. It’s the difference between being secure in the moment and the ability to become
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autonomous—the latter is more sustainable. And even that word “sustainable” has become
ubiquitous in our discourse; sovereignty and sustainability could be synonymous. What Raymie
McKerrow argues in his forward to The Rhetoric of Food is for “standardizing food discourse as
a grammar” (xiii). In short, food needs a vocabulary whereby both public and academic voices
can come into conversation. Since new language encompasses the grammar of food studies, we
now have new ways and new vocabularies with which to read women like Sheila Hibben.

A Call for New Sass: Toward a Strategy for Modern Food Literacy
Language for food today has a marketing issue. As a result, we need a new sass. Food
historian Andrew Haley in his article “The Nation Before Taste” confesses that “My fear is that
as culinary history proliferates, we may be tempted to serve up dishes half-baked, where the
absence of a strong historical narrative rooted in both sensitivity and nuances of the past and the
limits of our knowledge may allow nostalgia to run roughshod over substance” (55). In other
words, Haley is worried that we may not be paying particular attention to important context and
changes that have been made over time (such as language and rhetoric or even as material as
how ingredients change throughout history) and therefore end up conceiving of food history in
romanticized and inaccurate ways. The significance of this for my purposes is for future
consideration of presenting a history linked to how we also present the language of food (then
and now). If we don’t understand the reasons why rhetorical strategies in the past were either
successful or ineffective, we won’t understand how to change our rhetorical strategies to meet
the needs of our times.
Akin to bell hooks’ claim that academic language and theory can alienate, sometimes the
rhetoric surrounding food security and affordability can hamper food literacy and undermine
those meant to be empowered by the same rhetoric. So how do we persuade folks with this new
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language, particularly those not in academia or studying food rhetorics? We need to develop
strategies like Hibben’s sass to convince the public that it is a socially accepted value to eat well
on a budget and to thrive. Haley piggybacks on Hibben’s doctrine and offers, “we have to eat,
and we might as well enjoy it, but our current romance with food poses challenges for those who
wish to introduce the American public to the foodways of the past” (62). As a culinary historian,
Haley is concerned with historical accuracy. But I would argue that his concern also poses
questions for future implications about how we tell stories about food—for those who seek to
educate and inform, using a language that is accessible is not always a black and white issue.
“For large numbers of Americans into the twentieth century,” Andrew Haley writes, “putting
food on the table was more important than developing a lexicon to describe it” (62). But we need
a lexicon that includes the working class, in order to provide more universal access to the
information about how to eat well, even on a tight budget.
Recent examples of how we can translate Hibben’s approach into modern strategies do
exist. Hibben’s modern-day counterparts evoke similar culinary biography. Sheila Hibben
foreshadowed projects such as Padma Lakshmi’s Hulu show “Taste the Nation” or Andrew
Zimmern’s five-episode series on CNN, “What’s Eating America.” Both tackle issues of
immigration through the lens of food. And what is America if not a country of immigrants, as
Hibben proved in her collection of regional dishes in her two staple cookbooks. Therefore, our
culinary identity is bound up with immigrant recipes and food traditions from everywhere. If
Hibben were to rewrite American Regional Cookery or The National Cookbook today, they
might take the form and content of those television series. But these can also still be problematic.
Zimmern has been accused of food appropriation with the opening of his most recent restaurant
Lucky Cricket in Minneapolis. Questions arise of where we draw the line—what is appropriating
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and what is celebrating? Would we accuse Hibben of appropriating regional cuisines by
showcasing their recipes in her cookbook? After all, they are not her recipes and not her culture,
but a presentation of Otherness as a collection that is supposed to represent the larger national
identity of American cuisine. Since she is part of that larger American citizenry, I’d argue that it
isn’t appropriation but celebration.122

Like Hibben’s contemporary First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt, the early twenty-first century
First Lady Michelle Obama brought back a reason for the nation to look to the White House as a
culinary role model. Abby Wilkerson of the George Washington University’s Food Institute
writes in her chapter “Not Your Father’s Family Farm” in Food, Feminisms, Rhetorics about the
2008 open-letter to president elect Barack Obama in the New York Times from Michael Pollan.
Pollan calls on Obama for a food campaign reformation “arguing the president to serve as
national role model by informing the public that he sits down with his family ‘every night that
[he is] in town.’ ‘What is a higher “family value” after all,’ Pollan asks rhetorically, ‘than
making time to sit down every night to a shared meal?’” (Wilkerson 127). Many have come to

122

I would make an analogy to the cartology concept of the “coastline paradox” where the more zoomed in to the
land you get, the more detailed and longer the coastline becomes. What level of granularity is necessary? What is
appropriate when we sometimes need to generalize? Hibben literally has more ground to cover when trying to
represent a national cuisine by region or state-by-state with her cookbooks. It’s a geographically large territory to
include. A coastline’s real length is unknowable in the same way that the true complexity of a national, regional, or
cultural identity is unknowable and can’t be fully represented on a page (a recipe) or plate. But like the cartographer
drawing a map, you need to decide what is the smallest unit of a region or culture that you wish to represent. What is
Hibben’s unit of measurement? “In ‘Consuming Nations,’ Shannon Peckham argues that food works as a powerful
metonym for culture writ large, citing, for instance, the ways in which tacos have become a metonym for Mexico
and Coca-Cola has become one for the United States. These associations are strong, often grounded in racist,
essentialist ideas that espouse culture as uniform and fixed, reducing the complexity of culture to a single equation.
Turning her discussion to travel guides, Peckham also demonstrates how food is often discoursed about as both
promotional object representative of an entire nation or region and a list of items to be sampled and avoided. This
kind of metonymic representation of food assumes both food linearity and universality, regardless of race, gender,
class, and other important economic markers. Like the process of decontextualization, it erases critical context and
eliminates the need to engage with imperialism, forced coercion, slavery, immigration, and displacement--anything
that might unravel the ease of simply eating to eat” (Winet “From Street Food to Digital Kitchens” 107-108).
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acknowledge that Pollan is problematic in many ways that I won’t get into here, but it cannot be
disputed that he has been very influential on the discourse around food. Michelle Obama took up
the mantle.123 Her Let’s Move campaign targeted childhood obesity, but quickly swelled to a call
for all interested in health awareness to become mindful of how their bodies were affected by
physical activity and nutrition. Obama’s movement empowered those who wished to take control
of their bodies. However, under Trump’s administration, much of Obama’s legacy was neglected
and negated, such as the school lunch program. As resistance now resurges in the Biden era, it is
vital to take stock again of our values.
In her book American Grown, Obama narrates her rhetorical moment in history as she
planted the White House vegetable garden, recalling its first inception cultivated by our nation’s
second First Lady, Abigail Adams. Obama’s position in the food movement is tied to a rhetoric
of care—not unlike that of feminist movements. As she struggles to build a site of nourishment,
she encourages her readers at individual and public levels to engage in civic collaboration with
their communities by planting their own gardens. For Obama, agency is key. She understands
that material conditions can be changed, and that those changes then have an agency as well. The
book also includes an act of national identity: a national tour of gardens (not unlike Sheila
Hibben’s national tour of regional cuisine in her National Cookbook) that embody social
responsibility and activism by working toward providing for those in need.
Yet, with each of Michelle Obama’s campaigns, there are missing moments of
inclusivity. There lacks an emphasis on systemic and institutional biases and what to do about
123

It was also food activist Alice Waters, famous for her farm-to-table restaurant Chez Panisse in Berkeley,
California, who called upon the Obamas to plant an organic White House garden. But while Waters might be
ecologically minded, her ecofeminism doesn’t consider the economic status of those who still want to eat
environmentally friendly but who might not be able to afford her restaurant prices. Chez Panisse is not exactly a
casual dining stop. Meals usually average around $100 per person. So, while her earth-minded philosophies are
grounded in the material conditions of the planet itself, the economic realities of many would-be patrons do not have
a seat at her table.
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them. The solutions Obama offers are completely focused on the material and less concerned
with the ideological. If we go back to the importance of praxis and the connection between
theory and practice, we know that we cannot have one without the other.
That leads me to what I would argue is an exemplar of rhetorical food praxis in action.
Leanne Brown’s cookbook Good and Cheap has now been downloaded over one million times
and won the 2015 International Association of Culinary Professionals Judge’s Choice Award,
and Food & Wine and Fortune named Brown one of the Most Innovative Women in Food and
Drink. Leanne Brown’s work stemmed from her curiosity as a Canadian master’s student in food
studies, writing about the American government food assistance program known as SNAP (the
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program). Having no equivalent program in Canada, Brown
found it difficult to imagine shopping for food on a limited budget of four dollars a day.
Eventually, her thesis for the degree program at NYU culminated in a cookbook that teaches its
audience how to grocery shop, how to budget in the grocery store, and what to keep in the
kitchen (from equipment to staple ingredients). Brown’s introductory pages are similar to A
Kitchen Manual but rather brief and laid out in charts—far less prose than Hibben, which can
more easily cater to today’s readers’ needs.
The Good and Cheap cookbook is a testament to Leanne Brown’s feminist progressive
goals: it places knowledge and power into the hands of its audience. It is more than a collection
of recipes; it is a rhetorical act of praxis. In considering the material and economic conditions of
her audience, Brown made her collection available to those who could not normally afford a
cookbook. She made the work available online, collected funds to print copies for free to those
who did not have access to printers, and also promotes her book sales as “You Buy, We Give”
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(for every copy purchased, one is donated). In other words, not only did Brown write for a
specific audience, but she considered how that audience would have access to her work.
I end with Leanne Brown for two reasons. First, Leanne Brown’s work acts as embodied
praxis, as I’ve explained above. Second, as a Canadian looking at the American food system with
an outsider’s perspective, she acts as a mirror for American values. In the introduction to her
cookbook, Brown writes “If you’re in Canada, or anywhere else outside the United States, it
might seem like this book won’t apply to you. While the specifics may differ, learning to cook
and take joy in simple, real food is great for anyone, anywhere” (viii). There are many of
Hibben’s values packed into these two simple sentences. Brown offers an education by “learning
to cook;” she wants her readers to “take joy” in their meals, or, in other words, to thrive. And
Brown wants “anyone, anywhere”—regardless of income, because this book is not only meant
for those on the SNAP budget—to enjoy “simple, real food.” It would only be more on-the-nose
if she had used the word “honest.” Hibben’s “authentic” and “honest” cuisine is Brown’s
“simple, real food.”
While I still wish to avoid idolizing any of these women (Hibben, Roosevelt, Obama,
Brown), I think it’s necessary to see how each of them can be used as effective role models. My
intent is not to place Hibben on a pedestal. By lauding her feminist tendencies toward an
accessibility surrounding food, I merely mean to point out demonstrations of these ideologies in
a particular historical context—an anachronistic analysis of her rhetorical work on cuisine.
Modern criticisms of Hibben would include a critique of her culinary tourism—the more modern
equivalent to early twentieth-century “slumming.” However, when it came to culinary matters
within the United States, Hibben recognized that this was, indeed, the land of plenty and
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acknowledged such difference. She even went so far as to suggest that the plentiful bounty was,
in fact, a detriment, that we had become desensitized or habituated to the abundance:
I am aware that, with people in some other parts of the world subsisting on skilly, or
gnawing carcasses, I may appear pretentious, if not ridiculous, in harping at this time on a
technique of fine cooking. Yet in this country it is not famine, but a fabulous plenty
which has threatened to dull our recognition of the happy medium between too much and
not enough. (A Kitchen Manual xiii)
So how do we update Hibben’s strategy to account for these critiques? How do we appropriately
contextualize food in order to promote a culture of thriving for all levels of income? These
questions beg for a call for more discussion and research. We must, as Winet argues in “From
Street Food to Digital Kitchens,”
Recognize the way that food and stories about food make meaning and then must
acknowledge that food discourse rhetorically transmits attitudes that are often deeply tied
to ideologies about gender, race, class, and other identity markers. Because of this, a
feminist food perspective must actively oppose the uninformed, automatic behavior
created and maintained thought beliefs that reinforce dominant powers and promote a
lack of intentionality. (Winet 112-113)
We must find a way to move to a classless, transnational approach to food rhetoric that doesn’t
colonize or exclude or take advantage of other cultures while also appreciating difference, as
Winet then makes the connection to Audre Lorde’s Sister Outsider text and her “belief that we
would not be reluctant to recognize difference in our desire to build communities but instead
build on those differences” (114). My job as a rhetorician seems aligned with that of what
Andrew Haley calls for in his role as a culinary historian:
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We must impress upon our audiences that our concerns with historical context, economic
status, and issues of race and gender are not trickery—the bait and switch of the historian
who draws her attention to the table with promises of apple pie and serves up lectures on
nationalism instead—but rather a genuine reflection of what those in the past thought
about their larder. (“Nation before Taste” 64)
In this chapter I have highlighted how sharing language incites embodied activism about the food
we eat. I now call for readers to continue inclusive and educational conversations currently in
danger of being silenced by promoting positive food rhetoric.
Sheila Hibben died in 1964.
Unfortunately, not many people remember Hibben. I hope this dissertation changes that.
In her New York Times obituary, her first and most seminal work—The National Cookbook—
was not mentioned; but, perhaps most shattering, is that The New Yorker, the magazine where
she was employed for thirty years, failed to list any of her book publications. She is buried in a
coastal cemetery in Blue Hill, Maine, where occasionally some of her pointed vacation-oriented
New Yorker columns referred. Her obituary in the New York Times headlines her loss as a “food
authority,” passing away in the same building where James Beard would later live. Today it is
now the James Beard foundation’s headquarters, where their mission is “to celebrate, nurture,
and honor chefs and other leaders making America's food culture more delicious, diverse, and
sustainable for everyone.” How do we move forward and develop rhetorical strategies in order to
transmit that same message on a more universal and global scale?
That would be sassy.
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